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Introducon
Differing Percepons of Quality of Learning is a collaborave, QAA-funded project about students' 
percepons of the quality of learning and teaching in the context of the COVID-19 pandemic. The 
2020/21 academic year has not been a typical one, and the project team wanted to understand to 
what extent students have been able to have the university experience they may have expected or 
wanted. This project gathered evidence from undergraduate students of their percepons of the 
quality of learning and teaching in the context of the COVID-19 pandemic, with a focus on how these 
percepons differ by ethnicity. 

By focussing on ethnicity, the study will help add evidence to the sector regarding tackling the 
awarding gap, and it will contribute to strengthening the voice of students of different ethnicies. 
With this focus, the project team intended to ensure that approaches taken to the delivery of 
blended learning do not disproporonately adversely affect any group(s) of students. Furthermore, 
this project is expected to add to evidence being collected by partners in their exisng instuonal 
projects. Addionally, this project explored how student percepons of quality of learning differ 
between different subject areas. Parcipaon in the research required parcipants to complete a 
survey quesonnaire and/or aend an online focus group.

This collaborave project is funded by the Quality Assurance Agency for Higher Educaon in the UK. 
To provide comparability for the data analysis, four universies parcipated in this project: the 
University of Portsmouth (UoP), Manchester Metropolitan University, Solent University, and the 
University of Nongham. 

Occasionally, early in this report, we refer to Black, Asian and Minority Ethnicity (BAME) students, 
although our analysis is actually much more granular. We recognise the need to move away from this 
general terminology, but occasionally use it when referencing relevant literature, or to give context 
by using terminology that is likely to be more familiar to a wider audience.

1. Methodology 

1.1. Jusficaon 
The 2020/21 academic year has not been a typical one, and we would like to understand to what 
extent students have been able to have the university experience they may have expected or 
wanted. Research carried out before the COVID-19 pandemic shows us that the student experience 
at university can vary significantly. We know, for example, that certain student groups 
disproporonately miss out on being awarded certain degree classificaons, and that there are 
students who never really feel as though they 'belong' to their university community. When it comes 
to higher educaon, a discrepancy has been observed between White and BAME students regarding 
the awarding of certain degree classificaons (OFFA, 2015; Zwysen & Longhi, 2016; Richardson, 
2012; Singh, 2011; Richardson, 2008; Broecke & Nicholls, 2007). We want to understand more about 
this area through this project. 

While there is much progress sll to be made by universies in terms of increasing diversity and 
representaon from minority groups, as well as ensuring they have equality (Runnymede Trust, 
2015), higher educaon instuons (HEIs) should be careful not to make assumpons about 
correlaons between awarding gaps and BAME student engagement with academic support, as 
there may not always be a causal relaonship, and there may be mulple causal factors (Panesar, 
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2017). Furthermore, internal data analysis (UoP, 2020) has shown that students have differing 
expectaons of higher educaon outcomes, depending on their ethnicity. This project will put an 
emphasis on the concept of differing percepons (and expectaons), in order to invesgate whether 
students have other expectaons, related to their learning experience during the 2020/21 academic 
year, which also differ by ethnicity. 

In 2020 researchers argued that ‘the aainment gap in Higher Educaon outcomes between under-
represented ethnic minority groups and the white student body is a problem at a variety of 
instuons around the UK, requiring immediate and sustained intervenons and acons’ (Peterson 
& Ramsay, 2020, p. 34). Research typically focused on, for example, ‘low confidence, classroom and 
placement experience, curricular content, reading lists and delivery’ (Smith & Becke, 2017). If the 
awarding gap was a problem prior to the 2020/21 academic year, given that the pandemic has made 
the 2020/21 academic year highly atypical, it may be hypothesised that the new circumstances and 
different methods of delivering teaching may have become addional factors that affect the 
awarding gap. Such factors include blended learning, acve online learning, and accessibility. All of 
these factors will be viewed under a different lens, depending on an individual student's differing 
percepons and expectaons in these new learning environments. Differing percepons of quality of 
learning and quality of teaching will be explored, together with any perceived facilitang factors and/
or barriers to learning in the new environment. 

Recent research findings (Armellini, Antunes & Howe, 2021) indicate that while a quality learning 
experience is needed for a quality student experience, it is not enough on its own; staff-student 
relaonships – parcularly with personal tutors – are also a major influencing factor which 
encourages students to engage with their courses and the university community. Students 
emphasise the value of both independent and group learning, which can be achieved through well-
designed courses and the effecve use of technology. An emphasis on employability, by providing 
acvies and assessments establishing a connecon between learnt theory and how this can be put 
into pracce in the workplace, is also valued by students. When it comes to student support, a 
holisc approach is valued by students, with a balance between academic and pastoral support 
(Armellini et al., 2021).

It is important that through this project we invesgate whether findings correlate with students of 
different ethnic backgrounds. By exploring different percepons of quality of learning and teaching 
between students of different ethnic backgrounds, this project primarily adds to the evidence base in 
the sector related to tackling the awarding gap. It also strengthens the voice of students of different 
ethnicies. Finally, it enables staff to improve teaching methods and student engagement for the 
2021/22 academic year, it informs curriculum development for the 2022/23 academic year, and it 
informs the development of relevant policies at the instuonal level and across the sector.

1.2 Objecves
The primary objecve of this project was to understand differing student percepons of the quality 
of learning and teaching in the context of blended learning during the COVID-19 pandemic, with a 
focus on how these percepons differ by ethnicity and subject area. Secondary objecves include 
the following:

- to help add evidence to the sector regarding tackling the awarding gap and help strengthen 
the voice of students of different ethnicies

- to add to evidence being collected by partners in their exisng instuonal projects, which 
draw on BAME student networks and will be a valuable channel for student engagement
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- to enable staff to adjust mechanisms for engaging and teaching for the 2021/22 academic 
year

- to idenfy staff development needs

- to inform curriculum development for the academic year 2022/23

- to inform policy, notably instuonal work related to Access and Parcipaon Plans (APPs).

In addion to demographic quesons, students were asked quesons from across the following 
secons: Learning and Teaching; Accessibility; Engagement and Expectaons; and Assessment and 
Feedback.

1.3  Research methods
Parcipaon in the research required parcipants to complete a survey quesonnaire and/or aend 
an online focus group. Ethical approval was sought from the Faculty of Humanies and Social 
Sciences at the UoP; approval was granted on 10th May 2021. 

1.3.1 Survey 
The survey items were developed by the team at the UoP, with input from the whole partnership. 
The survey was designed to complement exisng tools in use at partnership instuons and to 
collect a demographically strafied sample. It probed students’ percepons of the quality of the 
learning and teaching they have experienced, drawing on and learning from the pulse surveys that 
were undertaken by some of the partners and the partners’ students’ unions in recent months. The 
UoP engaged their students or student representaves with a pilot survey to ensure that the survey 
tool had been appropriately designed to capture the student voice. The pilot test survey was 
completed by 12 students/BAME ambassadors. Their feedback was posive and did not result in 
major structure or content changes; the main point of cricism was the lack of choice when selecng 
year of study — the opons given were first/second/other, and a number of the pilot parcipants 
were third-year students (although the survey was not going to be delivered to third-year students).

The quesonnaire for each partner was designed on the JISC online surveys plaorm (formerly BOS). 
The UoP research team sent generic links for the survey to parcipang UoP course leaders and the 
main contacts for collaborave partners, with a meframe of a few weeks for compleon. Different 
links were generated for different partners and different courses, to help with the analysis of the 
data. They then sent the links primarily to their first-year and second-year students of the 
parcipang courses, along with an email invitaon. The email invited students to voluntarily 
parcipate in the project by compleng the online quesonnaire, which would allow them to have 
their voice heard. Each instuon organised the provision of incenves to students for their 
engagement with the survey. 

The survey comprises 32 quesons covering the following themes: demographic informaon; 
Teaching and Learning; Accessibility; Engagement and Expectaons; Assessment and Feedback; and 
general quesons about learning. It was designed by the project, and the version that was used to 
collect the data can be found in the appendices. Compleng the survey took approximately 20 
minutes.
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Figure 1: Core themes in the survey quesonnaire

To summarise, the structure of the core quesonnaire explores students’ experiences over the past 
year and expectaons/preferences for the coming academic year regarding the quality of teaching 
and quality of learning. 

The overall quesons that were examined were the following:

1. How was the students’ learning experience during the academic year 2020-21?

2. What are students’ teaching and learning expectaons for next year?

3. Are there any stascally significant differences in the answers of students of different subject 
areas?

4. Are there any stascally significant differences in the answers of students of different ethnicies?

Following the compleon of the quesonnaires and cleaning of the data, the quesonnaire data 
were: (i) presented to each parcipang university in summary reports, as produced on JISC online 
surveys, for a flavour of the results, and (ii) analysed using SPSS and Python (quantave data) and 
NVivo (qualitave data) by the UoP research team for all partners, for a more in-depth analysis.

The survey was open from 10th May to 1st June 2021. Two courses started with a delay, and their 
closing date was 9th June. 

1.3.2 Focus groups
Follow-up focus groups were conducted during June 2021 to gain a deeper understanding of the 
survey results. The survey quesonnaire asked students if they would like to parcipate in the focus 
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groups. Even though the process was random, the final distribuon of parcipants was 
representave of the different courses and ethnicies/backgrounds, so there was good diversity. 
Nine focus groups and one interview were conducted across the four universies, and one set of 
responses was submied as typed answers. There were 33 focus group parcipants in total (see 
secon 1.3.3.2 for more detail). 

The focus groups were semi-structured, with a minimum of two and a maximum of six people. There 
were some inial quesons regarding assessment and feedback that the facilitator/researcher asked, 
but the direcon of the discussion was permied to change, depending on what issues were raised 
by the students during the session. Given in the appendices are the quesons which were used to 
iniate discussion. Each focus group lasted 45-60 minutes. The focus groups were run by instuons 
locally, and data was fed to the UoP team. The collected data were: (i) transcribed by someone 
external to the project and professionally unrelated to those involved (a sample was checked by the 
research team for accuracy), (ii) fully anonymised and (iii) then analysed on NVivo with themac 
content analysis. Figure 2 shows the core themes in the main focus group quesons:

Figure 2: Core themes in the focus group quesons

1.3.3 Populaon
We invited L4 and L5 students enrolled on the following courses (which were/are intended to be 
campus-based) to parcipate in the survey and the focus groups: 

Quality learning
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The raonale behind choosing these courses was that they are courses with comparavely good 
diversity in student ethnic backgrounds, and they are also courses that could be compared between 
the parcipang collaborave partners (this factor is necessary for data comparability purposes). 

Analysis highlighted trends for the whole sample overall, by ethnicity, and by subject area. The three 
subject areas were: (i) Health Sciences (Pharmacy and Adult Nursing courses), (ii) Business Studies 
(Management, Accounng, Finance, Business etc., plus various permutaons/combinaons), and (iii) 
Other Sciences (Civil Engineering, Mechanical Engineering, and Computer Science).

1.3.3.1 Survey sample 
Eight hundred and thirty-five (835) undergraduate students (98% first- and second- year students) 
from the four universies that parcipated in this project completed the survey. The following table  
(Table 2) shows the demographics of the sample. 

Courses that parcipated in the project

University of Portsmouth
BA (Hons) Accounng with Finance
BA (Hons) Business and Management
BEng (Hons) Civil Engineering
BEng (Hons) Mechanical Engineering
BN (Hons) Nursing (Adult)
BSc (Hons) Computer Science
MPharm (Hons) Pharmacy

University of Nongham
BSc (Hons) Management
B S c ( H o n s ) F i n a n c e , A c c o u n n g a n d 
Management
BSc (Hons) Industrial Economics
BSc (Hons) Computer Science
BSc (Hons) Nursing (Adult)

Manchester Metropolitan University
BEng (Hons) Mechanical Engineering
BSc (Hons) Computer Science
BA (Hons) Business Management
BSc (Hons) Adult Nursing

Solent University
BEng (Hons) Mechanical Engineering
BSc (Hons) Adult Nursing
BA (Hons) Business Management 

Table 1: Parcipang courses in the project
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The sample demographics show a fairly even distribuon of the sample regarding gender, first/
second year of study, and BAME/White students. Students with Home (UK) fee status are 
significantly greater in number than students with other status. Among BAME students, 52% are 
Asian, 24%  are Black, 12% are Arab, and 8% are Mixed.   

1.3.3.2 Focus groups sample

Characterisc Group N= % of total

Gender Man 431 52

Woman 395 47

Non-binary 3 0.4

Preferred not to say 6 1

Year First-year 409 49

Second-year 411 49

Other 15 2

Fee status UK 636 76

EU 59 7

Internaonal 98 12

Preferred not to say 42 5

Ethnicity two-way BAME 385 46

White 432 52

Preferred not to say 18 2

Ethnicity six-way Arab 47 6   (12% of BAME)

Asian 201 24 (52% of BAME)

Black 92 11 (24% of BAME)

Mixed 31 4    (8% of BAME)

White 432 52

Other 14 2

Preferred not to say 18 2

Subject area Health 236 28

Business 252 30

Other sciences 347 42

Table 2: Survey sample distribuon
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The table below gives the focus group parcipants’ ethnicies and subject areas:

2. Results
This secon will present results from the analysis of the survey data. Presentaon of results by 
subject area will be followed by results by ethnicity. For results of the overall sample, see Appendices 
C, D & E (Appendix C includes Figures 3-17).

2.1 Stascal tesng methodology
The data in the Likert scale quesons are ordinal. We used the Cronbach's alpha coefficient as an 
internal consistency reliability assessment tool for each scale. All the values of Cronbach’s alpha were 
found to be greater than 0.7, showing internal consistency. Spearman’s rho, chi-squared, Kruskal-
Wallis and Dunn’s tests were used, among other stascal tests, depending on the nature of the 
queson, for comparisons of answers to certain quesons between different groups. 

When tesng for significant differences between grouped responder means for queson groups, 
stascal tesng was done as follows: The responder means for each queson/queson group were 
grouped by ethnicity (or subject area), and each group of means was tested for normality using the 
Shapiro-Wilk test. P-values were generally less than 0.05, and there were no quesons for which all 
ethnicity p-values were greater than 0.05; therefore, the data was deemed to be non-normally 
distributed. Bartle's test was also applied to test for homo-scedascity, and where this was 
confirmed, the Kruskal-Wallis test was used. Where stascally significant differences were found 
between medians (of responder means, grouped by ethnicity), Dunn's test was applied – with 

Ethnicity Business Studies Other Sciences Health Sciences N = 

Arab 0 1 0 1

Asian British 2 0 0 2

Asian Chinese 0 1 1 2

Asian Indian 2 0 0 2

Asian Other 1 0 0 1

Asian Pakistani 0 0 2 2

Black African 0 1 1 2

Black Other 0 0 1 1

British 1 0 0 1

East African/Cypriot 0 0 1 1

Eastern European 2 0 0 2

Not given/Not known 2 2 2 6

White 2 6 2 10

Total 12 11 10 33

Table 3: Focus groups sample distribuon
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Bonferroni's correcon – to determine which groups' medians were stascally different from each 
other.

2.2 Results by subject area
236 (28%) Health Sciences students (pharmacy and adult nursing), 252 (30%) Business Studies 
students (including management and accounng), and 347 (42%) Other Sciences students (including 
computer science, mechanical engineering, and civil engineering) completed the survey.

Teaching and learning in 2020/2021

Percepon of value of elements of teaching (Figure 18)
Health Sciences students were the most posive students regarding the value of most elements of 
teaching on their programme/course during 2020/2021 (Figure 18); they were followed by students 
of Other Sciences, and finally Business Studies. This was the trend for most elements of teaching, 
with the excepon of personal tutorials, face-to-face sessions on campus, and formal individual 
tasks. For the laer, more Other Sciences students found them valuable than any other subject area. 
With the excepon of recordings of teaching materials, formal individual tasks and acvies, and 
opportunies to ask quesons, Health Sciences students were stascally significantly different in 
their responses regarding all other elements, with highly significant differences for online streaming 
of live lectures, lecture engagement sessions, individual feedback, and personal tutorial sessions. 

Recordings of teaching materials were reported as the most valuable teaching element for students 
of all three subject areas. Opportunies to ask quesons and individual feedback were also highly 
valued by students of all subject areas.  
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Open queson: Q29
Q29 asked students what quality teaching means to them. There were 196 Business Studies, 253 
Other Sciences and 196 Health Sciences responses.

All subject areas
There was general agreement between all subject areas on what constutes quality teaching.  For all 
subject areas, quality teaching is frequently idenfied as teaching that:

• is engaging or passionately delivered
• develops, ensures and/or facilitates understanding (esp. Health Sciences)
• is conducive to learning, knowledge retenon, and/or achieving goals
• is clear, comprehensible and concise (words like “effecve” and “efficient” were used)
• provides support and guidance
• prepares students for assessments (esp. Business Studies)
• gives opportunies for interacon with staff (esp. Business Studies)
• is personalised or tailored to student requirements, preferences or ability (esp. Health 

Sciences).

“It means delivering the informaon to students in a number of ways to allow everyone with different 
learning styles and needs to access the informaon. Along with open dialogue regarding schedules 
etc., so we can actually get hold of someone when we need them!!”
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FOCUS GROUP
Students from all subject areas menoned the benefits of recorded material, which 
allowed them to study at their own pace and review content at will. Recorded material 
was also useful for revision purposes.

“For me personally that [recorded material] was extremely helpful, and to be honest if 
they didn't do that, I probably wouldn't have made it through first year. People like me 
and maybe other people who have any type of mental disability, being able to go back and 
learn things at our own pace and put it on our own schedule is very helpful.” 

#student H  (Black Other, Health Sciences)

FOCUS GROUP
In relaon to quality teaching and learning, students highlighted the importance of having 
access to resources, and the need to appreciate that different students have different 
learning requirements and preferences. In the context of quality learning, acknowledging 
that different students have different learning requirements and preferences might mean 
students being given the opportunity to play to their strengths – this might take the form 
of a variety of learning materials or a broad variety of assessments. 

“If there could be differenaon in teaching, so being able to understand and know and 
acknowledge that there [are] different students and there [are] different ways that people 
learn. If you can [...] cater to different ways of being able to convey the informaon, I think 
that's quality teaching.” 

#student J (Black African, Health Sciences)



“Listening to the students' problems and finding [...] way[s] to teach differently to them so that they 
understand.”

Business Studies students somewhat frequently associated quality teaching with:

• movaon and encouragement (also Other Sciences)
• on-campus teaching.

“Interacon with the students so that they are movated to work hard and achieve high marks.”

Other Sciences students also associated quality teaching with:

• movaon and encouragement (also Business Studies) 
• in-depth and high-quality explanaons.

“Lecturers explaining how to do stuff in detail and not just droning on for an hour.”

“Good explanaons, tailoring to students needs, makes the session enjoyable yet very informave.”

Health Sciences students also associated quality teaching with:
• the provision of high-quality and relevant informaon and material (much more vs other 

two subject areas)
• being of paramount importance.

“...It means providing clear resources and feedback, making sure that all content that will be included 
in assessments is covered in lectures, as this is a common problem.”
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FOCUS GROUP
Business Studies students highlighted the need for tutorials and other live sessions to be 
more interacve and less like lectures. The percepon was that lecture-style material 
could be delivered in a pre-recorded format, but the tutorial or seminar should be more 
of a discussion of the material in the pre-recorded lecture. Related to this, these students 
also relavely frequently raised the issue of staff just reading off slides and delivering 
rather stale powerpoint presentaons with lile engagement with students. These 
students also highlighted the importance of having accessible, available and approachable 
members of staff. 

“Increase [in the] number of seminars and a decrease in having notes on slides and having 
lecturers reading from them. It is hard to keep focusing when content is being read off the 
slides. It is more engaging when there are quesons as it keeps us challenged and acve.” 

#student D (Asian Brish, Business Studies)

Teaching staff that answer quesons effecvely; teach students, rather than lecture at 
them; facilitate understanding; and deliver content that is clear, comprehensible and 
relevant were all seen as elements of quality teaching by Business Studies students.



Experience of impact of teaching (Figure 19)
Students were asked to what extent they agreed with a number of statements about their 
experience of teaching on their programme/course in the 2020/21 academic year (Figure 19). Health 
Sciences students were the most posive again, especially regarding movaon to seek learning 
opportunies beyond the course, and their background being valued as an enriching resource for 
learning. Students from Business Studies or Other Sciences reported similar scores to each other for 
most statements in this queson.

Students of all three subject areas reported similar agreement rates. The majority of students from 
each subject area agreed that teaching on their courses (i) engaged them in learning that is 
meaningful and relevant to them, (ii) enabled them to access course content that smulates learning 
and allows parcipaon in learning acvies, and (iii) allowed them to demonstrate their knowledge 
and strengths during assessments. Other Sciences students expressed the least agreement 
concerning all areas listed for this queson regarding the impact of teaching, with the excepon of 
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FOCUS GROUP
Interacve and praccal elements were also seen as an integral part of quality learning, 
while engaging and movang teaching, and interacon with staff were all seen as 
essenal parts of quality teaching.

“So say with one of my modules, they will have two-hour lectures - which is quite a long 
me - and they will just be talking through it, which usually wouldn't really work for most 
students. Other lecturers will be more interacve and go through quesons alongside you 
and ask quesons, which would be more useful for students, I think.” 

#student O (Asian Other, Business Studies)

Impact of teaching on programme, 
agree/definitely agree % by subject 
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Figure 19 (above): Impact of teaching on 
programme, agree/definitely agree % by 

subject area



engagement in meaningful and relevant learning, where more Other Sciences than Business Studies 
students agreed with this statement. Yet again Health Sciences students reported the most posive 
scores, especially for teaching that movated students to seek learning opportunies beyond their 
course, and teaching that valued their background as an enriching resource for learning, with highly 
significant differences compared to students from other subject areas.

Impact of assessment and feedback on learning (Figure 20)
The aforemenoned, largely posive experience of room for demonstrang knowledge and strengths 
during assessments is in accordance with the sasfacon expressed with various relevant aspects of 
assessment, as presented in Figure 20. 

Significantly more Health Sciences students agreed that they were encouraged to self-evaluate and 
reflect on assignments, and that they received quality wrien and/or verbal feedback from teaching 
staff. Health Sciences students reported the most posive results for all the listed elements of 
assessment impact, with the excepon of how well teaching prepared students for their assessment 
and the opportunies they had for peer-to-peer feedback from other students. 

Furthermore, even though students from all subject areas reported low scores for opportunies to 
tailor assessments to their own aspiraons and interests, only 29% of Other Sciences students 
agreed that they were given this opportunity. Similarly, while students from all three subject areas 
reported low scores for peer-to-peer feedback opportunies, Business Studies students reported the 
lowest score (25%). Variety of assessment types, valuable learning opportunies with online 
assessments, and preparaon for assessment all reported similar scores from all three subject areas, 
with moderate agreement overall for these three elements (range: 49-59%).
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Impact of assessment on learning, 
agree/definitely agree % by subject 

area

I was encouraged to self-evaluate and reflect on assignments.

I had opportunies for peer-to-peer feedback from other students.

I received quality wrien and/or verbal feedback from teaching staff.

I was given the opportunity to tailor assessments to my own aspiraons and interests.

There was a good and balanced variety of assessment types.

The online assessments provided valuable learning opportunies.

The teaching prepared me well for my assessments.
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Figure 20 Impact of assessment on 
learning, agree/definitely agree % by 

subject area



Open queson: Q27
Q27 asked students what assessments they felt worked parcularly well, and what kinds of 
assessments they would like to have more frequently in the coming year. There were 161 Business 
Studies, 215 Other Sciences and 154 Health Sciences responses.

Students across all subject areas frequently expressed a preference for:
• exams 
• essays/assignments
• smaller, more regular (or weekly) assessments.

Business Studies students menoned:
• essays/assignments (most preferred)
• group assessments
• coursework
• mulple-choice tests (although to a lesser degree).

Other Sciences students menoned:
• coursework (most preferred)
• exams
• online assessments
• group assessments
• essays/assignments (less than Business Studies)
• creave projects with design elements.
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FOCUS GROUP
For Business Studies students, opinions were mixed towards online exams. However, 
despite the dominant negave view of online exams among Business Studies students, 
their posive references to online exams were more frequent compared to other subject 
areas. 

“I really like open book exams and I think I am learning from them. I feel like because it is 
online, I have more me to learn more and improve my answers.”

#student C (Asian Brish, Business Studies)

“I think open book is good as it gives us more me to understand the queson and go 
through it in detail. If however, it is med, a lot of people feel the pressure. They therefore 
do answer the queson but not how they would want to answer it as they are under the 
me pressure. With open book exams you are able to add all the points you want to. It is 
less me pressure.”

#student D (Asian Brish, Business Studies)

Presentaons and group work were also menoned posively a number of mes, 
although the difficules of coordinang group work online were highlighted by a couple 
of students. Business Studies students were also in favour of assessments that allow 
praccal applicaon of skills and knowledge, as well as assessments that simulated the 
sort of work they might be doing in their future careers. 



Health Sciences students menoned:
• essays/assignments (most preferred)
• praccal assessments (e.g., OSCE)
• mulple-choice tests
• online assessments
• exams
• mock exams or formave assessments.

Open queson: Q28
Q28 asked students what the most useful way for them to receive feedback in the coming academic 
year would be. There were 153 Business Studies, 205 Other Sciences and 150 Health Sciences 
responses.

In all subject areas, students menoned:
• a preference for online (not live) feedback (via email, Moodle, Turnin, or similar plaorm) 

(most menoned) 
• opportunies to discuss feedback with staff (e.g., an appointment)
•  in-person or face-to-face feedback.

“Wrien, in-depth feedback and maybe the opportunity for a meeng with the tutor to discuss.” 

While a number of differences between the most frequently menoned aspects of feedback are 
given below, it should be noted that these points were menoned by all subject areas, at least to 
some extent. Overall, the themes raised were very similar between subject areas.

Business Studies students in parcular menoned having detailed and high-quality feedback.
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FOCUS GROUP
Coursework was the preferred method of assessment for Other Sciences students. There 
were a small number of posive references to group work, although some highlighted the 
difficules of effecve communicaon in online group work. For next year, some of these 
students would like to see more group work. In general, online exams were not viewed 
favourably; scepcism was expressed about their credibility, and that they were of an 
inappropriate length or poorly implemented.

“I have got to agree, with the take home exams I feel they’re just a bit silly. I do not 
understand how they are credible. I do not understand how my degree can be just as good 
as anyone else has had before, because […] open book means open book. You can prey 
much Google anything, you can look back at your notes […]  I do not feel like I have ever 
walked out of one of those take home exams feeling like I have learnt a lot […] I just felt 
like I blagged the whole thing really.” 

 #student Y (White, Other Sciences)

FOCUS GROUP
For Health Sciences students, it was parcularly important that courses had a well-
thought out assessment metable, were taught at an appropriate pace, or were well 
structured. Some students referred to assignments being due while they were busy with 
placements, which made things difficult for them. One student referred to unrealisc 
restructuring of modules into later years of the course, to catch up material that it was 
not possible to deliver during the pandemic.



“...given more detailed feedback on individual coursework, as only [a] score for essay or essay-type 
quesons could not help [me] improve.”

For Other Sciences students, having feedback that tells them how to improve was parcularly 
important.

“One-to-one verbal or wrien feedback would be best because we can then understand where we 
[went] wrong and how to improve.”

Health Sciences students in parcular expressed a preference for wrien feedback or a feedback 
report.

“When failing [an] assignment, the marker […] should give extensive wrien points that are in 
language that students understand, and face-to-face feedback should also be given to check 
understanding.”
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FOCUS GROUP
Preparaon for assessments and for future careers was parcularly important to Health 
Sciences students. This is to be expected, given that the courses in Health Sciences are 
very career orientated.

“...the pharmacy pracce was really good. We had a lot of actual experience of stuff we 
would actually be doing in real life, so that was nice. Aside from that, I also liked the labs, 
because the theory is all good and well, but if you can't really apply it and aren't doing 
hands-on stuff with labs, it's kind of difficult to grasp. I appreciated that we had so many 
throughout the year.”

#student H (Black Other, Health Sciences)

Preparaon for assessments was also related to formave assessment, an aspect of their 
courses that Health Sciences students were parcularly posive about; regular quizzes 
were viewed posively by students at MMU, and parcularly at the UoP. Addionally, 
pracce quesons and mock exams were very favourably thought of by Health Sciences 
students, whereas for other subject areas this was rarely menoned. 

“I believe that formave assessment for pharmacists is like paradise, because it gives us a 
simulaon of the summave assessment. It's like, okay, so this is how the exam is going to 
be tested. Giving the real exam vibes, because that's what's good about formave 
assessment, so that we can be prepared for the exam and we can know what we are 
going to have in our exam.”

#student L (Asian Chinese, Health Sciences)

“...we were able to do formave exams as well […] so if we get something wrong, we 
would be able to [...] pracse [...] it [and] we [are] reflecng on it and also geng [...] 
beer.  And yeah, it was actually really helpful when I then did my summave exams.”

#student AF (Asian Pakistani, Health Sciences)

As menoned above, the praccal applicaon of theory is important to Health Sciences 
students. This is also the case when it comes to their assessments; they expressed a 
preference for workplace-based assessments, or assessments that were relevant to the 
workplace.
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FOCUS GROUP
Assessments that involve the praccal applicaon of skills were preferred by Other 
Sciences students. Programming assignments were viewed favourably in terms of 
engagement and interest. These types of assessments were thought to be challenging, 
but they were engaging because of that level of challenge. 

“If the assignment required me to do things more acvely, for example like a coding game, 
then I find myself spending a lot more me on that compared to like wring essay. Doing 
tasks like that makes you feel more movated…”

#student AA (White, Other Sciences)

Some thought that while content needed to be challenging to smulate learning, there 
was a balance to be struck.

“There has to be a balance between it, there's no black and white[...]. It's a very grey area, 
there has to be a level of challenge so that students are able to learn their material to a 
greater level. But it also has to be [at] a point where it's not too difficult [so that] a 
student just gives up completely on what they're learning.”

#student W (Not known, Other Sciences)

Programming assignments were also associated with elements of the course that students 
might not necessarily enjoy, but they know are valuable to their learning; some 
highlighted that it is not the process of doing this type of work that is enjoyable, but the 
feeling of sasfacon at the end, once it is complete, that makes it all worthwhile.

“...about programming, when you can't solve something you're just banging your head on 
the table, but the feeling when you solve it, it's something awesome.”

#student S (Black African, Other Sciences)

“I don't like programming, but I like sing there and going, 'That was useful. I did 
something cool there,' but the actual process is awful.”

#student U (White, Other Sciences)

FOCUS GROUP
Other Sciences students tended to have a negave view of formave assessments; they 
were seen as a distracon and in some cases not parcularly relevant, because in general 
they didn't relate to other areas of the course or subsequent assessments. Even when 
formave assessment was viewed favourably it was sll cricised for superficial feedback 
and lack of opportunies to properly discuss feedback with staff: 

“Yes, more quality feedback and more me to have that back and forth with the lecturer, 
because of the rao of students to lecturers, and the fact there was only an hour or two to 
do it. It just feels impossible. It wasn't their fault. It was just impossible for them to do.”

#student R (White, Other Sciences)

It seems that it is not formave assessment per se that is the issue, but rather its effecve 
implementaon.



Impact of learning in the 2020/21 academic year (Figure 21)
The learning experience of students was explored further with the next queson (Figure 21). Most 
students were comfortable using technology, yet Other Sciences students were the most confident. 
Health Sciences students were the most posive regarding how movated they felt to complement 
their learning through further resources beyond what was provided, how well they are learning, and 
how inspired they felt to join a professional network/community or an open course. Furthermore, 
nearly 60% of Health Sciences students agreed that they are enjoying their learning experience, 
while only approximately 45% of students from the other subject areas agreed with this statement.  

Even though a high percentage of students from all subject areas feel comfortable using technology 
for their online study, the majority of students (67-71%) from all three subject areas would prefer, 
and feel more comfortable, in a primarily face-to-face learning environment; they feel they are 
missing out as a result of studying online. Business Studies students were the least posive about 
studying online and its various aspects regarding: contribuons to online discussions, having their 
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FOCUS GROUP
For Business Studies students, formave assessment was seen as parcularly useful in 
helping them learn and improve:

“Yes, I think they [formave assessments] help my learning. I like that we had regular 
assessments such as seminar sessions as it made sure that I was constantly learning.”

#student C (Asian Brish, Business Studies)

“I did prefer the short quesons we had. It allowed me to idenfy where I was going 
wrong. During lectures, you do not always know what you do not know and where your 
weaknesses are. Having short quesons helps you idenfy your weaknesses and strong 
points. This allows you to ask more quesons as well.”

#student D (Asian Brish, Business Studies)

Compared to other subject areas (especially Other Sciences), preparaon for assessment 
was menoned parcularly frequently as an important aspect of the teaching and 
learning experience of Business Studies students.

FOCUS GROUP
In terms of feedback, for Health Sciences students, geng more and beer-quality 
feedback was parcularly important, compared to other subject areas.

“The most I’ve learnt from would always [be the] elements where [it's] more praccal, or 
something [from which] you can actually get mely feedback.”

#student  AG (Black African, Health Sciences)

“I think I would really appreciate if we could get the wrien feedback as well, apart from 
just verbal feedback, because we didn't get any feedback to say where we could improve, 
especially on presentaon[s] as well.”

#student J (Black African, Health Sciences)



voice/feedback heard, and complemenng learning with further resources beyond what is provided 
by their courses. 

Frequency of use when needed and confidence using certain resources (Figure 22)
Furthermore, students were asked to indicate how frequently they have had access when needed 
during the 2020/21 academic year to various resources when studying remotely, and how confident 
they were in using them. Figure 22 compares frequency of use when needed with confidence by 
subject area, and it is interesng to see whether confidence is related to frequency for the three 
subject areas.

Overall, Other Sciences students seem to be the least confident students. For these students, the 
greatest discrepancies between frequency and confidence (implying even lower confidence than the 
frequency requires) were reported for a reliable internet connecon, the library online resources, 
and the soware required to complete work. With the excepon of using resources for independent 
learning, Health Sciences students were the most confident in their use of the other resources 
menoned in the queson; they were also the most frequent users. For Health Sciences students, 
the biggest discrepancies between frequency and confidence were reported for a reliable internet 
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FOCUS GROUP
Despite the volume of posive references by Health Sciences students concerning support 
and good communicaon with their universies, there were a number of comments in 
which students either highlighted the importance of the university listening to students, 
or in which they specifically said they had not been listened to.

Impact of learning, agree/definitely 
agree %, by subject area

The course inspired me to join a professional network/community or an open course

I feel movated to complement my learning through further resources beyond what is provided

I feel my voice is heard when I give feedback on my course

I feel that online studying provides all aspects of studying, although in a different mode

I don’t feel I am missing out as a result of studying online

I would prefer to be in a primarily face-to-face learning environment

I feel I am learning well

I am comfortable using the technology

I feel beer able to contribute to discussions online

I feel more comfortable online than I would in a face-to-face class

I am enjoying it
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Figure 21 Impact of learning, agree/
definitely agree %, by subject area



connecon and the virtual learning environment (VLE). Business Studies students were the least 
confident students in their use of adequate compung devices and the VLE, and the biggest 
discrepancies between frequency and confidence were reported for the VLE and online library 
resources. 

Correlaons

As with the overall sample, posive correlaons exist for all subject areas for all the resources listed 
in Figure 22. The vast majority of correlaons are moderate and posive (0.417 < rho < 0.556, p = 
0.000).  

There are strong posive correlaons for all three subject areas for further resources beyond what is 
provided by the university (Health Sciences, rho = 0.712; Other Sciences, rho = 0.670; Business 
Studies, rho = 0.681; all p = 0.000). 
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Confidence in using vs frequency of using various resources % by subject area
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For Other Sciences, there is a strong posive correlaon for the me, space and resources to engage 
in independent learning (rho = 0.618, p = 0.000), and a weak posive correlaon for adequate 
compung devices or other hardware to complete all my work (rho = 0.367, p = 0.000). 

For Health Sciences, there are weak posive correlaons for the required camera/microphone (rho = 
0.397, p = 0.000) and adequate compung devices or other hardware to complete all my work (rho = 
0.300, p = 0.000). 

For Business Studies, there is a strong posive correlaon for all the soware I needed to complete 
my work (rho = 0.604, p = 0.000).
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FOCUS GROUP
Regarding independent learning, students from Other Sciences made references to the 
importance of geng help with the transion from school to the university way of 
learning; students from other subject areas hardly menoned this.

“I think also a lot of people came straight from doing their A-Level exams to going back to 
learning again, [and it] was quite a big transion for a lot of people, and an even bigger 
transion when you go from doing everything in person to doing everything online and 
not being able to communicate that easily with their lecturers.”

#student V (Not known, Other Sciences)

Other Sciences students also thought that teaching staff should be a catalyst for 
independent learning.

“I feel like in first year especially, it needs to be a lot more guided, because in first year you 
are not […] used to the idea of having to read around the subject, because you do not 
have to do that in A-Level.”

#student AC (White, Other Sciences)

FOCUS GROUP
For Business Studies students in parcular, working alone, outside metabled hours, or 
revision were associated with independent learning. As well as Other Sciences students, 
they also frequently menoned self-development, focus, and self-movaon in relaon to 
independent learning. Business Studies students in parcular also highlighted the role of 
research and coursework in independent learning. They also frequently associated 
independent learning, and learning in general, with preparaon for the workplace.

“Independent learning is a skill, and it is important as when we go into the workplace 
there are projects [where] we would need to learn independently. It is all about working 
alone and geng informaon on your own.”

#student C (Asian Brish, Business Studies)

“...it is not something you can learn all at once, but it's something that you develop, 
especially at university [where there’s] a big gap between university and college, of 
course. This is where you start to develop your independent learning on your own.”

#student A (Not known, Business Studies)

While the difficules of transioning from school to university working pracces were 
raised a few mes, it was relavely infrequently.



Open queson: Q19a
Q19a asked students what resources, if any, they had used beyond those which the university 
provides. There were 42 Business Studies, 62 Other Sciences and 47 Health Sciences responses.

Between all subject areas, there were no significant similaries in the use of resources (although 
there were between pairs). Whereas for ethnicity there are general similaries between ethnicity 
groups, the types of resources accessed seems to be more related to subject area.

Business Studies students in parcular used:
• Google (docs, scholar, the search engine generally, etc.) 
• news arcles (frequent cf. Other and Health Sciences)
• books – both hard copies and e-books — not acquired through university (also Health 

Sciences).

Other Sciences students used:
• Youtube (frequent cf. Business Studies and Health Sciences)
• internet research or other websites for informaon.

Other Sciences students’ use of libraries was very low compared to the other two subject areas.

Health Sciences students used:
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FOCUS GROUP
Business studies students in parcular highlighted the issue of access to IT resources and 
soware – parcularly operang system-specific soware which is incompable with 
some students' computers. One student raised issues with accessing financial help due to 
a stringent means-tesng system. They proposed that required soware for the course 
should not be limited to a specific operang system. The student’s experience is given 
below.

“My friend, we told her to reach out to the uni to get some support because I know 
obviously they have a lot of spare computers. They basically just said, 'Because your 
parents earn over this much, we won't give it to you.' Obviously she's a bit older than me - 
I'm only in second year - but I think she's 22. For her, it's quite embarrassing to have to go 
and ask your parents to buy you a laptop. Even though maybe they earn over a certain 
amount, it doesn't meant that they have disposable [funds] straightaway just to buy a 
laptop….

…So I think that was quite unfair, and if she didn't [buy a Windows laptop], then she 
wouldn't be able to do the coursework - which I think is quite crazy. Yes, that's something 
that I would try and stop. Just [use] soware that is accessible to everyone, or change the 
coursework to something that doesn't rely on that type of soware. Also I had access to 
the soware and it wasn't even good! It was really bad…”

#student Q (White, Business Studies)

Business Studies students, like Other Sciences students, also highlighted the importance 
of access to online course material, possibly due to most of their teaching and learning 
being online over the past academic year, making access to these resources crical for 
their studies.



• books – both hard copies and e-books — not acquired through university (also Business 
Studies)

• Youtube
• a workplace, hospital, or other physical library (i.e., not online).

Open queson: Q21
Q21 asked students what their university could do in terms of helping them beer access the 
resources they need for their learning. There were 65 Business Studies, 81 Other Sciences and 70 
Health Sciences responses.

All subject areas frequently menoned:
• the restructuring of online resources or the VLE (including Moodle), to improve clarity and 

user-friendliness (esp. Other Sciences — most frequent)
• that the university was doing a good job in the provision of resources (less so Health 

Sciences).
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FOCUS GROUP
Health Sciences students associated independent learning with using material outside of 
the course material, as well as doing further research (or research tasks), coursework, and 
work for formave assessments.

“Independent learning gives me me to reflect on the module, research and collate 
evidence that allows me to produce work for assessment.  Without independent learning I 
would not have the necessary me to research or to recap on learning to make sure that I 
have fully understood the concept at hand.  Independent learning allows me to explore in 
detail the subjects that are being taught.”

#student X (Not known, Health Sciences), wrien response

They also thought that guidance from staff was a way in which the university could help 
with their independent learning.

“I believe that [the university can help us by] having our lecturers [...] tell us what further 
reading we can do, and then also give us some case studies for us to study so that we can 
consolidate our knowledge during our consolidaon week, and give us some real-life, real-
world issues and news so that we can apply the knowledge that we have learned from the 
lecture in real life.”

#student L (Asian Chinese, Health Sciences)

Similarly to learning in general, Health Sciences students also associated independent 
learning with preparaon for their future careers.

“I believe that we have our own learning techniques and this stuff, and I also believe that 
independent learning will help us in the future, especially for us as pharmacists. We are on 
a very professional course, so I believe that independent learning will give us an 
advantage [in] our future profession when we graduate from the university.”

#student L (Asian Chinese, Health Sciences)



“Moodle needs to be laid out beer. It’s not very easy to see everything laid out very well.”

“Nothing really. It seems the university does quite well at making sure we have what we need.”

Business Studies students highlighted needing: 
• access to the university library building
• more accessible, or more online resources
• how-to videos or extra classes and workshops to demonstrate how to access resources or 

soware (also Health Studies; less so Other Sciences)
• to expand online library content and resources, such as providing subscripon-only material 

which is usually behind a pay-wall (also Health Sciences)

“A lot of the books I was interested in using were not available via the online library (only hard copies 
in the actual building to which I didn't have access).”

“Explain how to use certain resources such as the library beer.”

“I felt my University did this very well. However, perhaps sessions on how to download soware we 
need would be useful. For example, for my econometrics module we use Gretl [stascs package], but 
never was given a session on how to install and use it.”

Other Sciences students highlighted:
• financial help for beer WiFi, laptops or other resources.

“Survey before start of year to assess if students have materials required (a laptop, printer, WiFi etc.), 
and offering financial help to students to ensure they have what they need, or changing course to 
allow for students who do not have state-of-the-art university resources at home. Student loan simply 
does not allow any slack to assume students have all of these items by [start of first semester] - or at 
all.”

Health Sciences students highlighted needing:
• how-to videos or extra classes and workshops to demonstrate how to access resources or 

soware (also Business Studies)
• to expand online library content and resources
• to improve university and library websites for clarity and ease of navigaon (by providing 

links and signposng to resources).

“Put more books online. Provide references and further reading links in all PowerPoints to help with 
wring assignments.”

“Teaching how to access the resources properly or in separate sessions, especially the online library, 
or refreshers as we know lile bits but I feel I don't have the skills to use what could be available. 
Maybe a pop-up chat or text service, or an app even would help for instant help on things.”

Experience compared to percepons/expectaons (Figure 23)

Students’ sasfacon is oen influenced by the expectaons they had and their percepons of how 
important a number of factors are for their learning. When students were asked to evaluate how 
important some factors related to quality of learning are/can be, Health Sciences students were the 
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Percepons of value vs experience of factors related to quality of learning % by subject area
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Figure 23: Percepons of value vs experience of factors related to quality of learning % by subject area. Percentages 
for Health Sciences students’ percepons and experience are indicated on the figure



most posive about the importance of all listed factors related to their learning (with stascally 
significant differences), followed by Business Studies students, who were more appreciave of most 
factors compared to Other Sciences students, with the excepon of geng me, albeit remotely, 
with academic staff when needed and developing a sense of belonging to peers on the programme/
course.

When students were asked to evaluate the relevant experience they had regarding the various listed 
elements, results were more spread across the three subject areas. Figure 23 shows how percepons 
and experiences of important factors related to quality of learning varied by subject area. They are 
analysed according to what students think about their value, and what the students’ experience was 
in relaon to them.

All listed factors in Figure 23 seem important to students, yet their experience gave them fewer 
opportunies for experiencing all those things they regard as important or very important. When 
comparing students from the different subject areas, there were some minor differences. Business 
Studies students felt they had more opportunies for studying with fellow students, and a greater 
proporon felt they had sufficient access to the online resources they needed. A greater proporon 
of Health Sciences students agreed that they had opportunies for: personal support/guidance with 
learning; sufficient access to library content, services and support; access to addional resources 
that are useful to their learning; addional learning opportunies; and more opportunies for 
making good contacts or networking for their future careers. 

Compared to other subject areas, more Other Sciences students agreed that they had opportunies 
for: me, albeit remotely, with academic staff when they needed; discussion of academic work with 
fellow students; and developing a sense of belonging to peers on the programme/course. 

The biggest discrepancies between percepon of importance and experience rangs were reported 
for making good contacts for students’ future careers (for all three subject areas, with the greatest 
discrepancy for Business Studies students). Having sufficient access to the on-campus materials and 
equipment that students need reported a large discrepancy between percepon of importance and 
experience rangs; however, this may be expected, as on-campus access was limited in the past year. 
Finally, developing a sense of belonging to peers on the programme/course reported a large 
discrepancy between percepon and experience for all three subject areas, with Health Sciences 
students reporng the greatest difference (41%); Other Sciences students reported the lowest 
difference (33%). 

Open queson: Q30
Q30 asked students what quality learning means to them. There were 180 Business Studies, 233 
Other Sciences and 184 Health Sciences responses.
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Business Studies students uniquely idenfied the benefit of having opportunies to be 
members of external, professional bodies, such as the CMI. One student highlighted the 
appeal of being able to incorporate professional accreditaon, related to such external 
bodies, into their course. This student also menoned the benefits of being able to access 
resources provided by the CMI. Students also highlighted the benefits of opportunies to 
network professionally and get feedback on their CVs from those currently working in 
industry. This had been valuable, even though it had been remote and online over the 
past academic year.



Similarly to quality teaching, there was broad agreement between subject areas on what constutes 
quality learning. For all subject areas, quality learning was associated with:

• understanding the content being taught (clearly the most frequently menoned)
• applicaon of theory in a praccal context, or a context relevant for future use
• retenon of skills and knowledge
• access to, or being provided with, sufficient resources and materials
• preparaon for assessments (preparaon for assessments was also menoned in relaon to 

quality teaching, and has been a recurring theme in answers to the open quesons)
• quality teaching: quality learning is not a substute for quality teaching, or quality learning 

is dependent on quality teaching.

“Knowledge gained applicable in real life as well as for the module, and aained for the future.”

“A good understanding of theory and applicaon to give me the skills I need for the future.”

“Taking my own iniate to build upon the the teaching and areas that interest me, however it should 
not be done in replacement [of] poor teaching.”

Business Studies students in parcular highlighted:
• a significant me or effort investment 
• the importance of efficiency, effecveness, or maximising the potenal of the me spent on 

learning.

“Pung in the me and the effort and being movated.”

Other Sciences in parcular highlighted: 
• needing to feel movated and wanng to learn more
• independent learning (cf. low frequency of references by Business Studies and Health 

Sciences) 
• the importance of high-quality, meaningful, relevant and accurate course material (also 

Health Sciences).
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For Health Sciences students, the praccal applicaon of theory was strongly emphasised.

“...I find more supervised learning, instead of demonstrang or just showing, is [a] bit [...] 
more enjoyable and more beneficial.”

#student AG (East African/Cypriot, Health Sciences)

“...quality learning is being able to apply knowledge in a certain situaon to make sure you 
fully understand it and can use it in pracce. It doesn't have to be physical pracce, it 
could be you're given a dilemma and [have to use] the knowledge that you have just 
gained.”

#student I (White, Health Sciences)



“Knowing that I am not being hindered by the resources provided to me and that I am solely relying 
on my own knowledge of the course rather than having to worry about if the resources are good 
enough or not.”

“A unit which has been taught with strong foundaons to implement my own study.”

“Having the interest and movaon to explore a subject beyond what is in lecture slides.”

Health Sciences students menoned:
• the importance of high-quality, meaningful, relevant and accurate course material (also Other 

Sciences)
• that quality learning involves recognising that different people learn in different ways, and that 

students should play to their strengths in terms of their learning; it was felt that courses should 
allow students to do this by providing a variety of resources, materials, and assessment types.

“Wide range of interesng topics delivered in various ways. Good amount of resources which help 
learning in different ways.”

“Able to navigate and understand; variety, [and] appreciaon for different learning styles.”

“Being able to choose online or face-face lectures.  Being able to opt out of group work if we feel we 
can work beer alone.” 

Quality learning was also thought by Health Sciences students to be associated with access to help 
and support when needed, as well as teaching staff who are accessible, available and approachable.

“Having the resources available but sll having staff to contact and respond in good me to quesons 
I may have.”

Quality of teaching and learning: meeng expectaons (Figures 24 & 25)
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Figure 24: Overall sasfacon with quality of learning



Health Sciences students were the most posive students about their course meeng expectaons 
for quality of learning (significantly more posively), while Business Studies students were the most 
negave, closely followed by Other Sciences students (Figure 24).

Similar results were reported (Figure 25) for the course meeng the expectaons of Health Sciences 
students for quality of teaching (although the difference was less significant). Business Studies 
students were slightly less posive about the course meeng their expectaons for quality of 
teaching, when compared to quality of learning, while Other Sciences students were slightly less 
negave about quality of teaching.

Percepons and experience of factors related to wellbeing (Figure 26)
While most students think that the experiences in Figure 26 are/can be important to their wellbeing, 
Health Sciences students valued the importance of mental wellbeing support the most, and Business 
Studies students valued the importance of making university friends and feeling like a member of a 
university community the most. 

With reference to their experience, Health Sciences students were more appreciave of the support 
they received for their mental wellbeing, and Business Studies students were more appreciave of 
the opportunies they had to make university friends. 
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Although for all subject areas there were more posive references to support and good 
communicaon with their universies than negave references, for Health Sciences 
students there were many more posive references than negave.

“I found the support from lecturers and fellow students was outstanding this year, we all 
experienced such changes to our lives but managed to give encouragement and help 
whenever it was needed. We all proved we can do it, [we] really need to keep that going.”

#student X (Not known, Health Sciences), wrien response
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Figure 25: Overall sasfacon with quality of teaching
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A number of students in Other Sciences menoned lack of social contact more than those 
in the other two subject areas. The need for a quality learning environment or the 
separaon of university and home environments was also highlighted. Some Other 
Sciences students also menoned the impact that the past academic year has had on the 
mental health of students; however, it was highlighted that effecve support was there 
when needed, although the student did have to wait:

“I feel like the university has done quite well with the support of mental health as well, 
although I had to wait quite a while to use that support, but when I did get it, they 
actually gave the mentor as well which you can have appointments with and they can give 
you advice. So I haven't had really that many issues with […] lacking [support] from the 
university itself.”

#student T (Arab, Other Sciences)

FOCUS GROUP
“I know a lot of people, it's really […] affected their mental health quite badly, and their 
physical health, because obviously it's not related to their learning but they're sll sing 
inside all day not geng up, not doing anything.”

#student R (White, Other Sciences)

Percepons of value vs experience of factors to wellbeing % by subject area
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Figure 26: Percepons of value vs experience of factors to wellbeing % by subject area. Percentages for Health 
Sciences students are indicated



Q17 Preference for teaching mode (Figure 27)
When students were asked which teaching delivery methods they prefer (given the ongoing 
coronavirus situaon and the likely safety measures), face-to-face teaching on campus was preferred 
by most of the students of all three subject areas. However, Business Studies students expressed a 
preference for face-to-face teaching more than the students of the other two subject areas (68% vs 
57%), while Health Sciences students were the students who preferred online teaching more than 
the students of the other two subject areas (29% vs 18% for Business Studies and 25% for Other 
Sciences). 

Open queson: Q17a
Q17a asked students whether there was anything in their opinion that works parcularly well, or 
that they parcularly enjoy, about online or face-to-face teaching (if they had no preference in 
response to Q17). There were 23 Business Studies, 42 Other Sciences and 27 Health Sciences 
responses.

Students from all three subject areas highlighted the following: 
• a blended approach to teaching
• engagement and interacon (face-to-face) 
• recorded material, or the ability to review such material at will or at one's own pace
• the convenience, me economy, flexibility or comfort of online learning.

Business Studies students most frequently menoned:
• engagement and interacon (face-to-face)
• recorded material (or the ability to review such material at will or at one's own pace)
• the convenience, me economy, flexibility or comfort of online learning
• that face-to-face studying is generally a beer learning experience
• making contribuons is easier (online).

Other Sciences students most frequently menoned:
• recorded material (or the ability to review such material at will or at one's own pace)
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Preference of teaching delivery method/environment % by subject area
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Figure 27 (above): Preference of teaching delivery method/environment % by subject area



• that face-to-face provided a beer learning experience.

Health Sciences students most frequently menoned:
• the convenience, me economy, flexibility or comfort of online learning
• that face-to-face teaching give them beer opportunies to ask quesons and get help.

Open queson: Q17b
Q17b asked students what they had enjoyed, or most valued, about online acvies (if they gave this 
response to Q17). There were 38 Business Studies, 78 Other Sciences and 63 Health Sciences 
responses. The low response rates to this queson, compared to Q17c, are reflected in the 
preferences expressed in Q17, regarding the preferred mode of teaching.

Students from all three subject areas highlighted:
• travelling less, saving me, and being more efficient
• convenience and flexibility in student schedules
• the ability to review content at will, study at one's own pace, or study under less pressure;
• the ulity of recorded material – both live and pre-recorded.

“I have enjoyed being able to re-watch tricky lectures or lectures that have a lot of informaon in as I 
can go through them slowly or again, making sure I fully understand everything.”

“Not commung to uni, having me to take children to/from school rather than be in uni, enjoy[ing 
a] peaceful study environment at home. Online resources were very good quality.”

Recorded material was highlighted in 58 of the 179 responses. Of those 58, the benefit of having 
recordings or recorded lectures accounted for 39; the benefits specifically of recordings of live 
material accounted for 12; the benefits specifically of pre-recorded lectures accounted for seven, of 
which two made explicit references to live follow-up sessions. The ubiquity of recorded material has 
been invaluable to certain students with learning difficules and certain disabilies.

Business Studies students most frequently menoned:
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For Other Sciences students, the awkwardness of contribung in classes or geng 
answers to quesons during periods of online learning was frequently menoned. 
However, support was generally thought to be there when needed, and some students 
even felt it was more convenient being able to email teaching staff whenever they 
needed.

“Not that they weren't available, you could always email, but it's quite inmidang being 
in a Zoom call with 100, 200 people and feeling like you can individually go to talk to your 
lecturer…”

#student V (Not known, Other Sciences)

“I think the accessibility of lecturers was great this year, the fact that you can message 
them at anyme in the day and they could help you…”

#student Y (White, Other Sciences)



• convenience and flexibility
• the ulity of recordings
• the privacy of online learning and being able to learn in a comfortable environment.

“It can be done from the comfort of your own home. Less anxiety and can learnt at a nicer pace with 
less pressure.”

Other Sciences students most frequently menoned:
• the ulity of recorded material – both live and pre-recorded
• the privacy of online learning and being able to learn in a comfortable environment.

“I really liked the flexibility of this course. I liked being able to access info anyme of the day and to 
watch the pre-recorded lectures whenever I feel like I have missed out on anything.”

“I enjoyed that all lectures are recorded, not just a few.”

“I can go over course material at my own pace and have felt more comfortable contribung to 
lessons online.”

“I feel more comfortable at home.”

Health Sciences students most frequently menoned: 
• being able to review content at will, work at one’s own pace and under less pressure
• the availability and accessibility of resources online.

“The resources have been more organised by being in weeks – this allows you to work at your own 
speed and return for revision or work ahead to maintain understanding.”

Open queson: Q17c
Q17c asked students what they enjoy, or what they feel works parcularly well, about face-to-face 
teaching (if they gave this response to Q17). There were 136 Business Studies, 159 Other Sciences 
and 109 Health Sciences responses. The increased response rates to this queson, compared to 
Q17b, are reflected in the preferences expressed in Q17, regarding preferred mode of teaching.

In all subject areas, students frequently highlighted:
• increased movaon, engagement, and focus in face-to-face teaching
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Other Sciences students highlighted the ulity of online course material and recorded 
lectures for those with mental health issues or other addional needs, but it was a 
general comment and not specific to the individual concerned.

“I was going to say, [for] neuro-divergent people or people with mental health issues, that 
[recordings and online resources] would have been massively movang for them to say, 
'Oh, I'm having a really crap day today I cannot get out of bed,' but all of the stuff they're 
learning, all the stuff they're paying for, they're not going to miss it because they can go 
back and do it. That must have been invaluable to some people.”

#student U (White, Other Sciences)



• opportunies to interact with peers and lecturers
• feeling socially connected.
• the ease of asking quesons or geng help face-to-face (esp. Health Sciences)
• the importance of a learning environment
• the sense of belonging to a university community when face-to-face
• having an improved understanding, when taught face-to-face. 

“Being able to do the working out with course mates. See how everything is calculated. Also the 
tutorials are beer when I can ask the teacher individually without feeling embarrassed or scared to 
ask a queson.”

“Just the fact can feel more confident asking teachers quesons aer lessons.”

Business Studies and Other Sciences students menoned more frequently than Health Sciences:
• the importance of a learning environment
• the sense of belonging to a university community.

This may be because Health Sciences had elements of face-to-face/blended learning throughout the 
year, as permied by UK government regulaons, whereas for the other two subject areas their 
experience of face-to-face/blended learning was much more limited. It may be that the absence of 
these on-campus elements has resulted in an increase in the strength of feeling surrounding the 
issue of belonging or community, especially for Business Studies and Other Sciences students.

“You feel more engaged, rather than staring at the same screen all day, it also helps get you into a 
roune of going into campus to work rather than both working and relaxing in the same 
environment.”

“It would've been a beer experience to go to campus. Be in a class surrounded with your friends and 
fellows. I would have learned more. Also I would have made a lot of friends and worked in groups. 
Which I couldn't.”

“By physically going to campus you are going with the mindset that you are there to learn and you 
can focus. At home you are easily distracted. I also like being able to ask a queson without the 
whole group knowing what I’m saying [which is not really possible in online live sessions]. [I also like] 
pung names to faces, not just a name on a screen in teams. It’s hard to feel part of a community 
when you don’t know anyone in your class.”

Open queson: Q18
Q18 asked students what aspect of the way in which staff had taught them in the year 2020/21, if 
any, had prevented them from fully engaging in, and benefing from, their study experience. There 
were 152 Business Studies, 224 Other Sciences and 178 Health Sciences responses.

In all subject areas, students most frequently menoned that:
• there was insufficient face-to-face teaching (overwhelmingly the most frequently 

menoned)
• lectures had not been movang or engaging (very frequently)
• support had been lacking
• lecturers had not been accessible
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• students had encountered difficules geng help when needed.

On the posive side, students across all subject areas thought – at least to some extent – that staff
had done well despite the circumstances.

“No face-to-face lessons because the course is not essenal....  online learning is demovang.”

“Though it’s not anyone’s fault due to the pandemic, the sole thing that has prevented me from fully 
engaging and benefing from my study experience is the lack of face-to-face learning, which makes 
me feel less connected and belonging as a university student.”

Business Studies students in parcular thought that:
• teachers had shown a lack of effort in delivery of content
• teaching had lacked passion
• asking quesons or contribung had been difficult or awkward (more than other subject 

areas)
• the lack of an environment conducive to learning.
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Students in Other Sciences emphasised the importance of having more face-to-face 
teaching. For these students in parcular, online learning has not been engaging. 
However, there were frequent references to the appeal of blended learning, and two 
students menoned the benefit of a truly hybrid approach in which students could 
choose whether to engage online or face-to-face. For teaching done online, they 
highlighted the importance of staff adapng to the new way of teaching; some students 
menoned that virtual classroom management was poor, or that teaching staff were 
unfamiliar with the technology:

“...the lecturer didn't really know how to use Zoom. Most people were just talking and 
stuff and he didn't know how to mute them and stuff like that. So I feel like if things were 
going to be online things should have been prepared properly, so that affected the quality 
of teaching I feel.”

#student T (Arab,  Other Sciences)

“It's a completely different skill than managing a group of people in person, because of 
the anonymity of all the people. They're going to behave completely differently than if you 
could see their faces and hear their voices and they'd have responsibility for their acons.”

#student U (White, Other Sciences)

References were made to staff having inadequate hardware or poor internet connecons, 
which was a barrier to effecve teaching.

“...the teacher we had for computer science doing the maths was literally streaming it off
an iPad. So the facilies weren't given to the teachers to be able to give the quality 
learning. He was streaming it off an iPad. He was streaming it off 4G rather than actual 
Wi-Fi, so it was cung out all the me.”

#student U (White, Other Sciences)



“They just read off of slides. They don't explain answers to quesons fully, they just read out the 
answer.”

“Hard to join in the the conversaons online as everyone is talking at once, poor internet connecon, 
lack of enthusiasm in teaching from lecturers, too many distracons at home!”

Other Sciences students in parcular menoned that:
• communicaon had been poor or lacking from staff (both in and out of lectures)
• teaching had been poor quality (or online was not an adequate substute for face-to-face)
• they had technical or IT issues (either themselves or teaching staff) (also Health Sciences).

“The teaching was abysmal, some teachers were ok, others didn't provide addional support or 
communicate properly with us to assist our learning.”

Health Sciences menoned:
• technical or IT issues (either encountered by themselves or by teaching staff) (also Other 

Sciences)
• lacking an environment conducive to learning (also Business Studies)
• a lack of live sessions, too much pre-recorded material, or pre-recorded material being too 

long (very frequently, esp. Health Sciences).

“Online lectures have been variable, somemes super chaoc, this can be frustrang when it's staff
with bad connecon/unreliable internet when their job is online for now, and that as a student I have 
had to budget for expensive internet as it is essenal, I don't think it's outrageous to expect the same 
from my teachers. Being self-movated and keen to do well has made me prey resilient and 
adaptable, but there are essenal clinical [skills] that the university needs to teach me in order for me 
to qualify and these need to be completed in a face-to-face environment.”

Importance of communicaon (Figure 28)
When students were asked how important to their quality of learning the ways in which they spend 
their me are, the majority agreed that all the ways of spending me menoned in Figure 28 were 
quite/very important. However, Other Sciences students appreciated me spent engaging with staff
and peers significantly less than the other two subject areas, either online or on campus. Health 
Sciences students appreciated, more than other students, the me spent on campus speaking to 
other students on their course, and the me spent communicang with academic staff online. 
Business Studies students are more appreciave of the me spent communicang on campus with 
academic staff, and with others outside the course/university in networks and communies. 
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Health Sciences students made a few references to the need for a quality learning 
environment, or the separaon of university and work life:

“I like geng out of my room. [Another student's] case I understand because she has 
commitments, but because I'm just a student most of the me, so I like to get out of my 
room, go for my lectures, workshops, so I prefer the physical face-to-face.”

#student J (Black African, Health Sciences)



Importance of feeling connected (Figure 29)
While in the previous queson students were asked about the importance of communicaon, the 
next queson (Figure 29) explored the idea of feeling connected. Health Sciences students reported 
higher appreciaon (than students in other subject areas) of the importance of feeling connected to 
students, and especially staff (90% vs 83% and 82%). 
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Expectaons of how me will be spent online or on campus (Figures 30 & 31)
Figures 30 & 31 show students' responses when they were asked to be more specific about their 
expectaons for next year, about how they would spend their me, depending on whether they 
were in a face-to-face or online environment. Time spent engaged in these acvies on campus is 
generally greater than online, except for independent personal study, for which online me spent is 
higher than on campus for the three subject areas.
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Expectaons for spending me engaged in various acvies online vs on campus in the 
coming academic year (Figure 32)
When looking at the whole picture of ‘engagement’ and various ways for students to be engaged, 
again their expectaons differ depending on the environment (online or face-to-face on campus). 
Figure 32 shows a comparison.

Comparisons between the two rows for each acvity show a trend for more frequent engagement 
face-to-face/on campus. The excepon to this trend is explaining course material to one or more 
students for Business Studies students, for which they expect to spend more me online than on 
campus. However, Business Studies students in general show higher engagement on campus than 
online, and significantly so for asking quesons in taught sessions or contribung to discussions 
about course material in taught sessions. 

Open queson: Q32
Q32 asked students if they had any addional comments about their overall experience of learning 
and teaching in the context of the COVID-19 pandemic. There were 79 Business Studies, 112 Other 
Sciences and 91 Health Sciences responses.

A variety of major trends emerged in the responses to this queson, with only a few areas of 
agreement between subject areas. Generally, there were more areas of common ground between 
Business Studies and Other Sciences, possibly due to both subject areas having experienced more 
online learning over the past academic year, compared to Health Sciences.

Students from all subject areas frequently menoned:
• having encountered difficules with learning over the past academic year
• having encountered difficules with their experience of teaching (esp. Other Sciences and 

Business Studies)
• either having preferred or benefied from being online
• needing to return to face-to-face teaching (esp. Business Studies and Health Sciences)
• support is lacking or poorly adversed.

“I felt really quite forgoen about somemes, and you could feel that SOME of the lecturers really 
couldn't be bothered to put effort into the teaching.”

“Face-to-face teaching must [come] back [...] but have more coursework [as] I feel under-prepared 
for any in-person tests, as I haven’t experienced any at uni due to covid.”

“The negave of online learning is, in my opinion, the reducon of learning that comes from [the lack 
of] informal discussion with staff and peers. However, [...] learning online enables beer me 
management and greater depth of topics being understood, at my pace.”

Both Business Studies and Other Sciences students frequently said that:
• this academic year had not met their expectaons (most frequent theme for Other Sciences)
• the 2020/21 academic year had been a negave experience
• they had had poor value for money
• they were hopeful that next year would be beer. 
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     Business       Other sciences      Health

On campus: Ask quesons in taught sessions or contribute… in taught sessions

Online: Ask quesons in taught sessions or contribute… in taught sessions

On campus: Work with other students on course projects or assignments

Online: Work with other students on course projects or assignments

On campus: Ask another student to help you understand course material

Online: Ask another student to help you understand course material

On campus: Discuss your academic performance and/or feedback with teaching staff

Online: Discuss your academic performance and/or feedback with teaching staff

On campus: Explain course material to one or more students

Online: Explain course material to one or more students

On campus: Discuss ideas from your course with teaching staff outside taught sessions

Online: Discuss ideas from your course with teaching staff outside taught sessions

On campus: Use learning resources external to the programme/course 

Online: Use learning resources external to the programme/course 

On campus: Talk about your career plans with teaching staff or advisors 

Online: Talk about your career plans with teaching staff or advisors 

On campus: Parcipate in networks…or open courses external to your programme

Online: Parcipate in networks…or open courses external to your programme

On campus: Work with teaching staff on acvies other than coursework

Online: Work with teaching staff on acvies other than coursework 39%
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Figure 32 Expectaons of frequency of acvies online vs on 
campus % by subject area



“I feel like there was no way to adequately deliver a good teaching or learning experience during 
covid. I might [as] well have been doing a course on Udemy or something but with [...] addional 
extra support.”

“Student experience was poor, might as well [have] been given a set of PowerPoints and then a 
deadline for exams. Hardly worth the £9250 and feel like, for value of money, the Open University 
would [have] provided a beer learning environment. Hoping 2021/22 will provide a much higher 
quality of learning.”

Business Studies students in parcular frequently menoned:
• feeling overwhelmed, exhausted, stressed, or that their mental health had suffered. 
• online learning being boring and not engaging or movang. 
• that some staff do not seem to care.

“The amount of me spent on computers has increased and has taken its toll on everyone's mental 
health. The changes in term 2 metable has meant being housebound and not having any free me 
at all. This has been a painful experience thus far.”

Both Business Studies and Health Sciences students said that:
• there could be more communicaon, or clearer and more consistent communicaon, from 

facules and teaching staff
• they felt ignored or requested that their feedback be listened to. Despite this, almost as 

many references were made to the university having done well, considering the 
circumstances.

“I am really shocked by the way students have been treated this year. We are sll paying an 
extoronate amount of money for what we receive. Students haven't been listened to and are 
expected to produce the same quality of work [as] if they [had] received a normal educaon. I am 
aware of mes [when] lecturers have told students to do the work with more of a ‘can-do atude’. I 
don't think this is appropriate, especially when we are not receiving the quality of educaon that we 
should be.”

“I think it's been handled about as well as could have been expected. For something so 
unprecedented, the uni responded well and tried to do their best. That's all you can ask for.”

Health Sciences students most frequently menoned:
• teaching staff have been supporve or done well, despite the circumstances
• support was present or clearly adversed
• there had been a lack of response to some quesons and a lack of communicaon.

“Some members of staff were not understanding of the difficulty students faced this year with the 
covid-19 pandemic and didn't listen to our concerns, however a lot were very helpful and did their 
best to [make] our learning as useful and engaging as possible, given the current situaon.”

“Considering we all have been working from home mostly I find it frustrang how EVERY me I have 
emailed a module leader within a week or two before an assignment is due or an exam, the teacher is 
always on annual leave. Is it fair to have the assignment due when the teacher is off...”
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Summary and stascal significance

Overall, the percepons, experiences, and expectaons of students of different subject areas oen 
differed significantly. For example, Health Sciences students were more likely to give posive 
responses or express agreement throughout the survey, when compared to Business Studies and 
Other Sciences students. The Kruskal-Wallis test that was conducted on the median values of 
responder means grouped by subject area indicated that stascally significant differences exist 
when comparing certain queson groups. The results indicated a significant difference between 
subject areas in the median scores of: teaching elements that are valuable to learning (Q10; 
p=0.0000), experience of aspects of learning (Q11; p=0.0058), experience of aspects of teaching 
(Q12; p=0.0075), frequency of access to resources when needed (Q19; p=0.0218), importance of 
communicaon (Q22; p = 0.0002), and expected frequency of engagement — online vs on campus 
(Q24; p=0.0058). When considering the data alongside post-hoc tests (Dunn’s test, with Bonferroni’s 
correcon), it is clear that students who are enrolled on Health Sciences courses had a beer 
experience, when compared to those on Business Studies or Other Sciences courses. It is worth 
nong that Health Sciences students are those who experienced the most actual blended learning 
during the 2020/21 academic year, as they were allowed by government regulaons to return to 
campus in January, while other students had to connue only online. 

Dunn’s test idenfied the following stascally significant differences for the aforemenoned 
quesons specifically between the following subject areas:
• Q10 (teaching elements that are valuable to learning) between Health Sciences and Business 

Studies (p = 0.0000), and Health Sciences and Other Sciences (p = 0.0003)
• Q11 (experience of aspects of learning, excluding I would prefer to be in a primarily face-to-face 

learning environment) between Health Sciences and Business Studies (p = 0.0046)
• Q12 (experience of aspects of teaching) between Health Sciences and Business Studies (p = 

0.0252), and Health Sciences and Other Sciences (p = 0.0127)
• Q19 (frequency of access to resources when needed) between Health Sciences and Other Sciences 

(p = 0.0174)
• Q22 (importance of communicaon) between Health Sciences and Other Sciences (p = 0.0002), 

and Other Sciences and Business Studies (p = 0.0140). For the laer, it is Business Studies students 
who aributed significantly more importance than Other Sciences students to aspects of 
communicaon

• Q24 (expected frequency of engagement, online vs on campus) between Health Sciences and 
Other Sciences (p = 0.0290).

Despite the differences described above, there is no stascally significant difference in the 
responses regarding the overall experience of teaching and learning this year (Q31) of students of 
different subject areas. This result essenally shows that while experiences and percepons of 
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FOCUS GROUP
Gaps were idenfied in the support given to those with addional educaonal needs.

“There have been issues specifically surrounding myself and some other students who are 
with ASDAC [Addional Support and Disability Advice Centre], where there's no 
preparaon. There is absolutely no preparaon from the teachers. We're meant to be 
geng teaching materials in advance to help get our heads around things, and they do 
not provide it despite being asked, because they don't have it. They've not prepared it, so 
because they haven't prepared it we can't have it, therefore we're at a loss even though 
ASDAC and other [...] support systems have said [...] these parcular students need this.”

#student K (White, Health Sciences)



elements related to various aspects of teaching and learning were in general beer for Health 
Sciences students, their experience of this year was comparable to Other Sciences and Business 
Studies students, that is, somewhat unsasfactory. This would indicate that in its current form 
remote teaching cannot fully replace face-to-face learning effecvely.

2.4 Results by ethnicity groups
This secon of the report presents results of the data, analysed by categorising the respondents into 
six ethnicity groups. In total, 47 Arab, 201 Asian, 92 Black, 31 Mixed, 432 White, and 14 Other 
students completed the survey; 18 students preferred not to select their ethnicity.

Further categorisaon of Asian students
At selected stages in the analysis, Asian students are further split into two categories for direct 
comparison. One category encompasses Asian: Chinese and Asian: Indian students (from here 
referred to as CHN/IND students), the other category encompasses Asian: Bangladeshi, Asian: 
Pakistani, and Asian: Any other Asian background students (from here referred to as BAN/PAK/OTH 
students). The raonale for this approach is based on prior evidence that there tends to be a 
difference between the two groups regarding the proporon of certain degrees that are awarded 
(Atherton & Mazhari, n.d.), and for this study – with praccal consideraons in mind – the groups 
were large enough for useful analysis and approximately equal in size (105 BAN/PAK/OTH and 96 
CHN/IND students). It is clearly indicated when the analysis is according to this two-way split.

Teaching and learning in 2020/2021

Percepon of value of elements of teaching (Figure 33)
For the majority of the elements in Figure 33, Arab students and Black students are those with the 
greatest proporon who thought they were valuable/very valuable, with Arab students frequently 
aribung the most value among all ethnicity groups. Notable excepons to this general trend are 
for lecture engagement sessions and personal tutorials. For the former, Other students aribute the 
most value (followed by Arab students); for the laer, it is Black students who aribute the most 
value — much more than other ethnicity groups (followed by Asian students). Recordings of teaching 
materials are highly valued by all ethnicity groups, while students perceive that formal tasks & 
acvies with other students contributed the least value. Mixed, Other and White students typically 
had lower percepons of value for the elements of teaching in Figure 33.
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“I agree that the recording is the most precious, important thing for us as students, 
because we can come back and see which points we are missing. Also, not everyone can 
wake up very early in the morning, we all are living in different me zones. We can watch 
it any me, anywhere, whenever we go. I also feel that the recording itself, it's not the 
only thing that's very precious. I believe that whatever the lecturer gave us is most 
precious as well, like some workshop stuff and laboratory stuff. Even though we are doing 
it online, that's sll very precious as well to be honest, besides the recording.”

#student L (Asian Chinese, Health Sciences)



Open queson: Q29
Q29 asked students what quality teaching means to them. There were 79 Black, 130 Asian (60 CHN/
IND, 70 BAN/PAK/OTH), 29 Arab, 24 Mixed, 24 Other and 359 White responses.
All/most ethnicies associated quality teaching with teaching that:

• develops, ensures, or facilitates understanding
• is engaging or delivered with passion (esp. Black, Arab and Mixed students)

“Quality teaching to me is the standard of teaching where the person teaching it is not only 
passionate about the subject, but also ensures that what is being taught is understandable or made 
understandable.”

• is conducive to learning, knowledge acquision or retenon, or achievement was
• is clear, comprehensible and concise (esp. Arab, Other and White students).
• is personalised and tailored to the individual learning requirements, needs and preferences 

of students (esp. Black students)
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Percepons of value of elements of teaching over the 2020/21 
academic year: % saying valuable/very valuable

Recordings of teaching materials

Online streaming of live lectures

Face-to-face sessions on campus

Lecture engagement sessions

Formal individual tasks & acvies 

Formal tasks & acvies with other students

Individual  feedback

Group feedback

Opportunies to ask quesons

Personal tutorials

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90%

Arab Asian
Black Mixed
White Other

Figure 33: Percentage of students from each ethnicity group who thought 
that the above elements had been valuable or very valuable

FOCUS GROUP
“Quality teaching is presented well for all levels of the audience.  It will be delivered by 
tutors who have enthusiasm for the subject and a sound knowledge to engage the 
learning process.  It would be delivered in various mediums such as PowerPoint, videos 
and should contain interacve secons to underpin that understanding has been achieved.  
There would be opportunies to discuss any part of the subject that has not been 
understood or that inspires debate. At degree level there should definitely be elements 
that both challenge and encourage parcipants to research and discover the subject 
outside of the [metable].”

#student X (Not known, Health Sciences), wrien response



“...where the teacher is passionate about what they are teaching and [is] adaptable to other ways of 
teaching if they are unable to communicate their point.”

“Being supporve and remembering that not everyone takes things in the same way, so being flexible 
in the way you teach/explain things.”

• prepares students for assessments (esp.Asian and Arab students).

“Teaching that prepares you [for] both exams and careers, with approachable teachers who care & 
find what they teach genuinely interesng.”

Black students, among other ethnicies, characterised quality teaching as teaching that:
• movates or encourages
• is inclusive of all student abilies
• gives worked examples or teaches students how to put theory into pracce
• provides opportunies to interact with staff. 

They also frequently expressed the paramount importance of quality teaching.

“Teaching that allows students of varying levels to adequately understand the subject.”

For Black students in parcular, quality teaching:
• insls confidence in students about taught material
• embodies good communicaon and makes students feel listened to.

“Quality teaching means the teacher has the paence to individualise their learning to fit the 
student's needs. Listening is key and without this, the teacher wouldn't be able to understand what it 
is the student is struggling with, prevenng them [from] open[ing] up.”

Asian students, among others ethnicies, characterised quality teaching as teaching that: 
• movates or encourages
• conveys quality and relevant informaon and material
• provides support and guidance (among the most frequently menoned).

For Asian students in parcular, quality teaching: 
• provides the necessary resources.

“Teachers always ready to help and direcng students to the best and most recent resources.”

“That I am provided with enough support and resources to achieve the best grade to my ability.”

Differences between CHN/IND and BAN/PAK/OTH students
BAN/PAK/OTH students accounted for the vast majority of references (made by Asian students) to 
quality teaching needing to adapt to individual student needs or learning preferences. Compared to 
CHN/IND students, the need for on-campus or face-to-face teaching, as well as the need for 
opportunies to interact with staff, was a more significant theme for BAN/PAK/OTH students.
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CHN/IND students accounted for the vast majority of references made to clear, comprehensible and 
concise delivery. Preparaon for assessments was also menoned by CHN/IND students. Other 
aspects of quality teaching somewhat frequently menoned by CHN/IND students include: staff
having a genuine interest in their subject; providing content that is relevant to assessments and with 
a real-world or praccal applicaon; geng quality feedback from staff; opportunies for discussion; 
and feeling listened to.

Arab students, among other ethnicity groups, characterised quality teaching as teaching that: 
• occurs face-to-face or on campus (no Arab students who preferred online teaching gave this 

response, as expected)
• conveys quality and relevant informaon and material
• provides support and guidance (among the most frequently menoned)

Arab students also frequently highlighted the paramount importance of quality teaching.

Arab students in parcular menoned that quality teaching:
• is professional teaching that uses an established and proven methodology
• is delivered by staff who have a genuine interest in their subject and the material
• provides them with both quality feedback and mental health support.

“A teacher who is willing to make sure that the students understand the work and is able to provide 
support, not only in learning but also mentally.”

“Able to communicate with the teacher, receive any individual support, instead of geng discouraged 
when asked a queson [or for] feedback, as asking for feedback is purely to understand what went 
wrong/how to fix it/[how] is it jusfied etc., which is very important for future learning, and asking 
for feedback should not be taken [...] as challenging the grade/teacher.”

Mixed students, among other ethnicity groups, characterised quality teaching as teaching that: 
• occurs face-to-face or on campus
• is inclusive of all student abilies and needs
• provides support and guidance
• gives opportunies for quesons to be answered, especially live. 
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“As a first year, I didn’t have the best experience…doing [lectures] online […]. [Going] back 
to uni, it would be a lot […] beer for me to [be able to] ask quesons as well to the 
lecturers and also I’d understand a lot more, because it’s quite annoying […] [to] keep 
going back and forward [by email]. [In] lectures […] I can just ask them face-to-face if I 
had any concerns or anything, instead of just emailing.”

#student AF (Asian Pakistani, Health Sciences)

FOCUS GROUP
“I agree with [#student R] with that, but personally I haven't had that many issues. I kind 
of like the convenience of being able to just wake up and do things at home, but then at 
the same me having to do everything in the same room in terms of sleeping, eang and 
then also university, it's not very movang. So I feel like being able to wake up and go 
somewhere else like to the campus and have everything face-to-face it would be a lot 
more movang. I feel like I would have performed beer as well. So, it's not the same.”

#student T (Arab, Other Sciences)



They also frequently expressed the paramount importance of quality teaching.

“Teaching that is of high quality and includes all students with each of their varying needs.”

Mixed students in parcular highlighted the need for:
• quality teaching to simplify complex concepts
• teaching staff to show they are genuinely invested in their students' success.

“Staff supporng you and wanng you to do well, not just giving you the material and that's it.”

Other students, among other ethnicity groups, characterised quality teaching as teaching that:
• movates or encourages (among the most frequently menoned)
• is inclusive of all students
• provides in-depth, high-quality explanaons
• conveys quality and relevant informaon or material
• gives worked examples or teaches students how to put theory into pracce
• gives opportunies for quesons to be answered, especially live (among the most 

frequently menoned).

“Making sure that all the relevant quesons and soluons to those quesons are available for 
everyone.”

Other students in parcular highlighted that quality teaching:
• is enjoyable
• encourages independent thinking, and is a catalyst for independent learning
• gives direct responses when help is sought
• provides opportunies for discussion
• provides of a good learning environment with effecve classroom management (or removes 

distracons in the classroom).

White students, among other ethnicity groups, characterised quality teaching as teaching that: 
• occurs face-to-face or on campus
• provides in-depth, high-quality explanaons
• provides support and guidance (among the most frequently menoned)
• gives students opportunies to interact with staff. 

“Engaging with students, explaining clear[ly] what things mean. Willing to help all students without 
judgement.”
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“I don't really think the teaching method is that relevant [for] the quality of teaching. It's 
more the content and how the teacher communicates it, because[…] if they're using […] 
difficult language or they're not really explaining it well, or […] if they know it's a very 
difficult subject and they can't really answer […] a queson, […] then [it doesn’t] maer 
what kind of method methods you use. It's not gonna […] be very good teaching, [and] 
won’t be a good lecture, because I mean, the key point is for the person to understand and 
delivery is I think secondary — it’s more about the content and how you communicate.”

#student AG (East African/Cypriot, Health Sciences)



Experience of impact of teaching (Figure 34)
A similar trend emerges between ethnicies for the impact of teaching on students’ courses or 
programmes. For five of the six elements related to the impact of teaching, more Arab students than 
any other ethnicity group agreed that they had experienced the corresponding element over the 
past academic year. Black students were frequently the second most posive towards elements 
related to the impact of teaching. Notable excepons include: background valued as an enriching 
resource for learning, which was the least posive element for Black students, and for which Black 
students were the third most posive; and access to course content that smulates learning and 
parcipaon, for which Asian students were the most posive. 

Mixed students were the least posive about having experienced the impact of teaching, with two 
excepons (room for demonstrang knowledge and strengths during assessments and movang to 
seek learning opportunies beyond the course); however, even for these two excepons, Mixed 
students were sll the second most negave. Mixed students have a parcularly negave view of the 
teaching on their course regarding engagement and sense of belonging amongst students (10% 
agree/definitely agree with the statement, 58% disagree/definitely disagree). As with percepons of 
value of elements of teaching, White students and Other students are rarely posive about their 
experience of the impact of teaching. With reference to students’ backgrounds being valued as a 
resource, significant proporons of Asian (33%), Black (41%), Mixed (39%), White (34%) and Other 
students (44%) were neutral (neither agreeing nor disagreeing), possibly indicang that the sense or 
intended meaning of the queson was not clear.
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Impact of teaching on course/programme: % saying 
agree/definitely agree

Engagement in meaningful and relevant learning

Access to course content that smulates learning and parcipaon

Room for demonstrang  knowledge and strengths during assessments

Engagement and sense of belonging amongst students

Background valued as an enriching resource for learning 

Movang to seek learning opportunies beyond the course
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Arab Asian
Black Mixed
White Other

Figure 34: Percentage of students from each ethnicity group who 
said that they agree/definitely agree that their course/

programme has provided or done the above



Impact of assessment and feedback on learning (Figure 35)
When asked about the impact of assessment and feedback on their learning, more Arab students 
than any other ethnicity group agreed or definitely agreed with the following: the online assessments 
provided valuable learning opportunies, there was a good and balanced variety of assessment 
types, and I had opportunies for peer-to-peer feedback from other students. Arab students 
consistently had higher levels of agreement with many of the statements, compared to other 
ethnicity groups. For I received quality wrien and/or verbal feedback from teaching staff, Black 
students had the best experience (54%). Asian students felt the best-prepared for assessments, but 
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“Quality of delivery is obviously good given the current restricons that you have but I 
think there is scope for improvement…I feel like if there is a lile more importance given to 
that transion [from school to university] in terms of delivery of content, in terms of 
professors carrying out lectures, maybe addional support, maybe not recording all 
lectures, maybe having some of them a zoom call or teams meeng and not as an 
engagement session, but actually sing and teaching the whole lecture as you would do 
it in a classroom. I feel like that would help students engage in the lecture a lot more, 
because right now it is just you watch them on a screen, but you cannot ask quesons 
because it is a video playing. At the end of the day it is as good as watching something on 
YouTube. If you change that up a lile in terms of delivery, I feel like engagement would go 
up, but I think given the current restricons they are doing whatever they can at the end 
of the day for such a big class group.

#student E (Asian Indian, Business Studies)

Impact of assessment on learning: % saying 
agree/definitely agree

The teaching prepared me well for my assessments.

The online assessments provided valuable learning opportunies.

There was a good and balanced variety of assessment types.

I was given the opportunity to tailor assessments to my own aspiraons and interests.

I received quality wrien and/or verbal feedback from teaching staff.

I had opportunies for peer-to-peer feedback from other students.

I was encouraged to self-evaluate and reflect on assignments.

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80%

Arab Asian
Black Mixed
White Other

Figure 35: Percentage of students from each ethnicity 
group who said that they agree/definitely agree with the 

above statements in relaon to assessments



were among the least posive about the variety of assessments. White, Other and Mixed students 
consistently reported having a relavely negave experience of the impact of assessment on learning 
(compared to other ethnicity groups); the excepon was concerning the balance and variety of 
assessments, for which Mixed and White students expressed levels of agreement comparable to 
other ethnicity groups (except for Arab students, who had a much beer experience).

Open queson: Q27
Q27 asked students what assessments they felt worked parcularly well, and what kinds of 
assessments they would like to have more frequently in the coming year. There were 63 Black, 105 
Asian (49 CHN/IND, 56 BAN/PAK/OTH), 21 Arab, 23 Mixed, 19 Other and 299 White responses. Table 
4 shows the most frequently highlighted responses regarding preferred assessment type for each 
ethnicity group.

All ethnicies

It should be noted that for responses across all ethnicity groups, when exams are menoned 
posively, it is almost always in the context of an online and/or open-book exam, rather than a 
tradional on-campus exam. There were more mixed responses concerning exams in the focus 
groups.

Addionally:

• Among some Other students, reports, assignments and exams were idenfied as their least
preferred assessment types.

• A number of Arab students expressed that no assessments had worked well, or that assessment  
type was not the main issue with the 2020/21 academic year.

Differences between CHN/IND and BAN/PAK/OTH students
There were general similaries between the responses of CHN/IND and BAN/PAK/OTH students. 
However, CHN/IND students accounted for most of the references to open-book or take-home 
assessments, while BAN/PAK/OTH students accounted for most of those related to online 
assessment.

Addionally, for BAN/PAK/OTH students, frequent posive references were made to mulple-choice 
tests, whereas for CHN/IND students this was a less significant theme; however, BAN/PAK/OTH 
students also cricised these tests occasionally, while CHN/IND students made no negave 
references to them.

For CHN/IND students, compared to BAN/PAK/OTH students, a prominent theme was assessments 
that are either not med, or loosely med, such as having 24+ hours in which to complete an 
assessment. This may indicate more of a preference among BAN/PAK/OTH students for med, 
online, mulple-choice tests, whereas CHN/IND students tend to prefer less strict me limits and 
open-book assessments.

“All assessments seemed to work well but the online med tests seemed to be very beneficial.” (a 
BAN/PAK/OTH student)

“24-hour exams worked well to ensure that all content was covered and answers were to my best 
ability.” (a CHN/IND student)
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FOCUS GROUP
“…going on placements is really good. But also when doing assignments at the same me 
[…] it's really hard, you know, [to] balance both of them, and especially when travelling 
very far..”

#student AF (Asian Pakistani, Health Sciences)

Black Asian Arab Mixed White Other

coursework coursework coursework coursework coursework

group group group group group

individual individual

essays/
assignments

essays/
assignments

essays/
assignments

essays/
assignments

essays/
assignments

multiple-choice multiple-choice multiple-choice multiple-choice

regular, smaller regular, smaller regular, smaller regular, smaller

online online online online online

exam (specifically 
take-home) exam exam exam

practical practical

customisable customisable

relevant to 
module content

having variety

creative/design 
elements

report writing

formative/
mock exams
calculation/
excel-based

critical 
thinking/

evaluation 
skills

Table 4: Most frequently mentioned types of assessment by ethnicities groups. The single most 
frequently mentioned theme within each ethnicity group is highlighted in bold



Open queson: Q28
Q28 asked students what the most useful way for them to receive feedback in the coming academic 
year would be. There were 57 Black, 93 Asian (46 CHN/IND, 47 BAN/PAK/OTH), 22 Arab, 22 Mixed, 17 
Other and 297 White responses.

Students in all ethnicity groups menoned the following in relaon to feedback:
• preference for online (not live) format (via email, Moodle, Turnin, or similar plaorm) 

(most frequently menoned by all except Black students)
• having opportunies to discuss feedback with staff (e.g., an appointment) (most frequently 

menoned theme for Black students)
• some preference for face-to-face feedback (less so for Asian students).
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FOCUS GROUP
“…the literature review was very boring to do but I learnt a lot from it. For example, we 
did a video essay where we had a lot of topics to choose from and I chose one that I 
already knew a lot about. So it was fun to do but I didn't learn a lot from that because I 
already knew most of the stuff as opposed to the literature review. I didn't know anything 
and it was my first me wring such a long essay in English especially. So that was 
interesng as well. It was another learning experience. So yes, there is certainly a 
correlaon between learning and fun, but they're not always together in the same essay 
for example.”

#student S (Black African, Other Sciences)

FOCUS GROUP
“Inially when I  heard  the idea of open book exams, I had a slightly different outlook 
because I thought that […] everything will be in the textbook, but when I actually [did] an 
open book exam for the first me, [my] mind [was] blown. Not because of the level of 
difficulty, but because it expects much more of you. There was […] nothing related to [the] 
textbooks, as in you did not actually use your textbook, but you [did] have to do an 
analysis on different companies, and then you had apply all the concepts that you used in 
the module and analyse that company. […] I felt like someone who was not [taking] an 
exam, but more like applying what I have learnt into an analysis or research paper, which 
could then possibly be taken up for further study. So I feel like it really helps you collate all 
your thoughts and everything that you have learned in the module and actually use it in 
real life examples . […] You do not even need to get an opportunity in your life to apply 
those concepts because they are asking you to do that [in the exam] ”

#student E (Asian Indian, Business Studies)

FOCUS GROUP
“I feel like having reports and case studies beforehand for coursework would be way more 
relevant than just having some queson and answers where it's just right or wrong. I feel 
like with reports you do get way more effecve cricism and feedback compared to if it 
was just an online test. Also it would be way more relevant outside of uni. When we're 
actually working, it's going to be more helpful because we're just more… What's the 
word? It's more like how we would work aer university.”

#student O (Asian Other, Business Studies)



Black students and White students in parcular menoned receiving feedback in a wrien form, 
such as a feedback report.

Asian students highlighted the importance of having feedback that :
• is detailed and high quality
• is personalised
• guides students how to improve.

Differences between CHN/IND students and BAN/PAK/OTH students:
• BAN/PAK/OTH students were much more in favour of face-to-face feedback 

compared to CHN/IND students. 
• While both ethnicity groups expressed a preference for opportunies to discuss 

feedback, this was a more significant aspect for BAN/PAK/OTH students.
• For CHN/IND students, a much more prominent theme was the need for detailed or 

high-quality feedback.
• Online feedback was more important for CHN/IND students.

Arab students menoned that feedback should:
• be detailed and high quality
• be personalised 
• provide clarity and explanaon of errors
• tell students how to improve.
• be available for summave exams. They highlighted that the lack of feedback on exams 

reduced their usefulness as a tool for learning.

Mixed students in parcular highlighted receiving feedback online, in a live meeng, such as via MS 
Teams, Zoom, or other video call.

Other students frequently highlighted a preference for feedback that:
• is detailed and high quality
• shows students how to improve
• is delivered face-to-face, or via a mix of face-to-face and online.
• is wrien and/or verbal
• is available for exams. Students cricised the lack of feedback received for exams.
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FOCUS GROUP
“I hate exams in all ways and forms because I don't see how it's relevant to our teaching. 
Of course it tests what you learned, but on the other hand, also you can forget everything 
that you just learned in the exam and move on. Also you don't get much feedback during 
the exam because it's, 'Oh, you did this, this and this wrong’, but what? Why? I prefer - 
and I know a lot of people in the university do prefer - other forms of assessment like, for 
example, essays or case study work. This is where we actually can present our abilies and 
not just knowledge. I think especially in business, presenng abilies - so for example 
formal wring or understanding the market when creang some sort of work or essay or 
whatever - is the most important. Actually feedback is much beer during the [other] 
assessments rather than exams - in my opinion at least.”

#student N (Eastern European, Business Studies)



Impact of learning in the 2020/21 academic year (Figure 36)
The learning experience of students was further explored; the results are shown in Figure 36. Again, 
more Arab students than any other ethnicity group were in agreement with most of the statements, 
except for I would prefer to be in primarily a face-to-face learning environment, for which they were 
the ethnicity group the least in agreement. For the aforemenoned statement, more Mixed students 
than any other group were in agreement. This is consistent with the results seen so far, in that Arab 
students have generally expressed having a good experience of the past academic year, which has 
been taught largely via remote learning; on the other hand, Mixed students have generally expressed 
having a poor experience, and this is also reflected in their preference for a face-to-face environment 
in this queson. Based on this observaon, as might be expected, the opposite trend is seen for I 
don’t feel I am missing out as a result of studying online. Most students from all ethnicity groups are 
comfortable using technology, especially Arab and White students. Other, White and Mixed students 
feel that their voice is heard the least when they give feedback on their course. These same three 
ethnicity groups also feel the least that studying online provides all aspects of studying, but in a 
different mode.
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Impact of learning: % saying agree/definitely agree

I am enjoying it

I feel more comfortable online than I would in a face-to-face class

I feel beer able to contribute to discussions online

I am comfortable using the technology

I feel I am learning well

I would prefer to be in a primarily face-to-face learning environment

I don’t feel I am missing out as a result of studying online

I feel that online studying provides all aspects of studying, although in a different mode

I feel my voice is heard when I give feedback on my course

I feel movated to complement my learning through further resources beyond what is provided

The course inspired me to join a professional network/community or an open course

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90%

Arab Asian
Black Mixed
White Other

Figure 36: Percentage of students from each ethnicity 
group who said that they agree/definitely agree with the 

above statements in relaon to their learning



Frequency of use when needed and confidence using certain resources (Figure 37)
The proporon of all ethnicity groups who had the me, space and resources to engage in 
independent learning was approximately the same, except for Other students, who had a lower 
proporon who frequently did this. Arab and Mixed students were the two ethnicity groups who 
most frequently used their university’s online library resources. However, in terms of using the me, 
space and resources to engage in independent learning, Mixed students were the least confident of 
all ethnicity groups, while Black students were the most confident. Mixed students were also the 
least confident using the Virtual Learning Environment and a reliable and adequate internet 
connecon. Compared to other ethnicity groups, Black students consistently expressed a good 
degree of confidence using many of the listed resources, especially those related to independent 
learning, online library resources, the Virtual Learning Environment, adequate compung hardware, 
and the required microphone or camera. However, they were less confident using the required 
soware. Asian students, while not the least confident in the use of any one resource, were 
consistently among the least confident ethnicity groups for many of the resources. White students 
most frequently have use of a reliable internet connecon, adequate soware, and the required 
camera or microphone. For all ethnicity groups, frequency of using further resources is low, although 
highest for Black and Arab students, who also have the highest confidence.
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FOCUS GROUP
“I think the online lectures are not as good as face-to-face lectures, however they are 
definitely useful. I do prefer them because everyone gets a chance to talk, including the 
people who do not normally talk or ask quesons during face-to-face lectures; [they] are 
able to ask quesons over the chat.”

#student D (Asian Brish, Business Studies)

FOCUS GROUP
“…we haven't missed out on that much being online. I'd say maybe the personal 
interacons of some of the tutorials where we would have had to use pieces of equipment 
we've missed out on, but that wasn't parcularly interesng to me in the first place. So 
I've felt that this year has been prey much ideal for me as an introvert who doesn't tend 
to really get on with other people very well. I've just got to roll out of bed, do my work, get 
everything done when I want to get everything done and then go on about my day. Ample 
me to relax, ample me to study. It's worked prey much ideally for me.”

#student U (White, Other Sciences)

FOCUS GROUP
“…there’s a really big difference in how much I was engaged when I went to university in 
real life versus when I was online. There's something about being able to see your bed 
whilst you're in lectures […] It's just like I'm just geng this over with just to go back to 
bed rather than […] actually trying to learn something. I think […] there’s something really 
valuable about having your learning and your relaxing in separate places for me, because 
it really helps me separate those two parts of my life in a way that my brain 
compartmentalises […] what I'm doing basically.”

#student V (Not known, Other Sciences)
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Frequency of use when needed and confidence in using resources: % saying 
frequently/regularly; % saying good/high degree of confidence 
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Figure 37: Percentage of students from each ethnicity group who said that they used the 
above resources frequently/regularly (bar chart); percentage of students who said they had a 

good/high degree of confidence using the above resources (ploed shapes)



Correlaons
For most aspects and most ethnicies, correlaons between responses to 'frequency of use when 
needed’ and ‘confidence when using’ were moderate and posive, with a few excepons where 
correlaons were strong, weak or didn’t meet the threshold for stascal significance. The 
correlaons are given below.

For a reliable internet connecon with sufficient bandwidth for all my devices, a strong posive 
correlaon exists for Other students (rho = 0.625, p = 0.000). The significance threshold was not met 
for Mixed students, and all other ethnicity groups show a moderate posive correlaon.

For adequate compung devices or other hardware to complete all my work, a weak posive 
correlaon exists for BAN/PAK/OTH students (rho = 0.300, p = 0.002). The significance threshold was 
not met for Arab students, and other ethnicity groups show moderate posive correlaons.

For all the soware I needed to complete my work, a strong posive correlaon exists for BAN/PAK/
OTH students (rho = 0.610, p = 0.000). For Other students, the significance threshold was not met, 
and all other ethnicity groups show moderate posive correlaons.

For the required camera/microphone, a weak posive correlaon exists for Arab students (rho = 
0.372, p = 0.011). For Other students, the significance threshold was not met, and all other ethnicity 
groups show moderate posive correlaons.

For the Virtual Learning Environment, strong posive correlaons exist for Mixed (rho = 0.610, p = 
0.000), CHN/IND (rho = 0.633, p = 0.000), and BAN/PAK/OTH students (rho = 0.624, p = 0.000). All 
other ethnicity groups show moderate posive correlaons.
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FOCUS GROUP
“The resources that I was using [weren’t] actually available at the university. [There were] 
books [that] I had to purchase myself, because when I did ask, ‘can you borrow this book’, 
which [was] in one of the other libraries, they said due to the pandemic we can't actually 
borrow any books. And obviously due to COVID […] we can't rent out […] e-books either. So 
of course,  I was lucky because I live with my parents, so I was able to purchase those 
books. But they are expensive, you know, £40, £50 there. And it totals up very quickly. And 
the other thing that I was trying to get access to — and I really did try to push [it] but 
wasn't able to — [there’s] a lot of arcles [in] the Financial Times [that] are really, really 
beneficial, and really helpful when incorporated […] in essays.”

#student B (Brish, Business Studies)

FOCUS GROUP
“It's not a perspecve that I've thought of before, but looking back on it, yes, I wouldn't 
know where to get any of these resources [laptops] either. The university website is there, 
but I find it's kind of hard to navigate to find the bits of informaon that you need to get 
from it. Even somemes geng through Moodle was difficult, but that's down to different 
layouts that each teacher used, so there was no consistency on it. Yes, I agree there should 
have been a lile bit more communicaon on if you do need help with stuff here's where 
you can get it.”

#student U (White, Other Sciences)



For the online resources of my university library, a strong posive correlaon exists for Other 
students (rho = 0.651, p = 0.000); a weak posive correlaon exists for Arab students (rho = 0.350, p 
= 0.017). All other ethnicity groups show moderate posive correlaons.

For the me, space and resources to engage in independent learning, strong posive correlaons 
exist for Other (rho = 0.761, p = 0.000), Mixed (rho = 0.743, p = 0.000), and BAN/PAK/OTH students 
(rho = 0.639, p = 0.000). All other ethnicity groups show moderate posive correlaons.

For further resources beyond what is provided by the university, strong posive correlaons exist for 
Arab (rho = 0.758, p = 0.000), CHN/IND (rho = 0.691, p = 0.000), BAN/PAK/OTH (rho = 0.623, p = 
0.000), White (rho = 0.728, p = 0.000) and Other students (rho = 0.616, p = 0.002). Moderate posive 
correlaons exist for Black (rho = 0.551, p = 0.000) and Mixed students (rho = 0.552, p = 0.014). 

Further resources beyond what the university provides is clearly the aspect of using resources that 
has the strongest posive correlaons. While moderate correlaons exist for all aspects and most 
ethnicity groups, a reliable internet connecon, adequate compung devices, the required camera/
microphone, and to some extent the resources of the online university library, are the resources with 
the weakest (of the moderate) correlaons.

Open queson: Q19a
Q19a asked students what resources, if any, they had used beyond those which the university 
provides. There were 28 Black, 28 Asian (15 CHN/IND, 13 BAN/PAK/OTH), 6 Arab, 7 Mixed, 6 Other, 
and 76 White responses. While some differences are indicated below, they are minor; the main 
differences regarding use of resources occur between subject areas, rather than ethnicies.

Students in all/most ethnicity groups frequently menoned using: 
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FOCUS GROUP
“This year has been enrely independent learning, more or less, effecvely. I feel like in 
first year especially, it needs to be a lot more guided because in first year […] you are not 
used to the idea of having to read around the subject, because you do not have to do that 
in A-level. [At] A-level you can just go into all the lessons and you will be fine.”

#student AC (White, Other Sciences)

FOCUS GROUP
“So [if] we're given, […] a hint or […] guidance into where to get the resources, or even 
given the resources — that’s even 10 mes beer. […] If we have the resources […] and 
we’re given, like, assurance that if we need help, we can contact lectures — because I 
have had lecturers who have been irritated and agitated that […] I am contacng them. I 
should be more independent, but somemes you just […] genuinely need help. […] I 
remember even in my first year, when I was [new to doing an] assignment, […] I was 
emailing lecturers, they would tell me to be more independent. But I'm so new to doing 
assignments. I did A-levels at college, so I never, ever did any assignments. And when I 
started uni that was the first me I did an assignment, and I had no guidance, I had no 
friends, I had nothing. And when I was emailing the lecturers, they weren't even helpful, 
no one was helpful, so I was thrown too much into the deep end.”

#student AD (Asian Pakistani, Health Sciences)



• Youtube (except Other students)
• internet research or other general websites (except Other students)
• books not acquired through university – either hard copies or e-books (except Arab 

students)
• Google (except Arab and Other students).

“I bought books from Amazon/E-bay because [the] university library did not have them or was 
closed…”

In addion to the resources above, Black students used:
• textbooks
• resources for further reading
• journals
• web courses 
• web tutorials (other than Youtube).

Similarly, Arab students menoned using:
• resources for further reading
• web tutorials (other than Youtube)
• web courses.
• a study space provided by the student’s accommodaon
• alternave soware (specific to the student’s operang system)
• accessing mental health support

Asian students menoned using:
• news arcles
• resources for further reading
• a non-specific library
• other online resources (such as programming language documentaon and the Brish 

Naonal Formulary).

Differences between CHN/IND and BAN/PAK/OTH students
For BAN/PAK/OTH students, the most frequently accessed resources were: 

• internet research (or general websites for informaon)
• other online resources
• unspecified libraries. 

CHN/IND students were more consistent with several other ethnicity groups; the most accessed 
resources were:

• Youtube (by far the most frequent)
• Google
• news arcles.

Mixed students also accessed the following resources: 
• a non-specific library
• online journals (with both open-access and paid-for content)
• course-specific sites (e.g., NHS website).

White students menoned using:
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• hospital or workplace libraries
• online databases or archives
• web tutorials (other than Youtube).

Open queson: Q21
Q21 asked students what the university could do in terms of helping them beer access the 
resources they need for their learning. There were 28 Black, 36 Asian (16 CHN/IND, 20 BAN/PAK/
OTH), 8 Arab, 12 Mixed, 7 Other, and 125 White responses.

All ethnicies, frequently menoned:
• the restructuring of online resources or the VLE (including Moodle), to improve clarity and 

user-friendliness (esp. Other Sciences — most frequent)
• the need for how-to videos, or extra workshops and classes detailing how to access and use 

online resources (less so for Black students)
• more, or more easily accessible online resources (except White and Other students).

Black students, among other ethnicity groups, menoned:
• financial help for the provision of adequate WiFi, laptops and other similar resources

“I applied for a laptop however wouldn’t be granted one. No financial aid. Very stressful.”

• increased access to the library building
• increased clarity on university and library websites.

Asian students, among other ethnicity groups, menoned:
• financial help for the provision of adequate WiFi, laptops and other similar resources.

“I know it is not possible but maybe help students pay for beer WiFi, as I live in a house with 5 
people and it is so hard to get a good connecon when everyone is using it.”

For Asian students in parcular, the following was idenfied:
• a summary of trusted and reliable online sources available for students.

Differences between CHN/IND and BAN/PAK/OTH students
Both CHN/IND and BAN/PAK/OTH students highlighted the need for how-to videos or classes on 
how and where to access certain resources or soware; for CHN/IND students this was one of two 
most frequently highlighted points. 

“I do business management and I have to use SPSS [stascal analysis soware] for one of [my] 
modules and it has been very difficult to access this resource.”

However, CHN/IND students in parcular wanted: 
• help with accessing IT and work spaces on campus
• increased availability of online resources (the other most frequently menoned point for 

CHN/IND students)
• a summary of trusted online sources
• increased clarity of university and library websites.

“Maybe provide some guidance, like the reliable ones [resources] for improving our knowledge.”
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On the other hand, BAN/PAK/OTH students most frequently menoned:
• needing to restructure the VLE (this was much less frequently raised by CHN/IND students) 
• the need for beer communicaon and signposng of resources by email 
• provision of laptops, devices, or certain soware.

“Give help and support for different modules when some soware isn't working on parcular 
plaorms.”

“Provide devices.”

Arab students in parcular highlighted: 
• the ability to download recorded lectures
• extra support in general
• greater leniency or sympathy from teaching staff
• having an anonymous chat feature in live sessions.

Mixed students in parcular menoned:
• increased variety of, or alternave resources
• having online material uploaded well ahead of live sessions
• lisng references of sources used in lectures
• having more face-to-face teaching
• the ulity of having access to hard copies of books and course materials, such as workbooks.

Other students menoned:
• virtual classroom management
• increased clarity on university and library websites.

“University library website is extremely out of date and disjointed.”

One Other student menoned that, as a result of poor virtual classroom management, hurul 
remarks had been directed at them by other students. The same student also menoned the over-
reliance on Windows soware.

White students in parcular menoned:
• expanding online library resources (e.g., increasing the availability of subscripon journals 

or other material behind a pay-wall).

Posive comments
On a posive note, some Black, Arab, Other and White students expressed the senment that the 
university was doing a good job concerning the provision of resources, or they thought nothing more 
could be done.

Percepons of importance and experience of opportunies (Figure 38)
With the excepon of one element (get me, albeit remotely, with academic staff when you need it), 
more Black students aributed importance to all of the elements in Figure 38, compared to any 
other ethnicity group. Addionally, Black students reported having either the best experience of 
these elements, or being among those ethnicity groups having the best experience. For the 
aforemenoned excepon, it is Arab students who aribute the most importance. Arab students and 
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Percepons of importance and experience of opportunies of factors related to learning: % saying important/
very important; % saying agree/definitely agree
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Figure 38: Percentage of students from each ethnicity group who said that the above factors were important/very 
important to their quality of learning (bar chart); percentage of students from each ethnicity group who said that they 

agree/definitely agree that their study experience gave them the opportunity to do the above (ploed shapes)  



Other students are among those who aribute the least importance to studying with their peers and 
developing a sense of belonging. Other students consistently report having the least posive 
experience for many of the elements, except for knowing where to find addional learning 
opportunies and make good contacts or network for your future career, for which White students 
expressed having the fewest opportunies. Despite aribung the least importance to developing a 
sense of belonging, Arab students reported having the best experience of this. The vast majority of 
Arab students (85%) also agreed that they had sufficient opportunies to access the required online 
resources, while only 58% of Other students agreed.

Open queson: Q30
Q30 asked students what quality learning means to them. There were 79 Black, 118 Asian (53 CHN/
IND, 65 BAN/PAK/OTH), 24 Arab, 24 Mixed, 22 Other and 337 White responses.

For all ethnicies, the following themes were menoned in relaon to quality learning:
• knowledge/skills retenon (esp. White students)
• independent learning (esp. Arab and Mixed students) 
• not a suitable substute for quality teaching, or quality learning depends on quality 

teaching — despite the emphasis on independent learning (esp. Asian, Mixed and Other 
students)

“Taking my own iniave to build upon the teaching and areas that interest me, however it should 
not be done [as a] replacement [for] poor teaching.”

• the applicaon of theory – oen in a praccal context or context relevant for future use 
(esp. Black, Asian, Mixed and White students)

• understanding material (less so Other students)
• preparaon for assessments (esp. Asian students; except Arab students, who associated 

preparaon for assessments with quality teaching).

Black students, among other ethnicity groups, frequently menoned: 
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FOCUS GROUP
“Independent learning is meant to be preparing us for aer uni, where we're actually 
working on our own, because we won't be… Obviously teamwork and working with other 
people is just as important, but the point is that you're meant to understand the content 
yourself and be able to do it.”

#student O (Asian Other, Business Studies)

FOCUS GROUP
“I really struggled with groups this year, but that is literally because my group mates just 
didn't communicate at all. I do think trying to put people in groups is really important 
because most of the me when I was struggling, it was other people on my course that 
helped me. Not that my lecturers didn't help, but it's obviously a lot easier to talk to your 
peers.”

#student V (Not known, Other Sciences)



• preparaon for a future career, improving employability, or learning life skills
• feeling engaged, both in and out of lectures
• being effecve or efficient, and maximising the potenal of me spent
• improving or developing skills and knowledge.

“Best preparaon towards my career aer university.”

Asian students, among other ethnicity groups, frequently menoned:
• preparaon for a future career, improving employability, or learning life skills
• an investment of me or effort
• use of quality, relevant and accurate course material
• sufficient access to such material, as well as other resources and learning plaorms
• interacve learning (parcular to Asian students).

Differences between CHN/IND and BAN/PAK/OTH students
For CHN/IND students the following themes were comparavely significant:

• independent learning
• high-quality and accurate course material
• preparaon for assessments.

For BAN/PAK/OTH students, the following were comparavely significant:
• pracce exams or past papers
• learning that is enjoyable, producve and fun
• feeling engaged
• invesng me in quality learning
• quality learning is not a substute for quality teaching.

Arab students, among other ethnicity groups, frequently menoned:
• feeling engaged, both in and out of lectures (among the most frequently menoned for Arab 

students)
• feeling movated and wanng to learn more
• sufficient access to course material, other resources and learning plaorms
• the paramount importance of quality learning.

Mixed students, among other ethnicity groups, frequently menoned:
• an investment of me or effort
• having the opportunity to ask quesons
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FOCUS GROUP
“I come from an Indian school, and I come from  an internaonal background. When we 
were studying in our educaon system, we were slightly spoon fed and pampered.  
Everything was just given to us. When I came into university during my first semester, I 
was like okay no one is going to ask me if I need anything. I am just to have to do it myself 
and if I need clarificaon, I am going to have to ask them. It is just when you come from 
such different backgrounds and when you come from a different level of educaon and a 
different culture, the university really helps put you into a more independent and mature 
posion because then you learn how to do things by yourself.”

#student E (Asian Indian, Business Studies)



• teaching staff who are available, accessible and approachable
• sufficient access to course material, other resources and learning plaorms
• the paramount importance of quality learning
• having a clear understanding of what needs to be done, with clear aims and purposes 

(parcularly Mixed students, compared to other groups)
• learning that is enjoyable, fun, and/or producve.

“Not just reading material or aending lectures but fully understanding the course, and enjoying the 
work you're doing. And taking an interest in it beyond what is provided by the university.”

Other students, among other ethnicity groups, frequently menoned:
• feeling engaged, both in and out of lectures (very frequently menoned for Other students)
• feeling movated and wanng to learn more
• having the opportunity to ask quesons
• being effecve or efficient, and maximising the potenal of me spent
• teaching staff who are available, accessible and approachable
• the use of, and access to, quality, relevant and accurate course material.
• a student being able to learn in their own way that plays to their strengths (esp. Other 

students)
• learning that occurs at a student’s own pace and in their own me (esp. Other students)
• having an organised and structured approach (esp. Other students).

“Learning in a way that suits your learning style.”

White students, among other ethnicity groups, frequently menoned:
• feeling engaged, both in and out of lectures

• being effecve or efficient, and maximising the potenal of me spent
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FOCUS GROUP
“Quality learning for me means that I have gained knowledge from teaching/simulaon 
that I have not had before. It may challenge previous learning and inspire [me] to take up 
new challenges. It will allow me to take this new knowledge into the workplace to pracce 
and to enhance my future. Quality learning may also contain elements that can be passed 
to others to encourage them to learn too.”

#student X (Not known, Health Sciences), wrien response

FOCUS GROUP
“For me I think definitely a big part of it [quality learning] is being engaged in tutorials 
where we have queson and answer, and it's back and forth between the tutors and the 
pupils. I know we had things online this year to do that, but we personally in this house 
[had a] very poor internet connecon, and so it's constantly breaking up. I only heard 
about half of what the lecturers were saying, and then they only heard about half of what 
I was saying, and there's only so long you can go back and forth before you give up. I think 
there's just something about being able to be face-to-face and looking someone in the 
face when you're speaking to them. I think that can't really be replaced for me personally. 
That's what I feel about it.

#student R (White, Other Sciences)



• the use of quality, relevant and accurate course material (esp. White students)
• sufficient access to such material, other resources and learning plaorms (esp. White 

students)
• access to help and support when needed (esp. White students).

“It means being able to enjoy what you are learning, and although it is somemes hard you have the 
right support there to ask help for.”

Quality of teaching and learning: meeng expectaons (Figures 39 & 40)

Arab students were the most posive about having their expectaons of learning and teaching met; 
62% and 60% of Arab students, respecvely, agreed or definitely agreed that their expectaons had 
been met. Mixed students were the most negave about learning and teaching; 45% and 55%, 
respecvely, of Mixed students, disagreed or definitely disagreed that their expectaons had been 
met. Aer Mixed students, White students were the second most negave. Students in the Other 
ethnicity group were fairly evenly distributed between posive, neutral and negave responses for 
both learning and teaching. Black and Asian students were moderately posive about their 
expectaons being met for both aspects. White and Mixed students are the most polarised, with 
only 19% and 10%, respecvely, expressing a neutral opinion.
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Quality of learning: my course in 2020/21 met my 
expectaons
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Figure 39: Percentages of each ethnicity group who gave the above responses, 
when asked whether the quality of learning on their course in 2020/21 had 

met their expectaons

FOCUS GROUP
“I think for me it did meet expectaons and I actually did not mind it, because at the end 
of the day I feel like my grades were not impacted, and university is firstly about grades 
and secondly about socialising. I feel it was fine.”

#student AB (Asian Chinese, Other Sciences)



Percepons and experience of factors related to wellbeing (Figure 41)
More Black students than any other ethnicity group aribute importance to all three factors related 
to wellbeing. Receiving adequate support for mental wellbeing was significant to all ethnicity groups, 
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Quality of teaching: my course in 2020/21 met my 
expectaons
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Figure 40: Percentages of each ethnicity group who gave the above responses, 
when asked whether the quality of teaching on their course in 2020/21 had 

met their expectaons

FOCUS GROUP
“I think availability of the teachers [was] really good at this point in me. I remember in 
my first semester this year I emailed my teacher because I was having a queson [about] 
past papers. I just had one queson and emailed her right before the exam, I guess like 
three hours before my exam, and I really was not expecng any email from her, but she 
had replied and even gave me like a proper understanding, step-by-step instrucons of 
how they got the answer, so it was really good because I do not think I had that in the first 
year [in] pre-COVID mes. I did not have any interacon [pre-COVID]; the teachers took 
longer me to reply to queries. The availability at this point was really good, the support 
was really amazing at this […] me.”

#student F (Asian Indian, Business Studies)

FOCUS GROUP
“It definitely did not meet expectaons, because prior to coming to university I knew there 
were going to be some changes because of COVID, and that it was not going to be normal. 
But we were told it was going to be a blend of online and in person. What a blend of 
online and in person meant was 90% online, somemes you can come in for a lab in 
person and that is what a blend of online and in person meant. That is not really a blend.  
During the October/November period, people were allowed to come in occasionally for 
labs and then it was completely online. I will not say it met expectaons at all.”

#student AC (White, Other Sciences)



with over 80% of all groups feeling this factor was important or very important. Indeed, 97% of Black 
students and 90% of White students felt this way. While percepons of importance were high for all 
ethnicity groups, experiences over the past academic year fell short, parcularly for White, Other 
and Mixed students. Although Arab students were among those aribung the least importance to 
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Percepons of importance and experience of factors related to 
wellbeing: % saying important/very important; % saying agree/

definitely agree
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Figure 41: Percentage of students from each ethnicity group who said that the 
above factors are important/very important to their wellbeing (bar chart); 

percentage of students from each ethnicity group who said that they agree/
definitely agree that their study experience has given them the opportunity to do 

the above (ploed shapes) 

FOCUS GROUP
“…it’s just knowing that's really poor on not only your physical and mental health, just 
sing in the same room all day, and then on top of that you're not actually doing what 
you're here to do at university. The whole point is learning, but you're not able to do that 
properly. So a lot of people have been saying, ‘Well, what is the point of me being here 
doing this?' Then that protracted over a whole year, especially when these are supposed 
to be the best, most excing years of your life, when you're young, and you're just sing 
feeling you're wasng it.”

#student R (White, Other Sciences)



these three factors related to wellbeing, they nonetheless reported having the best experience of all 
three factors. However, while this represented a relavely good experience compared to other 
ethnicity groups, in absolute terms this was sll poor.

Q17 Preference for teaching mode (Figure 42)
Students were asked what their preferred mode of teaching was (face-to-face/online/no preference), 
considering the context of the ongoing coronavirus pandemic. All 835 parcipants responded to this 
queson. There were 92 Black, 201 Asian (96 CHN/IND; 105 BAN/PAK/OTH), 47 Arab, 31 Mixed, 14 
Other, and 432 White responses. There were 18 responses from those who preferred not to select 
their ethnicity.

Analysis on individual ethnicity groups shows that the majority of students in most ethnicity groups 
prefer face-to-face teaching; the majority of Black (58%), CHN/IND (58%), PAK/BAN/OTH (60%), 
Mixed (61%), White (64%) and Other (59%) students prefer face-to-face teaching. The excepon to 
the trend are Arab students, of whom only 36% prefer face-to-face teaching. In contrast, among Arab 
students the most popular teaching mode is online (45%); this is significantly greater than any other 
ethnicity group, although 34% of Other, 28% of Black and 26% of CHN/IND students expressed a 
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FOCUS GROUP
“…there has been a lot of mental like mental support. I've had lecturers and the university 
staff emailing the whole cohort about if they want to talk to anybody, if they need any 
mental health [support], if they want to come in. […] I think mentally it's been quite good 
[…], the university has been quite supporve and understanding of quite a lot of things….

…I did speak to the counsellor from MMU and […] the counsellor I spoke to was really nice 
and it just kind of helped, because I didn't go out for many months [during the pandemic] 
and it just was nice to talk to someone else apart from my family.”

#student AF (Asian Pakistani, Health Sciences)

Preferred mode of study, given likely COVID-19 measures
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Figure 42: Percentage of each ethnicity expressing a preference for each mode of 
study. Asian students have been split into two groups: CHN/IND and BAN/PAK/

OTH students



preference for online teaching, as did 20% of BAN/PAK/OTH students and 22% of White students. 
The students who prefer online teaching the least are Mixed students (10%). A greater proporon of 
Mixed students (29%) have no preference between online and face-to-face teaching, compared to all 
other ethnicity groups – all of which, except Other students (6%), have relavely similar proporons 
expressing no preference (Black, 14%; Arab, 19%; White, 14%; CHN/IND, 16%; and BAN/PAK/OTH, 
20%).

Pearson's chi-squared test was done on the data for each ethnicity compared to all other ethnicies 
(with all other ethnicies as one category for the purposes of the test; e.g., Arab vs non-Arab, White 
vs non-White, etc.), to determine if the distribuon of teaching mode preference was independent 
of ethnicity group. Stascally significant differences at the p < 0.05 level were found for Arab 
students (χ2 = 14.4582, p = 0.0007) and Mixed students (χ2 = 6.7462, p = 0.0343). While the Pearson's 
chi-squared test results given here for Arab students are sound, the result for Mixed students should 
be interpreted with care, as one expectaon value was small enough – albeit marginally so – that the 
validity of applying the test for these students could be quesoned.

Open queson: Q17a
Q17a asked students whether there was anything in their opinion that works parcularly well, or 
that they parcularly enjoy, about online or face-to-face teaching (if they had no preference in 
response to Q17). There were 7 Black, 21 Asian (9 CHN/IND, 12 BAN/PAK/OTH), 5 Arab, 7 Mixed, 0 
Other, and 52 White responses.

Mutual themes raised for all ethnicity groups, except for Other students (0 responses), were:
• the appeal of blended learning
• opportunies to engage and interact with others (face-to-face)
• recorded material
• the availability of online resources
• the ability to review material at will, and the ability to learn at one's own pace
• the convenience, comfort, flexibility and me-economy of online teaching.

“I liked the mixture of both online and face-to-face.  The online saved me in terms of travel to and 
from university [which is] approx. 2 hours.  However, the face-to-face was good for group discussions 
and having debates.  Aer the pandemic and going forward, it would be beneficial to students and 
teachers to connue with both teaching methods.”
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FOCUS GROUP
“Well, for one, the online lectures, while great because the recorded informaon can be 
archived for later use, it's just not the same as in person teaching. But the online exams 
were great, in my opinion, because I was in an environment where I was comfortable, I 
didn't have to sit in a big, cold exam hall with loads of people coughing all over the place. 
So being able to perform exams in an environment I was familiar with, was very, very 
helpful. And having everything online was great. Again, I say it would have been great to 
have face-to-face lectures as well, because that's part of the student experience — going 
and sing in a lecture hall and listening to the teaching material. But unfortunately, that 
wasn't really possible. So I would I would keep elements of the online teaching, and see if 
there was a method of combining the two methods into one.”

#student W (Not known, Other Sciences)



Black students idenfied:
• opportunies to ask quesons (face-to-face)
• geng help and assistance (face-to-face)
• a face-to-face environment providing generally a beer teaching experience.

“I feel like the lessons are [...] stricter and taught very well when it’s online, however I prefer the 
support and help aspect from [...] face-to-face.”

Asian students idenfied:
• opportunies to ask quesons (face-to-face)
• geng help and assistance (face-to-face).

Differences between CHN/IND and BAN/PAK/OTH students
• CHN/IND students accounted for the majority of those Asian students who highlighted the 

benefits of recorded material
• BAN/PAK/OTH students accounted for the majority of those who idenfied the convenience, 

comfort, flexibility and me-economy of online teaching.

Arab students idenfied:
• opportunies to ask quesons (face-to-face)
• geng help and assistance (face-to-face)
• a face-to-face environment providing generally a beer teaching experience.
• it is easier to concentrate (face-to-face)
• movaon and engagement is beer (face-to-face)
• praccal applicaons of learning are beer (face-to-face)
• online being a safer environment in the context of the coronavirus pandemic
• online course forums working well.

Mixed students, like Black and Asian students, also idenfied:
• opportunies to ask quesons (face-to-face)
• geng help and assistance (face-to-face).

“You can ask quesons when you need them answering, online somemes you have to wait unl the 
end, and by that me you may have forgoen.”

White students, like Arab and Black students, felt that face-to-face teaching provides a beer 
experience.

“I find face-to-face a lot more effecve as a learning method. However I also really enjoy the freedom 
that online offers.”

Open queson: Q17b
Q17b asked students what they had enjoyed, or most valued, about online acvies. 
There were 21 Black, 36 Asian (18 CHN/IND, 18 BAN/PAK/OTH), 15 Arab, 3 Mixed, 10 Other, and 94 
White respondents.

Students from all ethnicity groups idenfied: 
• the pace of online learning, less pressure and the ability to review content at will 
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• the ulity of recorded material (except Mixed and Other students)
• the convenience and flexibility of online acvies (except Mixed students).

Black students frequently idenfied:
• a more comfortable learning environment when online

“Working from a familiar environment.”

• the ability to engage in extracurricular acvies when online (had they been aending 
university face-to-face, they would not have had the me)

• the ease of asking quesons or contribung when online (one student cited anonymity as a 
specific benefit; others cited increased confidence).

“Feeling confident in asking quesons when confused.”

Asian students, among other ethnicity groups, frequently highlighted the benefits of the following: 
• saving me by not having to travel
• the efficiency of online teaching and learning
• a more comfortable learning environment when online
• having course materials and online resources readily available.

“The ease of access and the low costs it brings, for example not having to pay for transport.”

Differences between CHN/IND and BAN/PAK/OTH students
• For BAN/PAK/OTH students, the convenience and flexibility of online learning was more 

more significant than for CHN/IND students. 

“Addionally the me saved having to travel which can now be used on learning instead.”
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FOCUS GROUP
“…with recordings I can pause it and I can write notes and I can reflect, I can rewind, 
there's so many things; [it’s] ten mes beer. When I was in lectures, I remember there 
was — I'm in a class where there's more than 250 students — and in one lecture hall 
there's so many people talking, I can barely hear the lecture. When it’s a recording, I can 
hear directly, first of all, because there's no other background noise, no other students 
talking at the same me. […] It’s […] only the lecturer, so the voice is 100% clear and […] I 
can pause and reflect. I can watch it in my own me later on, a me more suitable to me 
in the evening.”

#student AD (Asian Pakistani, Health Sciences)

FOCUS GROUP
“…for me it [the key factor of the year] was the huge amount of informaon and lecture 
recordings and tasks and quizzes and material for study. The availability of it. It was all 
online so I could access anything I wanted, whenever I wanted, so it was fairly easy to get 
access to study materials.”

#student S (Black African, Other Sciences)



• CHN/IND students more frequently highlighted feeling safer and more confident to 
contribute and ask quesons online.

“The ease it brings and gives people more confidence to speak.”

Arab students frequently idenfied: 
• a more comfortable learning environment when online
• the ease of asking quesons or contribung when online.

“Being at home with family and relaves and also connue my course normally.”

“[Having the] confidence to ask quesons via chat on live sessions.”

Mixed students frequently highlighted:
• having course materials and online resources readily available
• a more comfortable learning environment when online

“Doing [it] from my own personal space, [I] feel less pressure.”

• the structure of online teaching and learning.

“The breakdown of the learning objecves and clear structure.”

Other students frequently highlighted:
• saving me by not having to travel
• the efficiency of online teaching and learning
• feeling less anxious online
• the ease of contribung or asking quesons.

“Time management and being able to parcipate and ask quesons in an online session, rather than 
in a classroom where I would [be] shy to ask a queson and stay confused about the topic.”

White students frequently idenfied:
• having course materials and online resources readily available
• saving me by not having to travel
• the efficiency of online teaching and learning.

“In the past I used to spend a lot of me travelling to University, and this year I was able to put this 
me into my work instead, which was really beneficial.”

Open queson: Q17c 
Q17c asked students what they enjoy, or what they feel works parcularly well, about face-to-face 
teaching. There were 47 Black, 85 Asian (38 CHN/IND, 47 BAN/PAK/OTH), 14 Arab, 15 Mixed, 12 
Other, and 231 White responses.

Students from all ethnicity groups frequently highlighted:
• the movang and engaging aspects of face-to-face teaching and learning
• the improved ability to focus
• being part of a university environment and having a sense of community and belonging
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• interacng with peers and lecturers (except for Mixed students). 

“It’s hard to feel part of a community when you don’t know anyone in your class.”

“It's just a much more engaging experience than sing alone in a room staring at a screen all day.”

• the ability to ask quesons face-to-face (except Asian and Other students). 

While the benefits of asking quesons online was associated with increased confidence, in the face-
to-face environment it was associated with convenience and faster response mes.

“The engagement [and] sense of support, from academics and fellow students. The opportunity to 
have a queson answered immediately.” 

Black students, among others, felt that face-to-face teaching and learning gives them an improved 
understanding of course content.

Among other students, Asian students felt that they are beer able to understand content when 
learning face-to-face. They also highlighted live seminars and elements of interacve learning.

Differences between CHN/IND and BAN/PAK/OTH students
• BAN/PAK/OTH students highlighted interacng with peers or lecturers and feeling 

connected with others more frequently than CHN/IND students. 
• A few BAN/PAK/OTH students also menoned the benefits of having discussions, whereas 

CHN/IND students did not.

“...having peers and being able to actually have a proper discussion instead of text based Q&A 
online.”

Arab students thought that face-to-face learning gives them an improved understanding of taught 
material.

Mixed students, among other ethnicies, frequently highlighted:
• live seminars 
• elements of interacve learning
• that the quality of teaching is beer face-to-face.

Other students frequently highlighted:
• the praccal elements of face-to-face learning
• live seminars
• elements of interacve learning
• that a face-to-face environment is beer for those with certain disabilies, such as ADD.

“Because I have ADD I get easily distracted from online lectures and tutorial sessions. I feel face-to-
face would be beer for my learning needs.”

White students, like Asian and Mixed students, highlighted: 
• live seminars 
• elements of interacve learning.
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Open queson: Q18
Q18 asked students what aspect of the way in which staff had taught them in the year 2020/21, if 
any, had prevented them from fully engaging in, and benefing from, their study experience. There 
were 57 Black, 109 Asian (48 CHN/IND, 61 BAN/PAK/OTH), 21 Arab, 25 Mixed, 18 Other, and 324 
White responses.

Students in all ethnicity groups thought that:
• there was too much online content
• there was not enough face-to-face teaching
• lectures were not sufficiently engaging or movang.

“The online element is a shambles. Students struggle to interact and so the online sessions tend to 
become very very dull.”

Black students in parcular thought that:
• there was a lack of live sessions
• there was too much pre-recorded material (or that pre-recorded material was too long)
• online resources were unclear or of poor quality.

“Some modules were simply too heavy on content and didn't give us what we needed to know for the 
exams. I feel like if we had face-to-face lectures that are interacve aer going through the pre-
recorded content, we would be able to grasp it beer. However, some modules really did just feel 
unbearably overwhelming with content to the point where learning wasn't enjoyable and hence 
significantly harder to retain.”

Asian students in parcular thought that:
• teaching style and delivery was passionless and not engaging
• there was a general lack of effort by teaching staff (towards delivering content).

“Most of the lecturers only try to read out their slides from PowerPoints and [they were]n't really 
try[ing] to have any acvies that can engage the aenon of the students.”

Differences between CHN/IND and BAN/PAK/OTH students
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FOCUS GROUP
“The one thing that I think really needs to be improved upon is how some lecturers seem 
to just read through the slides. They don't expand on anything, so if you are like myself, a 
first-year student, and you're from a non-medical background, all of a sudden this tutor is 
reading a slide to you and yes, there is an element of expectaon where we have to go 
and do our own research and find out our own things and that's great, but they're just 
reading a slide in a very monotone voice. It's very difficult to follow, and then you end up 
having more quesons saying, okay, so I have this knowledge, I've listened to you read this 
slide which I could have read, what does it mean? I really appreciate the lecturers who 
take the me to expand on it in their recordings. That is precious. It's those who just read 
it off the slide and don't annotate, they don't expand, that needs work.”

#student K (White, Health Sciences)



Generally the responses given by CHN/IND and BAN/PAK/OTH students were themacally similar. 
However, CHN/IND students somewhat frequently menoned:

• issues with poor-quality teaching
• feeling awkward about asking quesons online
• lacking support or having difficules geng help
• lacking an environment conducive to learning.

“Online lectures are awkward. It’s hard to ask quesons or be engaged when [you're] not so familiar 
with people.”

“Not being able to aend face-to-face lectures/seminars.  Leaving students to their own devices, to 
an extent, in compleng assignments.”

Arab students in parcular highlighted:
• the need for more formave assessment or pracce quesons
• a lack of feedback
• an over-reliance on independent learning.

For Mixed students in parcular, the lecture, course or module structure was unclear.

“The topics and delivery should have followed the porolio requirements as opposed to dipping in 
and out of all topics. It had the largest Marking and Assessment Criteria I have ever come across, 
which meant it made very ambiguous what was actually required/being asked.”

Other students in parcular highlighted:
• long response mes, lack of responses, or lack of detail in responses
• old recorded material being re-used from previous years
• having difficules accessing and engaging with online resources
• issues with metabling.

“Timetable was not adhered to by staff on most of my modules. I felt uninspired and unengaged with 
most of my online course content.”

Across mulple ethnicity groups, various other themes were highlighted in this queson, including: 
• the lack of group work and other opportunies to interact with and learn from peers (raised 

by Black and Asian students)
• poor communicaon and interacon from staff (raised by Mixed, Other and White students)
• poor quality teaching, or expressing that online teaching is not a suitable substute for face-

to-face teaching (raised by Black, Arab and White students)
• the lack of one-to-one sessions with staff (raised by Mixed and Other students)
• the lack of an environment conducive to learning (raised by Mixed and White students)
• technical or IT issues – for both staff and students (raised by Black, Mixed and White 

students).
• feeling isolated, lonely and suffering from lack of interacon with others (raised by Asian, 

Arab and Other students).

More posively, a number of students from all ethnicity groups made posive comments regarding 
their experience of the 2020/21 academic year, such as that staff have done well despite the 
circumstances (although these comments were proporonally less from Mixed students).
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Importance of communicaon (Figure 43)

The vast majority of Arab students thought that me spent communicang with academic staff
online was either important or very important, whereas for the same factor on campus this was 
much lower (92% vs 75%). Black students were those who aributed the most importance to me 
spent on campus communicang with academic staff (84%); they aributed similar importance to 
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FOCUS GROUP
“I do feel sorry for you guys [first-year students], because what they told us on our first 
day was make friends and do work in small groups for everything. That is what they told 
us as that is the way to get through the subject. I think that is important, but I do not 
understand how you can do that on Microso Teams. I do not understand how you can 
meet people. You can ask some quesons in the chat but it is difficult to actually connect 
with people and get to that sort of relaonship.”

#student Y (White, Other Sciences)
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the same factor online (83%). Arab students, compared to all other ethnicity groups, aributed the 
least importance to the me spent communicang with others outside course/programme/university 
in networks and communies and on campus: the amount of me spent speaking to other students 
on the course. The former factor was important to Asian (76%) and Black (74%) students, while the 
laer was important to Mixed (81%), Black (80%) and Asian (80%) students. Online factors were the 
least important to White and Other students.

Importance of feeling connected (Figure 44)
The vast majority of students in all ethnicity groups thought that feeling connected to the staff on 
their course was either important or very important; however, the greatest proporons aribung 
importance to this factor were from Arab students and White students (87% and 86%, respecvely). 
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FOCUS GROUP
“I aended — it was called CIPS. It’s [the] Chartered Instute of Procurement and Supply 
[…] I had a membership with them and I aended different types of conferences. Of 
course, […] it had to be online due to COVID, I networked with a lot of people. And so I 
obviously came from the background where I didn't have much experience […] and the 
people that were there had loads of experience. So when it came to networking, it really 
helped [my] understanding [about] where […] I [wanted] to navigate to.”

#student B (Brish, Business Studies)

Importance of feeling connected to staff and students: % 
saying quite/very important
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Among other ethnicity groups, a similar proporon of students aributed importance to this factor 
(Mixed 84%; Asian 83%; Black 82%; Other 81%).

While the vast majority of students in all ethnicity groups also thought that feeling connected to 
other students on their course was either important or very important, this was a less important 
factor for all groups except for Black and Asian students. For Black students, 83% thought that feeling 
connected to other students was important or very important, compared to 82% for feeling 
connected to staff; for Asian students, it was 85% and 83%, respecvely. Arab and Other students 
had the lowest proporon who aributed importance to feeling connected to other students (72% 
for both groups).

Expectaons of how me will be spent online or on campus (Figures 45 & 46)
The bar charts in Figures 45 & 46 show how much me students from different ethnicity groups 
expect to spend in a typical week on various acvies, both on campus (Figure 45) and online (Figure 
46), as government regulaons permit.

The expected me to be spent on independent personal study is generally greater for all ethnicies 
for online, compared to on campus. When considering me spent greater than 8 hours, the increase 
is parcularly large for Asian, Mixed and White students.

For lectures, notable results include Other students, 31% of whom expect to spend less than 1 hour 
on campus in lectures, but 7% expect to spend less than 1 hour in online lectures. For Mixed 
students, 17% expect to spend less than 1 hour in on-campus lectures, but 29% expect to spend this 
amount of me in online lectures.

For most ethnicity groups, expectaons of individual me spent with teaching staff is very similar for 
online and on campus. The vast majority of each ethnicity group expect to spend less than 4 hours 
engaged in individual me with teaching staff, regardless of whether the seng is online or on 
campus. Parcularly high proporons of Mixed and White students expect to spend less than 1 hour 
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FOCUS GROUP
“…the lecturers themselves have always been available by email, or if they're in the 
building, you can go talk to them. They're always available to contact. And that has been 
a massive help, at least to me personally, because, as I said my maths ability is rubbish. So 
having the maths lecturer more or less on tap on a consistent basis has been exceponally 
helpful for my learning this year. ”

#student W (Not known, Other Sciences)

FOCUS GROUP
“…when I was learning this year, the general structure was: I had a recorded lecture and 
then they gave us reading or seminar work to do. Then we'd have a live seminar, so having 
that structure, I guess it encouraged me to do the reading and the seminar work because 
[I] knew it was coming up. Obviously, that's what the seminar would be about, so I think 
that encouraged me to do online learning because if it was all recorded I think then it's 
easy to just say, 'Oh, I'll do that whenever’, and then not - [I’d] kind of forget about it.”

#student Q (White, Business Studies)
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Online: expected me spent on five acvies by ethnicity groups
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engaged in individual me with teaching staff (Mixed: 59% on campus, 67% online; White: 59% on 
campus, 61% online).

For supervised group seminars and workshops, Mixed students in parcular, compared to other 
ethnicity groups, expect to spend much less me online than on campus engaged in these sessions.

When comparing me spent on campus and online, Mixed, White and Other students, have a much 
greater drop in expectaon of the me they would spend in unsupervised study with peers, 
compared to other ethnicity groups.

Selected focus group comments on independent learning (also see pp. 65-66)
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FOCUS GROUP
“It's been prey good in terms of encouraging us in self-teaching. I think a lot of people 
who maybe disagreed on the survey forget that at university you're supposed to be more 
independent […and] they don't get everything spoon fed to them, because that's definitely 
how I felt in my first year. I was wondering why I was struggling, and when I reflected, it 
was literally because I wasn't doing anything by myself, because I was so used to in my A-
Levels basically being hand-held across the finish line. So I think maybe right at the 
beginning, especially in first year, really hammering on the importance of: at the end of 
the day it's your degree and you have to put in the work to get the results that you want. 
A lot of people won't understand that, and maybe it won't be l it's maybe too late and 
they'll think oh, I actually had to put in the work myself as well. That's not really the 
responsibility of the university staff and more like an individual decision you have to make 
yourself in terms of your relaonship with your learning.”

#student V (Not known, Other Sciences)

FOCUS GROUP
“I think [independent learning] is super important. It is because it is in your me, it is 
flexible, and you know how you want to manage your me, at the end of the day. I think it 
helps you facilitate that learning, because you are not under pressure. If you just study the 
module today, and you have like 10 minutes to spare, you can sll go over your notes 
whenever you want because that is outside your classroom. You can do [it] whenever as it 
is not a fixed schedule, and [the] same goes [for] exam preparaon. If you have […] study 
leave and you have an exam tomorrow, but you are ready for that exam, then you can 
study something else that day. This is because it is your me and that is devoted to you, 
you can do whatever you want with it, so I feel like independent learning is really 
important, and over the course of your degree you sort of understand how to ulise that 
so that you can get the most out of it.”

#student E (Asian Indian, Business Studies)



Expectaons for spending me engaged in various acvies online vs on campus in the 
coming academic year (Figures 47-52)
These figures show how different ethnicity groups expect to spend their me, comparing online and 
on-campus sengs for the same acvies. Expected engagement was typically higher on campus 
than online. For all ethnicity groups, working with teaching staff, not on coursework, online; 
parcipang in networks/communies/open courses external to programme, online; and discussing 
career plans with staff/advisors, online, have parcularly low expectaons for frequency of 
engagement. Black and Arab students had the best expectaons for engagement in discussing 
academic performance or feedback with staff, both online and on campus. Mixed, White and Other 
students had the lowest levels of expected engagement overall. The low engagement across all 
ethnicity groups for discussing career plans with staff/advisors is surprising, given the importance 
expressed in the open quesons and focus groups by students about preparing for their future 
careers; however, the vast majority of students are first- and second-year students, and so it might 
be expected that engagement would currently be low, but increase in subsequent years.
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FOCUS GROUP
“In India we live in a joint family, so everything has been done for us, and even at school 
everything is already done for us, and we just have to learn it. In university it becomes 
more of your choice that teachers are giving you work and lectures. It depends on you. If  
you  want to perform well, you have to be independent. You have to learn more, you have 
to [do] your reading hours, you have to be doing your readings on me, you have to cover 
the lectures [ahead of me] if you want to. It does not depend on the teacher. The 
teachers are not going to force you to do anything, and it becomes more of your choice. It 
becomes more about your perspecve in terms of what you want to do in your life. I 
believe that with independent learning it is all on you now. Once you get to university, 
whether or not you study is up to you, and if you do not, then that is reflected via your 
grades. Therefore yes, I think independent learning is important.”

#student F (Asian Indian, Business Studies)

FOCUS GROUP
“Independent learning is a skill, and it is important as when we go into the workplace 
there are projects whereby we would need to learn independently. It is all about working 
alone and geng informaon on your own.”

#student C (Asian Brish, Business Studies)

“It is quite different from college in that we do not get as much help/support from 
lecturers. It is through emails mostly, especially nowadays, so we have to learn a lot of the 
content ourselves. Not just using the resources that we get from university, but we would 
learn using YouTube, our own research a lot of mes, and it does help when considered in 
the context of the workplace as well. A lot of mes we will have to make our own 
decisions and university does help us with that….

…I think for me, the gap between university and college was quite big. You think you 
would get the same amount of help as college, but it is very different. I think they could 
make smaller groups and teach each group. Pung everyone in smaller groups would 
help. They should try teaching people based on their preferred method. For example, they 
could say we are going to teach this way and everyone who wants to aend that can do 
so. They could have one session to go over slides and one session to go over worksheets so 
that students can then choose which one they prefer and aend that parcular session.”

#student D (Asian Brish, Business Studies)



Arab students (Figure 47) generally expect greater engagement on campus rather than online; there 
are a number of marginal cases with lile difference between on-campus and online engagement. 
Compared to other ethnicies, a significant proporon of Arab students expressed that they would 
regularly or frequently engage in many of the acvies, whether online or on campus. For Arab 
students, the lowest levels of expectaons for engagement are for: working with teaching staff, not 
on coursework, online (42% rarely/never); parcipang in networks/communies/open courses 
external to programme, online (38% rarely or never); and discussing career plans with staff/advisors, 
online (35% rarely/never).

Asian students (Figure 48) also generally expect to spend more me engaged on campus. These 
students, like Arab students, have the lowest levels of expectaons for engagement for: working with 
teaching staff, not on coursework, online (43% rarely/never); parcipang in networks/communies/
open courses external to programme, online (43% rarely/never); and discussing career plans with 
staff/advisors, online (45% rarely/never).

Similarly, for Black students (Figure 49), on-campus engagement is consistently higher than online. 
For Black students, compared to other acvies, there are high expectaons for engagement in: 
asking quesons/contribung in taught sessions, on campus (60% regularly/frequently); working 
with students on course projects/assignments, on campus (59% regularly/frequently); asking another 
student to help you understand course, on campus (58% regularly/frequently); discussing with staff
outside metabled hours, on campus (57% regularly/frequently); and using learning resources 
external to programme, on campus (60% regularly/frequently). Expectaons for engagement are 
parcularly low, compared to other acvies, for working with teaching staff; not on coursework, 
online (44% rarely/never).

For Mixed students (Figure 50), there are overwhelmingly higher expectaons for engaging on 
campus compared to online. For these students, the difference between on-campus and online 
expectaons is parcularly marked for: asking quesons/contribung in taught sessions (regularly/
frequently: on campus 57% vs 16% online); working with students on course projects/assignments
(regularly/frequently: on campus 69% vs 33% online); parcipang in networks/communies/open 
courses external to programme (regularly/frequently: on campus 50% vs 12% online); and discussing 
career plans with staff/advisors (regularly/frequently: on campus 50% vs 8% online).

For White students (Figure 51), expectaons for either occasional or regular engagement are 
relavely high for acvies, both online and on campus. However, compared to other acvies, 
White students have lower expectaons of engagement for a number of online acvies: working 
with teaching staff, not on coursework, online (59% rarely/never); discussing career plans with staff/
advisors, online (58% rarely/never); parcipang in networks/communies/open courses external to 
programme, online (59% rarely/never).

For Other students (Figure 52), expectaons for me spent engaging in acvies are generally low, 
and are lower online compared to on campus, except for asking quesons/contribung in taught 
sessions, for which online expectaons are higher. Expectaons for me spent engaging in using 
learning resources external to programme, on campus, are parcularly high (55% regularly/
frequently), compared to other acvies for Other students.
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Arab students: expectaons for 
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Figure 47: Comparison between online and on-
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White students: expectaons for 
spending me engaged online vs on 

campus
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Figure 51: Comparison between online and on-
campus expectaons for White students for me 

spent engaged in various acvies
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Open queson: Q32
Q32 asked students if they had any addional comments about their overall experience of learning 
and teaching in the context of the COVID-19 pandemic. There were 36 Black, 42 Asian (22 CHN/IND, 
20 BAN/PAK/OTH), 8 Arab, 9 Mixed, 16 Other and 171 White responses.

Black students most frequently made references to:
• needing to return to face-to-face teaching and learning
• feeling overwhelmed or having suffered in terms of mental health
• having encountered difficules or barriers to learning during the 2020/21 academic year
• staff having done well, despite the circumstances.

“My social skills have tanked, and it has greatly hindered my mental health feeling alone, as we're all 
first years and have no one we really know as we haven't met anyone really.”

“Through countless panic aacks and other problems my course leader [...] and also advisor […] 
helped me out a lot with [everything] going on in the year. Online exams are not nice and being stuck 
isolang made things much harder.” (staff names redacted)

Asian students most frequently made references to:
• needing to return to face-to-face teaching and learning
• having encountered difficules or barriers to learning over the 2020/21 academic year

A few Asian students menoned:
• having experienced difficules with teaching, or issues with the quality of teaching
• that this year had not met their expectaons
• needing beer and clearer communicaon from staff and facules
• feeling that independent learning should not be relied upon to replace quality teaching
• that the 2020/21 academic year had not been value for money, and that trying to learn 

online had generally been a bad experience.

“Students should have been made aware that all teaching was going to be online. I was told we 
would have at least an hour or two face-to-face weekly, but instead I’ve had 5-6 hours of face to face 
teaching all year and wasted over £8000 on accommodaon and living costs. Terrible 
communicaon.”

Differences between CHN/IND and BAN/PAK/OTH students
CHN/IND students most frequently menoned:

• encountering difficules with learning
• needing a return to face-to-face teaching
• a lack of value for money
• that the past academic year had not met their expectaons.

BAN/PAK/OTH students most frequently menoned: 
• encountering difficules with learning
• having had a negave experience of teaching
• generally expressing negave senments about the past year
• feeling overwhelmed, exhausted, or having suffered in terms of mental health.

“I feel overall the uni experience has been a difficult one for me and other students. I feel a lot of us 
have had anxiety and some kind of depression, including me. I feel as [though] I have not achieved 
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enough, and I am worried as to how this will affect my grades, however I know that the uni will take 
this into consideraon and be kind on grades, as this year a lot of people have been affected 
physically and mentally.”

Arab students most frequently made references to two themes: 
• support was present and clearly signposted
• there was insufficient revision me or insufficient me between assessments. 

One Arab student raised the lack of value for money during the past year. Comments from Arab 
students generally indicated that while there had been issues with this year and students had had a 
mixed experience, the move to online learning had worked well for some. A hybrid approach to 
teaching (with students learning concurrently live and online) was suggested by one of the students. 
One Arab student also menoned that staff had done well, or been supporve, despite the 
circumstances surrounding the coronavirus pandemic (although for this student the experience was 
mixed).

“Some members of staff were not understanding of the difficulty students faced this year with the 
covid-19 pandemic and didn't listen to our concerns, however a lot were very helpful and did their 
best to [make] our learning as useful and engaging as possible, given the current situaon.”

Mixed students most frequently menoned:
• support was lacking or poorly signposted
• the benefits of block teaching

“Block teaching worked really well for me, I believe focusing on one unit at a me allowed me to 
achieve beer grades and [I] felt more confident going into each assessment, and aer speaking to 
friends from other universies who don't use block teaching, they seemed extremely stressed and 
worried about their grades.”

• that the past year had not met their expectaons
• that at mes they felt ignored

“I feel as though staff are reluctant to reach out and actually provide proper help and support for 
students who are really struggling, which only makes students less inclined to ask for help when every 
me I have been ignored.”

“I feel [that] as students we [were] unfairly le to fend for themselves. At the beginning there [were] 
a lot of mix ups but also a lot of support; towards the end the support started to fade away.”

• that staff had done well, or been supporve, despite the circumstances surrounding the 
coronavirus pandemic.

Other students most frequently menoned: 
• not feeling part of a university community
• the demovang aspect of online studying
•  the negave impact on students’ social lives
• the need for one-to-one sessions with staff
• that this past year has generally been a negave experience
• having benefied from studying online, or having preferred it to face-to-face. 
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The last two of the above points paint a mixed picture in terms of students' experiences, as do the 
following two responses from Other students.

“I feel the year has been very difficult. I have not felt movated. Online learning is clearly not a 
substute for actual classes. I could have learned online without paying anything. Moving to 
[university] for the academic year to study exclusively online was expensive and pointless...”

“I look forward to studying through online only, in the next academic year 2021/2022, as this way of 
studying suits me the best.”

White students most frequently menoned:
• needing to return to face-to-face teaching and learning
• that the past year had not met their expectaons
• having experienced difficules with teaching, or issues with quality of teaching
• having encountered difficules or barriers to learning over the 2020/21 academic year
• that staff had done well, or been supporve, despite the circumstances surrounding the 

coronavirus pandemic.

“I feel like the teachers did everything they could to be effecve at teaching online. Because it is 
online there are many things that affect the experience, from mezones to internet quality or home 
environment which might not be the best for learning. Overall I think the teachers did their best and 
succeeded at teaching their students during this unique year.”

“I know this has been a tough year for everyone, and there are posives to teaching online, but 
honestly, it feels like a bit of a write-off overall. I really appreciate the work put in by staff but it’s 
impossible to teach properly online. It works for work, but not for learning. Some staff members have 
gone above and beyond and it shows in our understanding, others have treated the teaching this 
year as an inconvenience to them, which has impacted their quality of teaching and our learning.”

2.4.1 Highlighted survey results for Asian students (CHN/IND & BAN/PAK/OTH students)

Summary of secon:

• Expectaons for online engagement are beer among CHN/IND students: expectaons of 
frequency of engagement with peers online was greater for CHN/IND students, and a greater 
proporon of CHN/IND students had access to the library resources, services and support that they 
needed. CHN/IND students would also expect to discuss feedback more frequently with staff
online. CHN/IND students also more frequently had use of the me, space and resources to engage 
in independent learning than BAN/PAK/OTH students.

• Expectaons for on-campus engagement are beer among BAN/PAK/OTH students: when on 
campus, they expect to spend more me working with staff on non-coursework acvies; they also 
expect to more frequently use external learning resources on campus.

• The learning (and teaching) expectaons were met for a greater proporon of CHN/IND students. 
CHN/IND students also expressed a slightly greater preference for online studying, compared to 
BAN/PAK/OTH students (26% vs 20%, respecvely).
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• Results are generally consistent with answers to open quesons.

Chi-squared tests were used to idenfy the most prominent differences between the two groups of 
students in their responses (Likert scale responses aggregated into three categories: posive, neutral, 
and negave), with a less stringent p < 0.1 standard. While the relaxed significance level means that 
these results should be treated with care, they do indicate potenal areas of divergence that may 
become more stascally significant for a larger sample size. Stascally significant differences were 
found for the following quesons/sub-quesons:

The course inspired me to join a professional network/community or an open course (χ2 = 5.0902, p = 
0.0785). For both groups, many students neither agreed nor disagreed, but for BAN/PAK/OTH 
students there were fewer students expressing neutrality (i.e., more BAN/PAK/OTH students either 
agreed or disagreed to some extent).

Have sufficient access to the library content, services and support that you need (χ2 = 5.1016, p = 
0.0780). A slightly greater proporon of CHN/IND students agreed that their study experience had 
allowed them to do this, or were neutral, while a slightly greater proporon of BAN/PAK/OTH 
students disagreed.

Discuss your academic performance and/or feedback with teaching staff, online (χ2 = 4.8966, p = 
0.0864). A slightly greater proporon of CHN/IND students said they would frequently/regularly or 
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agreed/definitely agreed (+ve), neither agreed nor disagreed (Neutral), or 

disagreed/definitely disagreed (-ve) that teaching (le) and learning (right) 
had met their expectaons over the past academic year



occasionally do this; a greater proporon of BAN/PAK/OTH students said they would never/rarely do 
this.

Work with teaching staff on acvies other than coursework, on campus (χ2 = 6.8882, p = 0.0319). A 
greater proporon of CHN/IND students said they would occasionally do this; a greater proporon of 
BAN/PAK/OTH students said they would frequently/regularly do this.

Work with other students on course projects/assignments, online (χ2 = 5.3527, p = 0.0688). A slightly 
greater proporon of BAN/PAK/OTH students said they would never/rarely or occasionally do this; a 
greater proporon of CHN/IND students said they would frequently/regularly do this.
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Explaining course material to one or more students, online (χ2 = 10.7373, p = 0.0047). A greater 
proporon of BAN/PAK/OTH students said they would never/rarely or occasionally do this; a much 
greater proporon of CHN/IND students said they would frequently/regularly do this.

Use learning resources external to the programme/course, on campus (χ2 = 4.6164, p = 0.0994). A 
greater proporon of BAN/PAK/OTH students said they would frequently/regularly do this; a slightly 
greater proporon of CHN/IND students said they would rarely/never do this.

Met my expectaons for quality of learning (χ2 = 4.8986, p = 0.0864) (Figure 53). A slightly greater 
proporon of CHN/IND students agreed that their expectaons had been met for quality of learning 
(and teaching); a slightly greater proporon of BAN/PAK/OTH students neither agreed nor disagreed.

Addionally, while not a stascally significant result, it can be seen in Figure 54 that frequency of 
use when needed of the me, space and resources to engage in independent learning when needed 
is greater for CHN/IND students than for BAN/PAK/OTH students.

The above results are consistent with answers to the open quesons; CHN/IND students emphasised 
independent learning in relaon to quality learning. They also expressed a preference for online 
feedback more than BAN/PAK/OTH students; BAN/PAK/OTH students emphasised face-to-face 
feedback more, as well as opportunies to discuss feedback.

2.4.2 Selected analysis of ethnicity within subject areas

Summary of secon:

• The posive experience of Arab students this year, and the associated preference for online 
teaching, is largely due to the views of Arab students in Other Sciences.

• White Business Studies students are peculiar, in that even those who had a posive overall 
experience of teaching and learning over the past academic year sll prefer face-to-face teaching, 
whereas in other subject areas, White students with a posive overall experience tend to prefer 
online studying. Black and Asian students show a similar trend (to White Business Studies 
students), but for both Health Sciences and Business Studies.

• Black students are most posive and least negave about learning and teaching on Health 
Sciences courses. They were least posive about Other Sciences.

Note: some percentages will not sum to 100% due to a number of students who preferred not to give 
an answer, or due to rounding.
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FOCUS GROUP
"The recorded lectures is the number one thing that should connue, because like I said, 
it's a very, very, very valuable thing for us. The second thing is that you can keep the most 
is […] independent learning, because by posng pre-recorded lectures and some hands-on 
materials we can consolidate our knowledge, especially during consolidaon week and 
Christmas and Easter holidays. The third thing I personally would say, some formave 
assessment, especially during this pandemic, because the formave assessment is also 
very good and is also very precious to us as well.”

#student L (Asian Chinese, Health Sciences)



Further analysis was done to establish if the trends seen between ethnicity groups were also seen 
within subject areas. From Figures 55 & 56 it can be seen that a large proporon of the Arab 
students who felt that their expectaons for teaching and learning were met are from Other 
Sciences. There are 29 Arab students in Other Sciences, 69% and 66% of whom agreed/definitely 
agreed that teaching and learning, respecvely, had met their expectaons, accounng for 43% and 
40% of the 47 Arab students from all subject areas. Put another way, there were 28 Arab students 
from across all subject areas whose expectaons of teaching had been met, and of those 20 (71%) 
were in Other Sciences. Similarly, there were 29 Arab students whose expectaons of learning had 
been met; 19 (66%) were in Other Sciences. In contrast, expectaons concerning teaching had only 
been met for 40% of Arab Health Sciences students, and 50% of Arab Business Studies students.

Asian and Mixed students are more consistent across all subject areas in their views of teaching; they 
are consistent with their respecve aggregated populaons from the wider sample populaon. 
However, Asian students are slightly more posive about the teaching delivered on Business Studies 
courses than other courses, and slightly more negave about Other Sciences. Mixed students are 
parcularly negave about the teaching delivered on Business Studies courses.
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Figure 55 (above): percentage of each ethnicity group within each subject area who 
gave a posive, negave or neutral response to the statement “My overall 

experience of my programme/course in 2020/21 met my expectaons for quality of 
teaching.” 



For Black students, 60% agreed or definitely agreed that the teaching on Health Sciences had met 
their expectaons; there were very few negave views of Health Sciences. While for aggregated 
Black students there were more neutral responses than negave (see Figure 40), when looking at 
Black students in each subject area this is only the case for Health Sciences; for the other two subject 
areas there were more negave than neutral responses. Black students were parcularly negave 
(31% vs 27% and 7%), and much less posive (39% vs 54% and 60%), about the teaching on Other 
Sciences, compared to Black students in other subject areas.

Among White students on their respecve courses, the teaching on Business Studies was viewed 
parcularly negavely (50%), while Health Sciences was viewed parcularly posively (44%). Other 
students were the least posive (33%) about teaching on Health Sciences courses, although they 
were not parcularly negave; most Other students in Health Sciences (56%) were neutral towards 
the teaching on their courses.

The posive view of Other Sciences among Arab students is not shared by other ethnicity groups. 
Significantly lower proporons of all other ethnicity groups on Other Sciences courses agreed that 
the teaching on their course met their expectaons (Arab students: 69% vs 43%, 39%, 43%, 35%, and 
40% for Asian, Black, Mixed, White, and Other students, respecvely).
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Figure 56 (above): percentage of each ethnicity group within each subject area who 
gave a posive, negave or neutral response to the statement “My overall experience 

of my programme/course in 2020/21 met my expectaons for quality of learning.” 



In terms of learning, Figure 56 shows that the generally posive view among aggregated Health 
Sciences students of their courses (Figures 24 & 25: 47% agreed or definitely agreed that their 
expectaons had been met for both teaching and learning) may be driven by the posive view 
among each ethnicity group concerning quality of learning. Among Arab students in Health Sciences, 
views of learning are inconsistent with views of teaching; 40% agreed or definitely agreed that the 
teaching on their course had met their expectaons, while 60% said the same of learning.

When it comes to their preferred teaching mode (Figure 57), the propensity for Arab students overall 
to prefer online teaching is largely due to Arab students in Other Sciences; 48% (14 students) of Arab 
students from Other Sciences preferred online teaching and learning, 21% (6 students) had no 
preference, and 31% (9 students) preferred face-to-face. Of the 47 Arab students from across all 
subject areas, 26 had a posive overall view of both teaching and learning, 20 of whom were from 
Other Sciences, and of those 13 preferred online teaching (the one student, who preferred online 
but did not have a posive experience of learning and teaching, had a neutral experience overall, 
scoring 3 on both). For Arab students in Business Studies, the trend is slightly more consistent with 
other ethnicity groups (Figure 57): 37.5% preferred online, 12.5% had no preference, and 50% 
preferred face-to-face. For Arab students in Health Sciences, opinion was split; 40% preferred online, 
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Figure 57 (above): percentage of each ethnicity group within each subject area who gave 
the above responses to: “Given the ongoing coronavirus situaon and the likely safety 

measures required for face-to-face teaching (social distancing, etc.), which of the 
following teaching delivery methods do you prefer?” 
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Figure 58 (above): percentage of each ethnicity group within each subject area whose average 
response to both quesons detailed in Figures 55 & 56 was posive, negave, or neutral.
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Figure 59: cross tabulation by subject area and 
study mode preference for White students who 

had a positive experience of teaching and learning



20% had no preference, and 40% preferred face-to-face.

Among White students in Business Studies, cross-tabulaon (Figure 59) shows that even when 
students had their overall expectaons met for learning and teaching, they sll tended to prefer 
face-to-face studying (23 of 38, or 61% preferred face-to-face). On the other hand, for White 
students in Other Sciences and Health Sciences, those who had a beer overall experience over the 
past year tended to prefer online teaching and learning. This distribuon for White Business Studies 
students was found to be stascally significantly different from White students of the other two 
subject areas (χ2 = 16.1685, p = 0.0003). Expectaon values were too small to do this test for other 
ethnicies.

Similar trends are seen for Black and Asian Business Studies and Black and Asian Health Sciences 
students. Among Black and Asian Health Sciences students who had an overall posive view of 
teaching and learning, 8/15 and 13/21, respecvely, would sll prefer a face-to-face environment, 
and 6/11 and 11/24, respecvely, would sll prefer a face-to-face environment in Business Studies. 
As a comparison with the overall sample of 835 students, of the 302 students whose overall 
expectaons had been met, 126 (42%) preferred online, 126 (42%) preferred face-to-face, and 50 
(16%) had no preference.

2.4.3 Sasfacon & expected frequency of online engagement

Correlaons were tested between the average scores for expected frequency of online engagement 
and the average score of expectaons having been met for teaching and learning, to see if there was 
a correlaon between expected online engagement and sasfacon with teaching and learning 
overall. While some weak and moderate correlaons do exist, they are far from overwhelming, and 
they do not necessarily imply causaon.

For Q24 and Q31 (relang to Figures 47-52 and Figures 39 & 40, respecvely), a moderate posive 
correlaon was found for Other (rho = 0.449, p = 0.024) and BAN/PAK/OTH students (rho = 0.556, p = 
0.000) between online engagement and overall sasfacon with teaching and learning; a weak 
correlaon was found for Black (rho = 0.316, p = 0.018) and White students (rho = 0.282, p = 0.000).

When the whole sample is considered, there is a weak posive correlaon between expected 
frequency of engagement online (Figure 17, Appendix C)) and overall sasfacon (Figure 9, Appendix 
C) (rho = 0.338, p = 0.000). The strength of the correlaon varies within subject areas (Business 
Studies: rho = 0.294, p = 0.000; Other Sciences: rho = 0.433, p = 0.000); Health Sciences: rho = 0.219, 
p = 0.007).

In terms of the number of hours spent in various acvies (Q23, Figure 15, Appendix C), there is also 
a weak posive correlaon between expected number of hours spent on online acvies and overall 
sasfacon for the whole sample (rho = 0.244, p = 0.000), and similar strength correlaons exist 
between subject areas (Business Studies: rho = 0.244, p = 0.001; Other Sciences: rho = 0.213, p = 
0.000); Health Sciences: rho = 0.283, p = 0.000). 

However, at the level of ethnicity groups, there is no overall emerging trend in the correlaons 
between expected online hours spent and sasfacon. There is a moderate posive correlaon for 
Mixed students (rho = 0.539, p = 0.005), and weak posive correlaons for BAN/PAK/OTH (rho = 
0.286, p = 0.010) and White students (rho = 0.269, p = 0.000). For all other ethnicity groups, 
reportable correlaons do not exist.

2.4.4 Summary of ethnicity groups and queson group stascal tests
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Stascal tests

The responder means for each queson/queson group were grouped by ethnicity, and each group 
of means was tested for normality using the Shapiro-Wilk test. P-values were generally less than 
0.05, and there were no quesons for which all ethnicity p-values were greater than 0.05; therefore, 
the data was deemed to be non-normally distributed. Bartle's test was also applied to test for 
homo-scedascity, and where this was confirmed, the Kruskal-Wallis test was used. Where 
stascally significant differences were found between medians (of responder means, grouped by 
ethnicity), Dunn's test was applied – with Bonferroni's correcon – to determine which groups' 
medians were stascally significantly different from each other.

Stascally significant differences (at the p < 0.05 level) were found for the following queson 
groups:

• Q10 (percepon of value of teaching elements, Figure 33) between the following ethnicity groups: 
White students against Black students (p = 0.0132)

• Q11 (impact of learning, Figure 36, excluding I would prefer to be in a primarily face-to-face 
learning environment) between the following ethnicity groups: White students against Arab (p = 
0.0000), Asian (p = 0.0033), and Black students (p = 0.0445); and Mixed students against Arab 
students (p = 0.0003)

• Q12 (impact of teaching, Figure 34) between the following ethnicity groups: White students 
against Arab (p = 0.0262), Asian (p = 0.0054), and Black students (p = 0.0060)

• Q13 (percepons of importance of opportunies, Figure 39) between the following ethnicity 
groups: Black students against Asian (p = 0.0014), White (p = 0.0001), and Other students (p = 
0.0152)

• Q15 (experience of opportunies, Figure 38) between the following ethnicity groups: White 
students against Arab (p = 0.0010), Asian (p = 0.0078), and Black students (p = 0.0003)

• Q16 (experience of factors related to wellbeing, Figure 41) between the following ethnicity groups: 
White students against Asian students (p = 0.0006)

• Q24 (expectaons of frequency of engagement in acvies, online vs on campus, Figures 47-52) 
between the following ethnicity groups: White students against Arab (p = 0.0004) and Black 
students (p = 0.0002); and Other students against Arab students (p = 0.0186)

• Q26 (impact of assessments, Figure 35) between the following ethnicity groups: White students 
against Arab (p = 0.0072), Asian (p = 0.0004), and Black students (p = 0.0002)

• Q31 (meeng overall expectaons for learning and teaching, combinaon of Figures 39 & 40) 
between the following ethnicity groups: White students against Arab (p = 0.0009), Asian (p = 
0.0131), and Black students (p = 0.0025); and Mixed students against Arab students (p = 0.0153).

These stascal tests show an extra subtlety to the data, as many of the figures typically show only 
the proporons of each ethnicity group that gave posive responses (a 4 or 5 on the Likert Scale). 
These tests also confirm the general trends seen in the data: that the experience of Arab, Black, and 
– to some extent – Asian students has been significantly different from White, Mixed and Other 
students. Mixed and Other students feature less frequently than White students in the above 
analysis; this may be due to the Bonferroni correcon being conservave: it tends to under-report 
stascal significance when the null hypothesis is false (higher type-II error rate).

Ethnicity group summaries
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Careful consideraon of ethnicity group sample size is required when aempng to extrapolate 
results to larger populaons. This is parcularly the case for Other and Mixed students, and to a 
lesser extent Arab students.

Arab students

• Arab students had a good experience in terms of teaching and learning, beer than all other 
ethnicity groups.

• The role of staff is important: geng me (even if remotely) with, feeling connected to, and 
communicang with staff are all highly valued, as is the opportunity to ask quesons and discuss 
feedback with staff. Individual feedback was somewhat lacking from staff, and Arab students 
cricised the lack of feedback on summave exams.

• Online teaching/learning seems to work well for many Arab students: online is the most popular 
mode (45%) for Arab students, recordings are valued, access to resources when needed has been 
good, and they feel beer able to contribute to discussions online. Many of the Arab students who 
prefer online studying are in Other Sciences.

• More Arab students have been able to develop a sense of belonging, while other ethnicity groups 
have generally not. More also had opportunies for peer-to-peer feedback.

• Frequency of use of resources when needed is not parcularly high, neither is confidence, except 
for use of the online library.

• Expected frequency of engagement online and on campus is generally very high, and any cases 
that are low are consistent with other ethnicity groups.

• Wellbeing is considered important by many, although compared to other ethnicies this 
importance is relavely low. Despite lower percepons of importance, experience of aspects 
related to wellbeing is the highest among ethnicity groups (although sll low in absolute terms).

Asian students

• Asian students had a moderate experience of teaching and learning (CHN/IND beer than BAN/
PAK/OTH students).

• Communicang with and feeling connected to staff and students is important, although the 
emphasis is on the importance of students over staff. Asian students parcularly value making 
university friends. They also value opportunies to ask quesons and discuss feedback with staff. 
Asian students had a beer experience of staff feedback than most, but this was sll poor in 
absolute terms. They highlighted the need for personalised and high-quality feedback that shows 
them how to improve.

• Face-to-face teaching is preferred, like other ethnicity groups (except for Arab students). Elements 
of teaching and learning this year are moderately valued, and experience of teaching and learning 
opportunies has been moderate, compared to other ethnicies. Having sufficient access to online 
resources was highly valued.

• Asian students had a good experience of assessments, oen comparable with Black and Arab 
students.
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• Frequency of use of resources when needed is not parcularly high, neither is confidence. These 
are comparable to other ethnicity groups.

• Expectaons of me spent engaging in acvies on campus and online is moderate. Acvies in 
which they would never or rarely engage are consistent with other ethnicies. For independent 
personal study, Asian students expect to spend much more me online than on campus. 
Independent learning was highlighted as a characterisc of quality learning (parcularly for CHN/
IND students), although it was felt that it should not replace quality teaching.

• Wellbeing is considered important by many, and compared to other ethnicies this importance is 
moderate/high. Experience of these factors compared to other ethnicity groups is moderate, but 
low in absolute terms.

Black students

• Black students had a moderate-to-good experience of learning and teaching.

• Communicang with staff on campus and with students online are parcularly important to Black 
students; feeling connected to students is highly valued, while feeling connected to staff is 
moderately valued. Despite their emphasis on the value of communicang with students, 
opportunies for peer-to-peer feedback have been poor. The opportunity to ask quesons is also 
important. Opportunies to discuss feedback with staff were highlighted most frequently in 
relaon to feedback in the open quesons. Experience of assessments and feedback was generally 
good, compared to other ethnicity groups, especially for individual feedback from staff. 

• Teaching elements are also highly valued – parcularly personal tutorials (compared to other 
ethnicies), as are opportunies related to learning. Experience of teaching has been comparable 
to Arab students, with the excepon of Black students' backgrounds being valued as an enriching 
resource for learning, the experience of which is worse than for Arab students.

• Experience of learning opportunies has been parcularly good, relave to other ethnicies, for 
receiving personal support/guidance with learning, as well as having sufficient access to library 
content, services and support; however, increased access to university library buildings, and 
increased clarity of their university's library website were both highlighted in the open quesons as 
things that could be improved.

• Expected engagement was generally high for on-campus acvies and moderate for online 
acvies. Expected engagement was lower than Asian and Arab students for working with students 
on course projects/assignments, despite the emphasis by Black students on the value of 
communicang with other students.

• Black students value wellbeing the most among the ethnicity groups, but experience of 
opportunies related to wellbeing is only moderate/high in relave terms, and low in absolute 
terms.

Mixed students

• Mixed students had a poor experience of learning and teaching – the worst among all ethnicity 
groups, and stascally significantly different from Arab students. Mixed students are parcularly 
against online learning without face-to-face elements (only 10% prefer online).
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• Importance of on-campus and online communicaon is high for Mixed students, although 
moderate compared to other ethnicity groups. This is also the case for the importance of feeling 
connected to students and staff. 

• The value of teaching elements to Mixed students is low or moderate, as is their experience of 
other factors related to teaching. For Mixed students, quality teaching is engaging and facilitates 
understanding; however, they were oen the lowest scoring ethnicity for impact of aspects related 
to teaching. Proporons of Mixed students experiencing engagement and a sense of belonging 
amongst students was extremely low (10% agreed they experienced this), and for all other factors  
related to teaching, fewer than half agreed they had experienced them.

• The value and experience of opportunies related to learning was moderate. Having sufficient 
access to both the online and on-campus resources that they need was highly valued by Mixed 
students, as well as knowing where and how to locate addional resources that are useful to their 
learning. Despite the relavely high value placed on developing a sense of belonging to peers on 
the programme/course, their experience was parcularly poor for this factor. The experience of 
other factors related to learning was also parcularly low (and again, stascally significantly 
different from Arab students); Mixed students were parcularly uninspired or unmovated to seek 
out material and learning opportunies beyond their courses.

• Expected engagement is much higher on campus compared to online, and the proporon of Mixed 
students expecng to never or rarely engage in online acvies is parcularly large, both in 
absolute terms and compared to other ethnicity groups. For independent personal study, Mixed 
students expect to spend much more me online than on campus. Mixed students expect to 
engage much less in unsupervised study with peers and supervised group seminars/workshops 
when online, compared to on campus.

• Compared to other ethnicity groups, moderate importance is aributed to factors related to 
wellbeing (although this is sll high in absolute terms). Experience, however, is very poor – both in 
relave and absolute terms – especially for making university friends and feeling like a member of 
a university community.

White students

• White students had a poor experience of learning and teaching – comparable to, although not as 
bad as, Mixed students. White students' overall experience of teaching and learning was 
stascally significantly different from Arab, Asian and Black students. 64% of White students 
would prefer a face-to-face study mode, while 22% would prefer online.

• Online communicaon is less important than on campus, and feeling connected to staff is more 
important than feeling connected to students. Feeling connected to staff is very important to 
White students, compared to most other ethnicies.

• The value of teaching elements to White students is low or moderate, and is stascally 
significantly different from Black students. White students' experience of other factors related to 
teaching is also low or moderate, and is stascally significantly different from Arab, Asian and 
Black students. Among ethnicity groups, White students were the least movated to seek learning 
opportunies beyond their course. For White students, responses to open quesons idenfied 
quality teaching as teaching that provides support and guidance; however, their experience of 
receiving personal support/guidance with their learning was low. 
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• For the impact of learning, responses from White students were again stascally significantly 
different from Arab, Asian and Black students.

• The value of opportunies related to learning was moderate, but stascally significantly different 
from Black students. Having sufficient access to the online resources that they need was highly 
valued by White students. Their experience of these same opportunies was low, and stascally 
significantly different from Arab, Asian and Black students.

• Experience of assessment and feedback was poor, and comparable to Other and Mixed students. 
Again, White students' responses were stascally significantly different from those of Arab, Asian 
and Black students.

• Despite their generally negave experience, frequency of use of resources when needed and 
confidence in using them is generally high, parcularly for compung hardware and soware; 
however, notable excepons are: the me, space and resources to engage in independent learning; 
further resources beyond what the university provides; and the online resources of the university 
library.

• Expected engagement frequency is higher on campus compared to online. Addionally, the 
acvies in which White students expect to never or rarely engage are consistent with most other 
ethnicity groups. Expected engagement frequency is stascally significantly different from Arab 
and Black students. For independent personal study, White students expect to spend much more 
me online than on campus.

• Compared to other ethnicity groups, high importance is aributed to factors related to wellbeing 
(moderate for feeling like a member of a university community). Experience, however, is poor – 
both in relave and absolute terms.

Other students

• Other students had a moderate-to-poor experience of teaching and learning. 59% of Other 
students would prefer a face-to-face study mode, while 34% would prefer online.

• The importance of on-campus communicaon with students is more important than online. The 
value of me spent communicang with others in external networks and communies is high 
(similar to Black and Asian students). Communicang with and feeling connected to staff is more 
important than students.

• The value of teaching elements is moderate. The most valued elements are recordings of teaching 
materials, online streaming of live lectures, and lecture engagement sessions. Experience of other 
factors related to teaching is also moderate. Engagement and a sense of belonging amongst 
students, and background being valued as an enriching resource for learning were the two worst 
factors in terms of experience for Other students.

• Opportunies related to learning were of moderate importance, except for those related to 
interacng with other students, for which importance was low. For the importance of these 
opportunies, Other students were stascally significantly different from Black students. 
Experience of these opportunies was generally very low – Other students had the least posive 
experience of all but one of these opportunies.

• Other students are the least comfortable of all ethnicity groups using the technology, and they are 
the most polarised when it comes to feeling more comfortable online than in a face-to-face class.

• Experience of assessment and feedback was poor, and comparable to White and Mixed students.
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• Frequency of use when needed and confidence using resources is generally low. Frequency of use 
when needed is parcularly low for online library resources; resources beyond what is provided by 
their university; and the me, space and resources to engage in independent learning. Confidence 
is oen lower than, although comparable to, other ethnicity groups.

• For Other students, expected engagement frequency is similar to White students. It is higher on 
campus than online. Like White students, expected engagement frequency is stascally 
significantly different from Arab and Black students. Other students expect to spend much less 
me engaged in lectures, and much more me in unsupervised study with peers, on campus
compared to online.

• Although sll moderate/high in absolute terms, the importance aributed to wellbeing was the 
lowest among ethnicity groups for Other students. Experience of factors related to wellbeing is 
very poor; it is comparable to that of Mixed and White students.

3. Background

3.1 Intended meaning of background
In the survey quesonnaire, students were asked to what extent they agreed with the statement: 
The teaching on my course this year has valued my background and recognises it as a resource that 
enriches my learning experience. Focus group parcipants were also posed the queson: Just over a 
third of students agreed that, based on their experience of teaching on their course, their background 
is valued and recognised as a resource that enriches their learning experience. If you agree, how do 
they do this? If not, how do you feel your background could be beer valued and recognised as a 
resource that enriches your learning experience?

Intended meaning
The inial focus group queson was le intenonally broad and non-specific, so as not to lead 
students to a parcular answer through the wording of the queson. Researchers expected that 
students might reflect on socio-economic background, ethnicity, naonality, gender, etc.; however, 
when the meaning was not immediately clear to students, further, more leading quesons were 
somemes required to elicit answers. 

Student interpretaons
(More detail can be found in secon 3.2.)
Occasionally students required clarificaon as to what the researchers were looking for, and aer 
researchers gave examples relevant to themselves, some students gave examples of how they 
thought their background might be beer recognised in teaching. Oen the first response of many 
students was that their background was not relevant to teaching, or that it was impossible to 
accommodate, given the size of some cohorts. Lack of recognion was not seen as an issue by many. 

When no clarificaon was needed, the majority of answers tended to focus on educaonal 
background, but this tended to be in relaon to students' own learning (i.e. how easy/hard they 
found some parts of the course, depending on whether they had covered the material before, or 
what types of assessments they had been exposed to in secondary educaon, parcularly 
assessments that involved a research element), rather than necessarily the teaching they received at 
university. 
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Aside from educaonal background, some ideas raised by students included: incorporang more 
material related to internaonal economies in Business Studies courses, drawing on the professional 
backgrounds of some of those in the Health Sciences cohort, or universies taking into account that 
not all students would have the same access to educaon due to differing socio-economic 
backgrounds. Diversity of student backgrounds was also seen as advantageous for learning from 
peers and during group work, rather than necessarily as a resource in teaching.

Reflecons
Considering that in the survey queson over a third of students said that they neither agreed nor 
disagreed with the statement, it is possible that the intended meaning was unclear to some 
students. This speculaon is also supported by the clarificaon required in some focus groups 
regarding background.

It should perhaps be considered in hindsight that, despite being anonymous in the report, students 
may not have always felt comfortable discussing their background openly among their peers, even in 
the context of a focus group, and focus groups may not have allowed students the space to discuss 
potenally sensive issues. 

3.2 Focus group responses
Health Sciences

Health Sciences students in parcular idenfied the importance of recognising students' background 
in learning and teaching. They also idenfied diversity as a way to learn from their peers.

“I feel that students' background is very valuable. It enriches [...] learning by 
acknowledging that at university level there is a diversity of backgrounds, educaon and 
work experience, and these can be called upon to give true insight into [a] real life 
situaon.”

#student X (Not known, Health Sciences)

Students thought that diversity is relevant and their backgrounds are somemes recognised. One 
example given concerned the ethnicity-specific risk and treatment associated with hypertension.

“I've seen in our second year […] in pharmacy there's some medicaon [...], for example 
[to treat] hypertension. If [the paent is of] Black ethnicity, it means that they should 
have this certain sort of medicaon that other ethnicies do not have...we know [...] 
Black, [...] Asian, and some other ethnic minories are more suscepble to other sorts of 
condions that the Caucasians [...] are not suscepble to.”

#student J (Black African, Health Sciences)

One student highlighted being able to relate more to, or have increased empathy for, minority 
ethnicity paents when on placement.

“I'm from a diverse background [...], if I was the paent, [...] I know how I would […] 
want to be treated, which is why when we are learning, we [...] were always taught to 
remember [...] the paent's background and then [give] them the best care.”

#student AD (Asian Pakistani, Health Sciences)

However, there is scope for improving the recognion of student backgrounds, as some aspects are 
not well recognised and ulised, parcularly professional experiences.
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“I'm a support worker, so I'm sort of hoping that because there are some drugs that I 
used to help administer [that it might be relevant to the teaching], but the teacher never 
really would ask for things like that.”

#student J (Black African, Health Sciences)

Other Sciences

The background of students from Other Sciences was generally not seen as relevant to their 
teaching. 

“…but it is an applied Math subject, and essenally everything comes down to you 
working with machines that do things in a parcular way and you have to think like that. 
But people sll spot different things and think about it differently. I have never really 
thought it was that important.”

#student Y (White, Other Sciences)

Educaonal background was occasionally menoned in relaon to certain advantages that students 
might have with course material that had already been covered at school or college. 

“…my background has never really been brought up this past year. So I'm not really sure. 
I would imagine it would be because I came from doing a diploma in Engineering at 
college, but some of my peers have come from doing Maths or Physics A levels. So at 
least I've always, at least personally, I've always thought that having that whole year of 
doing a diploma in a specialised subjects for Engineering, and then going to a degree, 
where I'm already relavely familiar with at least some of the concepts and some of the 
modules has kind of always given me a bit of an edge in understanding the new topics. 
So I guess I think having a background in the chosen field is definitely a valuable 
resource.“

#student W (Not known, Other Sciences)

The content of their courses was generally perceived to be independent of factors such as student 
backgrounds. However, there was one reference to the wider relevance of diversity beyond 
university.

“There are a few things, for example, Google have changed their AI to take beer photos 
of people with darker skin. There are a few real examples of it, but again it [computer 
science] is not really a subject about interacng with humans [….] so it is just not really 
relevant.”

#student Y (White, Other Sciences)

Addionally, the same student idenfied the benefits of having greater diversity among students.

“We did a group project this year where we were in second year, so we had a group for 
the whole year and our group was really diverse. People from lots of different 
backgrounds and that was great. You could see that made a great difference as there 
was […] a real diversity of thought.”

#student Y (White, Other Sciences)
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Others highlighted the relevance of students' educaonal and socio-economic backgrounds to their 
access to educaon, especially during the pandemic when access to some resources, such as 
university libraries, has been limited.

“...depending on your class background you might not have access to those sorts of 
things if you're studying from home. Again, then with COVID things like libraries weren't 
ever accessible. So I think that's the only other thing. Anybody's background I think 
should have been maybe considered a lile bit more. I know they did as much as they 
can because it's so hard when you have so many students with such a range of different 
accessibilies to learning.”

#student V (Not known, Other Sciences)

Business Studies

Many students did not see the relevance of background to their teaching, unless it was related to the 
head start that some students' educaonal background can give them in their first year. Some 
thought that the lack of recognion of their background was not really an issue, while others thought 
that it would be almost impossible to recognise and ulise the backgrounds of students in lectures, 
due to the large number of students.

“I do not know. It is not like college where everyone knows everyone. During lectures 
there are a lot of people, so we do not know everyone’s background and story. In college 
and school however, you would know this. Even if it was someone I had not spoken to, I 
would know this, even if it means having heard about it from someone else. I would say 
that in college they [the staff] knew everyone as well. In university, […] there are a lot of 
students in one class, so it is hard for everyone to know everyone.”

#student D (Asian Brish, Business Studies)

“I don't agree [that background is valued], but at the same me I don't see how my 
background would be relevant to my teaching experience or my learning experience.”

#student M  (Not known, Business Studies)

“Exactly, I think the same: that background is not very important when it comes to 
teaching. Maybe I'm missing something, but I don't see how your background — for 
example where you're from or whatever — can enhance the teaching you get. The 
knowledge is universal so it doesn't maer if you're from Europe, Asia or whatever; the 
teaching stays the same because the knowledge is the same. So I don't see how it would 
enrich the teaching process. Of course [with] student life or whatever, it would maer, 
but when it comes to teaching in classes I don't think that's important at all, to be 
honest.”

#student N (Eastern European, Business Studies)

However, it was frequently menoned – especially compared to other subject areas – that there was 
scope for having a greater appreciaon for either professional or internaonal backgrounds.

“In the first year we were just very much concerned about the UK. I had the same clear 
concern [that content was too UK-centric] because everything was in pounds and 
everything was related to [the] UK economy, but in second year, the background shied 
and became more global.”

#student F (Asian Indian, Business Studies)
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“...but this global approach should be incorporated from the start... our courses are not 
five years long. You only have three years.”

#student E (Asian Indian, Business Studies)

“...in first year I was just focusing on UK government. It had me thinking, what if I do not 
want to stay in [the] UK and I want to go back to my country or I want to go to another 
country and explore more. Like you said, it should be like, involved from the first year.” 

#student F (Asian Indian, Business Studies)

“I would say for internaonal students, they are learning how to prepare accounts based 
on UK accounng standards and perhaps they might want to become an accountant in 
their own country. This is probably not maximising their learning.”

#student C (Asian Brish, Business Studies)

Diversity was also seen as a good way to learn from peers.

“I was in a seminar recently about internaonal business, talking about business ethics. 
There were some internaonal students and it was interesng because their countries 
have a different view on business ethics. So it's interesng to have that, [to] listen to 
them.”

#student Q (White, Business Studies)

However, there were one or two students who had come to the UK specifically for the UK 
experience; they had no expectaon for their background to be recognised, and did not see the lack 
of recognion as an issue:

“I absolutely understand that…because I'm moving to a foreign country, they don't have 
to explain everything to me. They of course taught me the basics of some UK grading, 
etc., but I don't expect them to also explain everything to me. I'm not a child any more, 
and I don't find it problemac, for example, that they don't take my background into 
account because I didn't want them to take my background into account, to be 
completely honest with you. I just don't care where everyone is from or whatever. It 
wasn't taken into account - and I didn't expect them to take it into account.”

#student N (Eastern European, Business Studies)

“...when we moved to the country, we're coming for an internaonal educaon and 
we're coming into the UK to study [the] UK. If you are coming to do accounts, you're 
coming to study the UK tax system…”

#student M (Not known, Business Studies)

One student highlighted that the lack of recognion of their educaonal background had allowed 
them to develop in their approach to independent learning.

"I come from an  Indian  school, and I come from an internaonal background. When we 
were studying in our educaon system, we were slightly spoon-fed and pampered.  
Everything was just given to us. When I came into university during my first semester, I 
was like, okay, no one is going to ask me if I need anything. I am just to have to do it 
myself and if I need clarificaon, I am going to have to ask them. It is just when you 
come from such different backgrounds and when you come from a different level of 
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educaon and a different culture, the university really helps put you into a more 
independent and mature posion because then you learn how to do things by 
yourself .You learn how to take iniave. You know if you mess up, if you are not on a 
good me management schedule and you are not able to sort of  priorise your work 
very well, eventually the workload becomes such that it forces you to get the hang of it. 
Even if you do not like it at some point, you know that you are going to have to change 
the way you work because that is going to help you eventually. If I compare how I was 
when I joined back in September 2020 and how I am now, I think I am so different. I was 
really dependant on a lot of things before and now I am super independent. If I need 
something I can ask someone myself. It changes you a lot for the beer, and it teaches 
you how you would be in the corporate world, how you would be when you would really 
go out there because not everyone is going to hold your hand therefore you just going to 
have to learn to do it yourself.”

#student E (Asian Indian, Business Studies)

One student highlighted the importance to them of knowing that there were others from a similar 
background to them in the university community, so that they felt as though they belonged there.

“So I finish school when I was obviously 16. Average grades, you know, nothing high or 
low. Same in college. But I […] was quite unsure if I wanted to go into full-me 
educaon, meaning university. And I think especially with my school that I went to, it 
was really rare. And especially the postcode that I lived at, very few, very, very few young 
people would actually aend university. So […] I was very hesitant. So obviously 
receiving any kind of like appreciaon or being included in these, you know, whether 
seminars or lectures, […] it was really, really important for me to stay because [in] my 
first year I was very hesitant. Did I want to connue? Did I not? And obviously I did work 
full-me on top of that in case that, you know, if I choose to stop educaon. But I didn’t 
[stop], and I did carry on and I didn't regret it. And I think how we can improve feeling 
[…] included is [important], because it's very, very hard, especially when everything has 
gone online.”

#student B (Brish, Business Studies)

4. Reflecons
This secon presents a collecon of the reflecons of a number of members of the research team 
from the universies in the collaborave partnership.

(i) Reflecons on the project and iniaves and pracces at the University of Portsmouth:

Research showed that students of different ethnicies had different expectaons of university prior 
to the pandemic at the University of Portsmouth, and so we asked ourselves the queson, would this 
be the same of their expectaons during the pandemic? And then what would their percepons of 
their experiences be? Some students had not expected to work so hard and independently for good 
degree outcomes pre-COVID-19. What surprised us in this research was how so many students were 
uncomfortable with the self-directed, independent learning process, which in our ‘Blended and 
Connected’ model at Portsmouth was of a flipped learning approach, when it was mediated through 
more online processes. However, the students, who in the previous research had expected to easily 
gain good degree outcomes without much independent learning, were not necessarily from the 
same ethnic backgrounds as those who struggled with self-directed learning in this research. 
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It would be a useful exercise to spend some me working with students to gain a shared 
understanding of what exactly ‘Blended and Connected Learning’ and independent, self-directed 
learning are, and embedding that in our inducon and transion processes.

Having spent much me and effort to develop a ‘Blended and Connected’ approach to teaching, 
learning and assessment, where a real focus was on creang a sense of belonging and 
‘connectedness’ for our students — whether they were on campus or online as part of the blend — it 
was disappoinng to find that students did not perceive that ‘connectedness’ in terms of feeling like 
a member of a university community. They did not value as much the opportunies to work with 
their peers or perceive that this worked well when undertaken online. In the future we sll have 
work to do to develop this sense of belonging, both online and face-to-face, which is something that 
we are working on in our Being, Belonging, Becoming working group, which will be charged with the 
task of taking forward acons from this project by our Student Experience Commiee.

The importance aributed to personal tutoring by the students was good to see, as we introduced a 
new Personal Tutoring and Development Framework during the pandemic, which already planned 
for a blended approach to tutoring sessions; however, the results show that we sll have work to do 
to ensure that staff and students fully embrace it. Personal tutors are at the heart of the student 
experience, and they are best placed to respond to students in a personalised way about their 
experience and to understand their background and requirements. We have developed a Personal 
Tutoring Curriculum which should be used more, to ensure mely, focused and flexible 
communicaon with students.

(ii) Reflecons on the project and granularity of analysis and acon:

In designing and carrying out this collaborave project, the four partners have reflected not only on 
the experiences of our students, but also on our own experiences as University leaders equipped to 
act on the data. As a project team, we do not reflect the ethnic diversity of our student populaons. 
While we acknowledge this on the project webpage, we need to give greater thought to how we deal 
with the disconnect that this creates in our use of the project data. This may be a small study, but it 
has captured voices by ethnicity and discipline across four different instuons — there is a recipe to 
be constructed from this. From the starng point of the current culture of each partner, we need to 
use the intelligence from the project to advocate for granular-level intervenons that focus not solely 
on ethnicity, but upon ethnicity in a disciplinary context, to beer understand effecve support 
measures — for example, for Black students in Business Studies, or Asian students in Health 
Sciences. A key step is for instuons to equip their subject areas to be proacve and responsive at 
the cohort level. But there is more too. If the project had been larger and longer, we might have 
explored the impact of instuonal cultures and invesgated how student percepons differed, not 
only by ethnicity and discipline, but also by instuon. How are our instuonal cultures and values, 
our staffing profiles, our policy norms, intersecng with ethnicity and discipline to affect the 
percepons and experiences of our students, and hence their educaonal outcomes.

We design our courses to enable collaborave working amongst our students, posioning this as a 
key professional competence. This small partnership, brought together for this QAA-funded project, 
has enabled us as a staff group to hone our own collaborave working skills, and in so doing to beer 
understand the strengths and limitaons of our own networks by ethnicity in parcular — this in 
itself has been an invaluable insight into the addional barriers that stand in front of the ambions 
of many of our students.
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(iii) Reflecons on the project, connectedness, recordings and the dangers of pung people in boxes:

For the members of the research partnership, studying differing percepons of learning and teaching 
of ethnically diverse students has been a truly fascinang and insighul experience. Engaging in this 
type of research has always been about embracing and maximising the potenal that the diversity of 
others can bring to our individual and collecve experiences, with the aim of fostering a collaborave 
approach to an enriching educaon.

Collaboraon and togetherness also seem to be important for the students who parcipated in this 
project. Our findings suggest that wanng to be and feel well, make friends and be part of something 
bigger, such as a community, are at the forefront of what our ethnically diverse first- and second-year 
undergraduate students see as the most important enabling factors on their higher educaon 
journey; a wish-list that probably is not very different from what we all value as human beings — 
things that help us survive and thrive.

In terms of resources for learning and teaching, we had perhaps underesmated the value and 
potenal of videos and recorded material. Students transformed something that could be seen as a 
passive way of learning into a resource for acve learning. Some of us may have seen our own 
children growing up fully immersed in the digital world and watching videos for hours. We may have 
been concerned that this was far too passive. However, the resourcefulness and invenveness of 
students’ learning with and from the recordings (as shared during our focus groups) was surprising. 
Students described how they rounely sped up secons and transformed the recordings into flexible 
and valuable resources for acve learning. Their strategies are certainly worth exploring further, also 
in the context of flipped and peer-assisted learning and the opportunies these bring. EVOLI, a video 
tagging tool, for example, may open up new opportunies for engaging with video resources in a 
more focused and interacve way with peers and tutors. Furthermore, students, not just staff, can 
also be makers of recordings. This can be ulised more for authenc learning through a combinaon 
of a range of authenc, acve, collaborave and inquiry-based learning strategies, including 
problem-based learning, for example. Addionally, the type of recorded material will affect the way 
that it is used, for example, pre-recorded material is likely to be used differently by students 
compared to recordings of live material (the former more likely in flipped learning, the laer more 
likely for revision or for accommodang a busy schedule). However, regardless of the type of 
recording, it is important that they are produced to a high standard, both in terms of digital quality 
and content. There is certainly a lot to think about and consider.

Students, while recognising the value of professional networks and communies, noted that they 
don’t seem to have harnessed these fully for their learning and development. The same applies for 
the opportunies that open learning presents. Both of these approaches help students to build 
bridges to others, including those in industry and communies that stretch beyond the boundaries of 
their courses. It may be useful for educators to idenfy ways to connect a course and its modules 
with internal and external networks and communies, bring in elements of open learning, and 
scaffold and support such opportunies within the curriculum. Such approaches could boost 
students’ confidence and highlight the importance of self-organised learning and the opportunies 
these present, both within and beyond their courses, to help them develop as professionals and 
become life-wide and lifelong learners. Furthermore, it will also create a path that leads 
progressively to greater autonomy, increased connecon with peers within and beyond their 
courses, and reduce over-reliance or dependency on their tutors.
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This study also reminds us of the dangers of adding labels or categories to individuals, by pung 
them into specific boxes. In this case students’ learning styles come to mind. We all have the capacity 
to learn in different ways and get beer at the strategies and taccs we use. That also applies to 
ethnically diverse students. It is of course extremely valuable to be aware of and alert to learning 
differences, including of ethnically diverse students; we must design varied and flexible approaches 
to learning, teaching, support and assessment that help all students engage meaningfully in their 
learning, feel smulated, movated and connected with themselves, others, the subject and the 
world around them. Exploring such opportunies with students has the power to transform current 
students’ experiences. There is a proverb that says “variety is the spice of life.” The same can be said 
for learning and teaching.

(iv) Reflecons on the percepon of quality vs quality itself, and balancing the demand for both:

While the NSS results for the sector show lower sasfacon for non-White ethnicity groups 
compared to White students, this project has shown a broadly different trend. Therefore certain 
pracces in place at the four collaborave partner universies parcipang in the project can serve 
as examples of good pracce regarding non-white ethnicity groups. Recommendaons and 
suggested acons have emerged from the posive trends among these students, several of which 
have been discussed in the reflecons above. While many focus on differences in experience, the 
reflecons below focus on the concept of percepons.

Not every experience described by students was posive, and indeed it was a difficult year for 
students, academics and other university staff. Consequently, students expressed some addional 
cricism towards various teaching and learning pracces. While we need to encourage students to 
be partners in collaborave learning (and research), and student-centred approaches are a necessity, 
it is worth wondering whether the ‘novice’ (i.e., the student) should be regarded as the ‘expert’ 
when it comes to assessing academic and pedagogical pracces (Ball, 2012; Holligan & Shah, 2017; 
Staddon & Standish, 2012). Such an approach may undermine the professionalism of academics and 
promote the ‘mechanisaon of knowledge' (Lyotard, 1984). It also reflects a higher educaon that is 
not confident in what it offers, and whose aims are merely externally orientated (Staddon & 
Standish, 2012, p. 639). Recent research clearly argues that academics oen struggle to do what is 
best for students’ educaon, while at the same me keeping them sasfied (Sidiropoulou, 2020). As 
Luke (2005) argues, the invisible power of the manufacture of consent can empower or disempower 
academics, regardless of (a) the ethical implicaons of a misalignment of approaches that may exist 
between different stakeholders, and (b) the bale of core and external values.

For example, when students parcipang in this project valued their experience of ‘formal tasks and 
acvies with other students’ less than other ways of learning, it does not mean that formal group 
learning pracces do not have pedagogic value, or that we should stop doing what students do not 
value. Maybe the message here would be to aim to keep students sasfied and appreciang their 
construcve feedback, but staff should maintain their pedagogical vision and teaching and learning 
principles, while adapng carefully to new situaons. Yes, we should use tools beer, yet with the 
aim of making students sasfied and educated. Perhaps the ideal situaon would be one in which 
students develop more posive percepons, even if the quality remains the same, because they 
would beer understand the pedagogical value of certain pracces (where pracces are of good 
quality, of course). Universies have a mission to convey the right messages to students, and even 
though beer quality and experience are at the centre of this, percepon of quality should not be 
regarded as synonymous with quality. They are closely linked, but they are not the same, and 
therefore academics should perhaps not only change what they do (if they need to change), but also 
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how they do these things. They should aim to help their students understand more about the way in 
which they are taught. 

5. Recommendaons
The recommendaons below were synthesised through a combinaon of the data analysis given in 
the extended version of this report and the reflecons of the members of the research partnership 
(see secon 4).

Summary of key recommendaons:

1. Conduct further research that is sufficiently granular in its analysis to idenfy the subtle 
differences  and similaries between groups of students of different ethnicies, as well as 
between ethnicies within academic disciplines. 

2. Invesgate possible causave links between observaons made in this research and variables 
within the student experience (e.g., student domicile status, whether students are in 
employment while studying, or whether they commute to campus, etc.).

3. Integrate external networking and community opportunies into course programmes from the 
start, in order to increase students’ feelings of connectedness and sense of community, while 
giving them  opportunies to develop skills and contacts they may need in the future.

4. Encourage student parcipaon in policy and co-creaon acvies, as well as collaborave 
research with other stakeholders.

5. Develop flexible approaches to provision of personal tutorials to reflect the changing nature of 
the needs of students as they engage in blended learning.

6. Improve the delivery/implementaon of remote/online formal group acvies and 
assessments, as well as giving students the skills they need to effecvely engage with these 
acvies.

7. Further explore the potenal of ulising recorded material, including the role of students as 
both users and creators of recorded material.

______________________________________

(i) Consideraons for further research

• A post-focus group evaluaon was filled in by eight students from the UoP. Feedback from students 
about their experience of parcipang in the project was mostly very posive, with some posive, 
and occasional neutral senments expressed. Most students appreciated the chance to have their 
voice heard, as well as the opportunity to hear the opinions of other students. They also improved 
their understanding of certain aspects of their courses through their parcipaon. In light of this, 
as well as other responses to open quesons indicang that students appreciate opportunies 
such as these to have their voice heard, it is clear that this type of project is a valuable endeavour. 
Universies should connue in their efforts to gather student views and opinions, group them in 
meaningful ways, and take meaningful steps to benefit from the informaon and subsequent 
analysis.
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• We chose courses to maximise BAME response rates. When adopng this approach, it may be 
useful to cross-reference to literature on disciplinary cultures/pedagogies to understand ‘norms’, 
expectaons and characteriscs, in order to deepen understanding of differences surfaced by 
ethnicity.

• How does stage of study affect results? We did not target final-year undergraduates due to the NSS 
and because they were focusing on their final exams. Independent learning and ‘background as a 
resource’ are themes that may have parcular resonance with final-year students compleng 
capstone projects.

• Data analysis by ethnicity should be sufficiently granular to enable understanding of the 
expectaons and experiences of students of different Asian and Black heritages. While this was 
possible for certain groups of Asian students in this research, sample sizes meant this was not 
feasible for Black students in our sample. Careful experimental design is required to ensure that 
sample sizes of different ethnicity groups are large enough for meaningful data analysis, while at 
the same me ensuring that sampling is sufficiently random to be considered representave.

• It is important to understand shared as well as different perspecves.

• It is worth doing a detailed unpicking of atudes towards recordings. Do the Arab, Asian and Black 
students value recordings most for reasons of confidence, convenience (perhaps because they are 
more likely to be in paid employment?), study paerns (watching again alone or with peers?), or 
language/accent barriers? This may involve conducng more specific focus groups.

• The greater sasfacon of Arab students is worth further research, to understand if this is about 
career plans, domicile status (i.e., internaonal or home students), or being on a vocaonal course. 
Addionally, we need to understand why Arab students have been more sasfied with teaching 
and learning, and why 45% prefer online. Is this about internaonal students on remote study last 
year? Is this because the alternave was deferral? Or is it about combining study and 
employment?

(ii) Consideraons for policy

• We should be careful not to over-categorise student views by ‘forcing them into boxes’. This is 
parcularly the case regarding so-called ‘learning styles’; while it is important to implement varied 
and flexible approaches to learning, teaching, support and assessment that help all students 
engage meaningfully in their learning, we should also recognise that all students have the capacity 
to learn in different ways, and they have the capacity to improve at the strategies that are used.

• Findings seem to suggest that students want to receive support for their wellbeing, make friends 
and be part of a university community, but with an over-reliance on the course/module to provide 
this. There is perhaps a great opportunity to rethink teaching strategies to incorporate networking 
and communies etc. outside the programme. In this way, there are opportunies for peer-to-peer 
learning beyond the course boundaries, but not as an add-on — rather a more integrated 
approach. Modelling such approaches in academic development programmes etc. would be 
helpful so that colleagues experience this. The value of these external opportunies would need to 
be explained to students at the outset.

• Universies should recognise the part that academic discipline (i.e., course) plays in student 
perspecves of teaching and learning, and design both services and approaches to teaching that 
respect these.

• Value for money concerns may be addressed by a relentless focus upon enabling strong 
relaonships between students and staff. 
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• Students should be encouraged to become partners in policy and contributors to co-creaon 
acvies. We should also encourage them to engage in collaborave research acvies with other 
stakeholders in the future. Their contribuons would be credited. Through these acvies we can 
show their feedback maers and how it is making a valuable contribuon.

(iii) Consideraons for pracce

• Both staff and students need support to develop skills for online engagement.

• Recordings of teaching materials are valuable to students, but the potenal of this resource is sll 
to be maximised. The invenve and resourceful strategies idenfied in focus groups in relaon to 
recordings are worth exploring further. EVOLI, a video tagging tool, for example, may open up new 
opportunies for students to engage with video resources in a more focussed and interacve way 
with peers and tutors. The role of students, not just staff, as makers of recordings could also be 
ulised more for authenc learning, through a range of authenc, acve, collaborave and inquiry-
based learning strategies — including problem-based learning, for example.

• With an emphasis on staff-student relaonships, universies should consider how students are 
allocated to staff, and if there is merit in deliberate matching to facilitate relaonship-building (e.g., 
shared heritage) where staff diversity does not match student diversity.

• Students felt that formal tasks and acvies with other students were among the aspects of 
teaching over the 2020/21 academic year that have contributed the least to their experience. This 
finding is worrying, considering that collaborave group work is a key professional acvity. Might 
this feed forward into graduate outcomes? Focus group and open queson analysis indicates that 
the negave view of group work is mainly associated with the difficulty of conducng it remotely 
and online. Given the changing nature of the workplace, the way in which universies implement 
remote collaborave working, and the way in which students engage with it, may be aspects that 
need addressing.

• Disseminate the report to interested students and staff who parcipated in the project. Some 
focus group parcipants specifically requested to be informed of the results, and we would like 
student and staff feedback on the report.

• It is evident that personal tutorials have not played as important a role as they could or should 
have over the 2020/21 academic year. Universies should focus on providing personal tutorials 
that encourage resilience, emoonal intelligence, and emphasise the health and wellbeing of 
students. In a blended learning environment, it is necessary for personal tutorials and other 
pastoral care services to be equally as flexible in terms of delivery. Universies sll have a duty of 
care for their students, even when they are not on campus. Students may be away from campus, 
either due to reasons of choice or necessity (such as self-isolaon, visa condions, etc.). 
Regardless, flexible personal tutoring should be a valuable resource for all students, and should 
appropriately focus on distance learners.

• Organise regular department- or course-level virtual social events to help remote students feel 
more connected.

• Have the opon during remote lectures for anonymous quesons to be asked in the session chat. 
This will increase engagement for students who feel embarrassed or inmidated asking quesons 
when they are idenfiable.

• Ask students about how we can value their backgrounds in teaching to get their ideas to use in the 
classroom. These ideas could be gathered anonymously online.
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• We need to beer explain to students what blended learning is exactly, especially that it is not all 
online learning. We also need to explain to students about independent and self-guided learning, 
both in our inducon and transion processes.

6. Concluding remarks
During this collaborave, QAA-funded research project, we invesgated the differing student 
percepons and experiences of teaching and learning in the 2020/21 academic year, in the context 
of blended learning during the COVID-19 pandemic. Our aims included: gaining a deeper 
understanding of these percepons and experiences; adding evidence to the sector regarding 
tackling the awarding gap; giving an opportunity for students to have their voices heard; and 
idenfying areas of staff, curriculum, and policy development for subsequent academic years. We 
used surveys and focus groups to gather the data, and analysed it according to ethnicity group and 
subject area.

Analysis revealed both differences and similaries between ethnicies and subject areas — some 
have been more surprising than others. Most notably we found that Black, Arab and certain groups 
of Asian students had a significantly different experience of the 2020/21 academic year compared to 
White, Mixed and Other students. Black, Arab and Asian students typically had a beer experience, 
and for Arab students the most popular mode of study was online (unlike all other ethnicity groups, 
the majority of whom preferred face-to-face studying). Addionally, we found that students who 
were enrolled on courses in Health Sciences (one of the three subject areas) also had a beer 
experience. The causes of these differences require further invesgaon, although we would 
hypothesise that for Health Sciences students, the greater on-campus me compared to other 
subject areas (as permied by government regulaons) may be a significant contribung factor. It is 
interesng to note that there are differences by ethnicity within subject areas; for example, the 
posive experience of the academic year and preference for online studying among Arab students is 
largely due to those on Other Sciences courses (not Health Sciences, as might be expected from the 
above analysis).

Recordings of teaching materials were found to be parcularly valuable to the majority of students 
over the 2020/21 academic year, and we believe that there is further scope for maximising the 
potenal of this resource in the future. However, students felt that formal group work did not 
contribute as much to their experience of the year as it could have. Focus groups and open queson 
responses indicate that this is largely due to the difficules of conducng such work remotely and 
online. The implementaon of group acvies is something that universies need to improve, and 
students need to be equipped with the skills required to engage effecvely. This is especially so, in 
light of the evolving nature of the workplace towards a more flexible, work-from-home format, as 
well as the benefit that engaging in group work can have on students’ wellbeing.

Student experience of factors related to wellbeing was poor in the 2020/21 academic year, especially 
compared to the value that students put on aspects such as making friends, developing a sense of 
community, and receiving adequate mental health support. By taking a flexible approach to 
delivering personal tutorials and other pastoral care services (reflecng the flexible or blended 
nature of teaching delivery), as well as integrang external networking opportunies and 
communies into course programmes from the start, this gap between expectaons and experiences 
of wellbeing may be narrowed.
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While our results have provided ferle ground for a number of recommendaons, our findings have 
been thought-provoking; they have raised more quesons and idenfied further areas for research 
and exploraon. Our hope is that by presenng our findings and highlighng some of the more 
surprising results, other instuons will realise the value of this type of research, and they will be 
encouraged to conduct similar research of their own.
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Appendices
Appendix A: Survey Quesonnaire

Differing Percepons of Quality of 
Learning (dra v2) UoP sample
WELCOME

The current academic year 2020-21 has not been a typical one, and we would like to understand to 
what extent students have been able to have the university experience they may have expected or 
wanted. Research carried out before the COVID-19 pandemic shows us that the student experience 
at university can vary significantly. We know, for example, that certain student groups 
disproporonately miss out on achieving certain degree classificaons, and that there are students 
who never feel as though they 'belong' to their university community. We want to understand more 
about this through this survey. This survey is part of the project ‘Differing Percepons of Quality of 
Learning’, which is funded by the Quality Assurance Agency for Higher Educaon in the UK. This 
survey, which is being run across four universies, asks quesons to help us idenfy how students 
with different characteriscs (e.g., ethnicity) feel differently about how they have been taught this 
year. In addion to demographic quesons, you will be asked quesons from across the following 
secons: Learning and Teaching; Accessibility, Engagement and Expectaons; and Assessment and 
Feedback.

The survey should take around 20 minutes to complete. Your feedback will be combined with those 
of others to help improve the learning experience of all students. We will be asking you for some 
demographic data to help us understand if students from different backgrounds have different 
experiences and percepons. As well as geng the chance to have your voice heard, if you provide 
your email address when you complete the survey, you will automacally be put into a prize draw, 
with prizes of 3 x £50, 2 x £100, and a top prize of £350.

The project is led by the University of Portsmouth (UoP). The UoP takes responsibility for the lawful, 
fair and transparent use of the data you submit through this quesonnaire on the JISC online surveys 
plaorm. Please click on the following links to read the Privacy Statement and the Informaon Sheet 
for the project.

In order to parcipate, please read the following consent statements and then click to indicate your 
consent to the use of your personal data as described:

I confirm that I have read and understood the Informaon Sheet and the Privacy Statement for the 
project.
I understand that my parcipaon is voluntary, and that I am free to withdraw without giving any 
reason during the data collecon process. I can do this by exing the survey at any point. I can also 
choose not to respond to any quesons that I feel uncomfortable answering, but recognise that this 
will prevent accurate analysis.
I understand that withdrawal of my data is not possible once the data analysis process has begun, 
which is ….. (or the day aer the survey closes, if the closing date is extended).
I understand that the anonymised results of this project may be used in publicaons and/or 
presentaons.
I understand that the informaon I provide will be treated in confidence, and that my identy will be 
protected in the publicaon of any findings. I give my permission for my anonymous data, from 
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which it will not be possible in any way to idenfy me as an individual, to be disseminated in this 
way, and to be shared for other researchers to make use of under the University’s commitment to 
Open Access research.

I consent to the data I contribute being retained for 10 years and accept that it may be referenced in 
any future related research that has been approved by a Research Ethics Commiee. I recognise that 
I am under no obligaon to parcipate in any future related data collecon.

(Please click on the following statement in order to express your consent)

I consent to all of the above statements

If you would like to enter the prize draw, please enter your email address below:

If you would like to parcipate in our focus groups, which will help us to develop a beer 
understanding of your percepons and experiences, please click on the box (more prizes will be 
offered!):

You will now enter the survey. Please do not idenfy yourself or other individuals (including staff) in 
your comments. If you have a complaint or need support with any of the issues raised within the 
survey, please contact uopsurveys@port.ac.uk. Thank you for your me. Your parcipaon is greatly 
appreciated.

ABOUT YOU AND YOUR PROGRAMME/COURSE – DEMOGRAPHIC QUESTIONS

To help us understand whether your university is meeng the needs of all students, we would like to 
ask some quesons about you. As with the rest of the survey, all reporng will be anonymous and 
your responses will be treated confidenally. 

How would you describe your gender?

Where do you consider your permanent home to be? [countries] 

What is your fee status? [Home, EU, Internaonal]

How would you describe your ethnicity? (Please choose one opon that best describes your ethnic 
group or background):

Where have you been living (for the majority of the me) since the beginning of this academic 
year?

• On-campus university accommodaon 
• Off-campus university accommodaon  
• Private student/non-student accommodaon  
• My family home in the UK 
• My family home in Europe (excluding UK) 
• My family home overseas (excluding Europe)
• Staying with friends (or other) in the UK  
• Staying with friends (or other) outside the UK  
• I would rather not say
• Other

What year of your programme/course are you in?

TEACHING & LEARNING 
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Q10. How valuable to your learning have these elements of teaching in your programme/course 
been during this academic year (if applicable)? [Very valuable, Valuable, Average Value, Limited 
Value, Not valuable]

• Recordings of teaching materials (audio with slides, video with slides or annotaons)
• Online streaming of live lectures 
• Face-to-face sessions on campus (workshops, seminars, lectures) 
• Lecture engagement sessions (live and interacve online sessions) 
• Tasks and acvies set by teaching staff to complete on your own  
• Tasks and acvies set by teaching staff to complete with other students
• Individual feedback on tasks you completed on your own 
• Group feedback on assignments by teaching staff
• Opportunies to ask quesons (email or other) 
• Personal tutorial sessions  

Q11. To what extent do you agree with these statements about your learning experience in the 
current academic year? Definitely Agree / Agree/ Neither agree or disagree / Disagree / Definitely 
Disagree

• I am enjoying it
• I feel more comfortable online than I would in a face-to-face class 
• I feel beer able to contribute to discussions online
• I am comfortable using the technology 
• I feel I am learning well 
• I would prefer to be in a primarily face-to-face learning environment 
• I don’t feel I am missing out as a result of studying online
• I feel that online studying provides all aspects of studying, although in a different mode 
• I feel my voice is heard when I give feedback on my course
• I feel movated to complement my learning through further resources beyond what is 

provided 
• The course inspired me to join a professional network/community or an open course.

Q12. To what extent do you agree that the teaching you have experienced this year does the 
following? 

Teaching on my course this year has…

• engaged me in learning that is meaningful and relevant to me.
• enabled me to access course content that smulates learning and allows parcipaon in 

learning acvies.
• allowed me to demonstrate my knowledge and strengths during assessments.
• promoted my engagement and my sense of belonging amongst students.
• valued my background and recognises it as a resource that enriches my learning 

experience
• movated me to seek learning opportunies beyond the programme/course

Q13. How important do you think that the following experiences are/can be to the quality of your 
learning?

• get me, albeit remotely, with academic staff when you need it
• receive personal support/guidance with learning
• study with fellow students
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• discuss academic work with fellow students
• develop a sense of belonging to peers on the programme/course
• have sufficient access to the on-campus materials and equipment that you need 
• have sufficient access to the online resources that you need 
• have sufficient access to the library content, services and support that you need
• knowing where and how to locate addional resources that are useful to your learning
• knowing where to find addional learning opportunies
• have sufficient support to develop your digital/technological competencies
• make good contacts or network for your future career

Q14. How important do you think that the following experiences are/can be to your wellbeing?
• receive adequate support for your mental wellbeing 
• make university friends
• feel like a member of a university community

Q15. To what extent do you agree that your study experience this year gave you the opportunity to 
do the following:

• get me, albeit remotely, with academic staff when you need it
• receive personal support/guidance with learning
• study with fellow students
• discuss academic work with fellow students
• develop a sense of belonging to peers on the programme/course
• have sufficient access to the on-campus materials and equipment that you need 
• have sufficient access to the online resources that you need 
• have sufficient access to the library content, services and support that you need 
• know where and how to locate addional resources that are useful to your learning
• have sufficient support to develop your digital/technological competencies
• make good contacts or network for your future career

Q16. And to what extent do you agree that your study experience this year gave you the 
opportunity to do the following:

• receive adequate support for your mental wellbeing 
• make university friends
• feel like a member of a university community

Q17. Given the ongoing coronavirus situaon and the likely safety measures required for face-to-
face teaching (social distancing, etc.), which of the following teaching delivery methods do you 
prefer? 

• I prefer face-to-face teaching 
• I prefer online teaching

• I have no preference

[If selected no preference] Q17a. Is there anything that works parcularly well, or that you 
parcularly enjoy, about face-to-face teaching or online teaching? (open queson)
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[If selected online teaching] Q17b. What have you enjoyed/most valued about online teaching? 
(open queson)

[If selected face-to-face teaching] Q17c. Is there anything that works parcularly well, or that you 
parcularly enjoy, about face-to-face teaching? (open queson)

Q18. What aspect of the way staff have taught you in 2020-21, if any, has prevented you from fully 
engaging and benefing from your study experience? (open queson)

ACCESSIBILITY

[Note: To provide context to your responses about your percepons of the quality of teaching, we 
need to ask some quesons about your situaon and condions related to studying from home]

Q19. Please indicate how frequently you have had access when needed during the current 
academic year to the following, when studying from home [Regularly, frequently, occasionally, rarely, 
never]:

• A reliable internet connecon with sufficient bandwidth for all my devices  
• Adequate compung devices (or other hardware) to complete all my work 
• All the soware I needed to complete my work 
• The required camera/microphone  
• The Virtual Learning Environment
• The online resources of my University's library
• Time, space and resources to engage in independent learning
• Further resources beyond what is provided by the University [please specify]:

Q19a. If you used further resources beyond what is provided by the University, please specify. 
(open queson)

Q20. Please indicate how confident you have felt in using the following, during the current 
academic year [Very confident to not at all confident; 5-point scale]:

• My internet connecon  
• My compung devices (or other hardware) required to complete all my work 
• All the soware I needed to complete my work 
• The required camera/microphone  
• The Virtual Learning Environment
• The online resources of my University's library
• Time, space and resources to engage in independent learning
• Further resources beyond what is provided by the University

Q21. What could the university do in terms of helping you beer access the resources you need for 
your learning? (open queson)

ENGAGEMENT AND EXPECTATIONS 

Q22. How important to your quality of learning are the following?

• The amount of me you spend communicang with academic staff online
• The amount of me you spend communicang with academic staff face-to-face, on 

campus
• The amount of me you spend speaking to other students on your course, online
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• The amount of me you spend speaking to other students on your course, face-to-face 
and on campus

• The me you spend communicang with others outside your course/programme/
university in networks and communies?

Q23. In the coming academic year, and in a normal study week, how many hours do you typically 
expect to spend on the following? [ranges: less than 1 hour, 1-4 hours, 4-8 hours, 8-12 hours, 12-16 
hours, greater than 16  hours?]

Separate answers for: On campus (when government guidance allows it) / Online 
• Lectures
• Supervised group seminars/workshops
• Individual me with teaching staff/supervisor
• Unsupervised study with peers
• Independent personal study

Q24. In the coming academic year, and in a normal study week, how oen do you typically expect 
to do the following?  Regularly, frequently, occasionally, rarely, never

Separate answers for: On campus (when government guidance allows it) / Online 

• Ask quesons in taught sessions or contribute to discussions about course material in taught 
sessions

• Discuss ideas from your course with teaching staff outside taught sessions,  including by 
email/online

• Discuss your academic performance and/or feedback with teaching staff
• Work with teaching staff on acvies other than coursework
• Work with other students on course projects or assignments
• Explain course material to one or more students
• Ask another student to help you understand course material
• Talk about your career plans with teaching staff or advisors 
• Parcipate in networks and communies or open courses external to your programme/

course
• Use learning resources external to the programme/course

Q25. Overall, how important to your learning is it to:

• feel connected to the staff on your course?
• feel connected to other students on your course?

ASSESSMENT AND FEEDBACK

Q26. Please tell us to what extent you agree/disagree with the following statements: 

This year...

• the teaching prepared me well for my assessments.
• the online assessments provided valuable learning opportunies.
• there was a good and balanced variety of assessment types.
• I was given the opportunity to tailor assessments to my own aspiraons and interests.
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• I received quality wrien and/or verbal feedback from teaching staff. 
• I had opportunies for peer-to-peer feedback from other students.
• I was encouraged to self-evaluate and reflect on assignments.

Q27. In your opinion, what assessments worked parcularly well? What kinds of assessment 
would you like to have more frequently in the coming year? (open queson)

Q28. What would be the most useful way to get feedback on your work in the coming academic 
year? (open queson)

OVERALL

Q29. What does quality teaching mean to you? (open queson)

Q30. What does quality learning mean to you? (open queson)

Please tell us to what extent you agree/disagree with the following statements:

Q31. My overall experience of my programme/course in 2020-21: 

• met my expectaons for quality of teaching.
• met my expectaons for quality of learning.

Q32. If you have any addional comments about your overall student experience of learning and 
teaching in the current context of the COVID-19 pandemic, please write them here. (open 
queson)
END OF SURVEY - THANK YOU MESSAGE

Thank you very much for taking the me to complete this quesonnaire. Your answers have now 
been recorded on our database. If you provided your email address, you will automacally be put 
into a prize draw. If you have a complaint or need support with any of the issues raised within the 
survey, please contact uopsurveys@port.ac.uk.

Appendix B: Focus Group Core Quesons

Focus Group Questions
1. What does quality learning mean to you? What does quality teaching enable you to do? Most of the 
students who agreed that they are enjoying their learning experience feel that they are also learning well. 
There is a correlation between these two: enjoyment and learning. Are there elements that are not so 
enjoyable, still valuable to your learning? Does the content have to challenge you to be engaging/
effective?

2. Recordings of teaching materials (audio with slides, video with slides or annotations) are the most 
valuable teaching element (73% agreed they were valuable – the highest percentage by far when 
compared to other teaching elements). Why is the recording the most valuable teaching method? How 
relevant is the teaching method to quality of teaching? 
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3. Just over a third of students agreed that, based on their experience of teaching on their course, their 
background is valued and recognised as a resource that enriches their learning experience. If you agree, 
how do they do this? If not, how do you feel your background could be better valued and recognised as 
a resource that enriches your learning experience?

4. The vast majority of students indicated that, during the current academic year, they have had access 
when needed to the following when studying remotely: time, space and resources to engage in 
independent learning. Additionally, 62% of the students feel very or quite confident in using these 
resources, and the rest of the students feel less or not confident. What do you understand by 
'independent learning'?  Is independent learning important to you? How does your university help you 
to become/develop as an independent learner?

5. Which assessments have you learnt the most from, and why? Which assessments have you learnt the 
least from, and why? Do you ever do assessed tasks (these may be called formative assessments) which 
do not count towards your grades? If you do, how do they help you learn? What sort of tasks are they? 
How do they work? Does everyone do them?

6. Most students feel that the quality of both learning and teaching met their expectations this year. 
What are the 3 key things that made a difference to  your learning? What aspects of this year's learning 
and teaching experience would you keep for next year? And Why?

Appendix C: Overall Survey Results

Teaching and learning in 2020/2021

Value of elements of teaching (Figure 3)

The first queson that students were asked, following the demographic quesons, was related to 
how valuable to their learning various elements of teaching on their programme/course had been 
during 2020/2021, as shown in Figure 3.

Recordings of teaching materials were reported as the most valuable teaching element, with 45% of 
the students regarding them as very valuable, and 28% as valuable (73% in total). Opportunies to 
ask quesons and individual feedback were also highly valued, as were online streaming of live 
lectures and face-to-face sessions on campus. It is worth menoning that 22% of students reported 
that face-to-face sessions on campus were not applicable to their experience (some universies/
courses followed a blended learning approach, while others had exclusively online teaching, due to 
the COVID-19 pandemic). Students were most scepcal regarding the formal tasks and acvies with 
other students, with one in three students being posive, one in three students being neutral, and 
one in three students being negave. Group acvies and group feedback were among the least 
valued elements. 
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Open queson: Q29
Q29 asked students what quality teaching means to them. There were 646 responses.

Themes that were very frequently associated with quality teaching were: delivery that is engaging or 
passionate; teaching that is conducive to learning, knowledge acquision, knowledge retenon, or 
student achievement; teaching that is clear, comprehensible, concise, efficient and effecve; 
teaching that develops or ensures understanding, or facilitates understanding of the material; 
teaching staff that provide support and guidance; teaching methods and approaches that are 
personalised or tailored to student needs or learning requirements and preferences; teaching that 
provides opportunies to interact with the lecturer; teaching that prepares students for 
assessments; the senment that quality teaching is of paramount importance; and teaching that 
provided in-depth and high-quality explanaons. Approximately 7% of references were made to 
engaging or passionate delivery.

Responses to this queson were quite broad, yet clear themes sll emerged from the answers. 
Quality teaching is clearly important to students. They defined quality teaching primarily as teaching 
that is delivered passionately and is engaging. More general answers defined quality teaching as 
conducive to learning, conducive to knowledge acquision and retenon, and conducive to students 
achieving their goals, with a specific emphasis on success in assessments. Some students associated 
quality teaching with movaon; others specifically associated it with being on campus in a face-to-
face environment.

“An engaging lecturer who loves the course they study, instead of a rather tame and boring person 
who looks to get the lecture done and leave.”

In terms of delivery, students thought lectures and content should be relevant, high quality, and 
delivered in a clear, concise and comprehensible manner; lectures and content should be an efficient 
and effecve way of conveying ideas. Students were of the view that quality teaching should develop 
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and ensure understanding, partly by helping students understand content through the simplificaon 
or logical breakdown of complex concepts. Explanaons should be high quality and in depth.

“Clear delivery (both in speech and subject maer) that is engaging and taught with enthusiasm, as 
well as in a manner that prepares us for examinaon. Clarity is the most important.”

With reference to teaching staff, students thought that quality teaching involved staff who were 
approachable, accessible, and available when needed for help, support, and guidance. Students were 
of the opinion that teaching staff should have a genuine interest in their subject area. Moreover, they 
should also show that they are invested in their students' success. Teaching staff should provide a 
thorough, organised coverage of a well-structured course, and promote opportunies for students to 
interact and parcipate in the teaching process. Students also idenfied high-quality feedback as a 
feature of quality teaching.

“...engaging, answers quesons, teaches the process not just the end result, quality feedback that 
allows development...”

Addionally, for the students, quality teaching provides them with opportunies to interact with 
teaching staff. Quality teaching is also enjoyable, and it teaches students problem-solving methods 
which they can use to put theory into pracce.

“Quality teaching is when the lecturer is interacng with all students and everyone is geng along 
with the teaching and giving examples with real life situaons.”

Another characterisc raised by students was that quality teaching should cater to the various 
different ways in which students learn; there is not a one-size-fits-all approach, and teaching should 
be inclusive by incorporang a variety of different methods aimed at different learning requirements 
and preferences.

“It means engaging with students, understanding their needs, and realising that they are all 
individual and will need different levels/methods of support...”

“Clear aims, ability to ask quesons, providing for different learning types, e.g. visual learners or 
those who listen best. Teaching relevant to future assessments and career.”

“Being able to interact with understanding lecturers who support your method of learning and help 
guide you in the right direcon.”

For a number of students, quality teaching is teaching that acts as a catalyst for independent 
learning, by providing resources and guidance on further reading, as well as highlighng areas of 
interest outside the core course material. For some students, quality teaching may also serve to 
smooth the transion between the more guided learning of secondary school, to the more 
independent learning of university.

“Delivering insighul and relevant informaon which is applicable to the assessment or tasks at hand 
and to a degree whereby it is fully understood by students, but also in a way that can lead students in 
the right direcon for independent and self-learning.”
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“A way in which a teacher goes above and beyond to demonstrate course and content material that 
benefits your learning and provides you with an inspiraon to further your own learning.”

Impact of teaching (Figure 4)

One of the next quesons was broader in scope, asking students to what extent they agreed with a 
number of statements about their experience of teaching on their programme/course in the 2020/21 
academic year. The teaching on courses had an impact on students' experiences, as portrayed in 
Figure 4. 

Approximately 60% of students agreed that teaching on their courses (i) engaged them in learning 
that is meaningful and relevant to them, (ii) enabled them to access course content that smulates 
learning and allows parcipaon in learning acvies, and (iii) allowed them to demonstrate their 
knowledge and strengths during assessments.  Students were more scepcal about the how well the 
teaching (i) promoted their engagement and sense of belonging amongst students, (ii) valued their 
background and recognised it as a resource that enriched the learning experience, and (iii) movated 
them to seek learning opportunies beyond the programme/course.

Impact of assessment and feedback (Figure 5)

The aforemenoned, largely posive experience with room for demonstrang knowledge and 
strengths during assessments is in accordance with the sasfacon with various relevant aspects of 
assessment, as presented in Figure 5, where nearly 60% of the students agreed that the online 
assessments provided valuable learning opportunies, and that there was a good and balanced 
variety of assessment types. Approximately half of the students agreed that they were encouraged 
to self-evaluate and reflect on assignments, and that the teaching prepared them well for their 
assessments.

Students were more crical towards the feedback they received from staff; this is a common issue 
emerging in most surveys. Finally, when they were asked about being given opportunies to tailor 
assessments to their aspiraons and interests, as well as opportunies for peer feedback, only one in 
three students agreed that they had these opportunies. 
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Open queson: Q27
Q27 asked students what assessments they felt worked parcularly well, and what kinds of 
assessments they would like to have more frequently in the coming year. There were 531 responses.

Assessment types that were menoned very frequently were: exams; essays or assignments; 
coursework; online assessments; group assessments; and mulple-choice tests. Essays or 
assignments, exams, and coursework accounted for 9%, 9% and 8% of references, respecvely.

The assessments menoned the most frequently in a posive context were exams, essays or 
assignments, and coursework. These three types of assessment were approximately equal in 
frequency and were clearly the most preferred opons by a large margin. Some students also 
highlighted that incorporang a variety of assessment types would be fairer and more inclusive, to 
cater to the variety of learning requirements, preferences and skills among a parcular cohort.

When exams were menoned, the emphasis was overwhelmingly on the preference for online 
exams, with only one or two cases menoning a preference for tradional, on-campus exams. The 
perceived benefits of open-book or take-home exams was also frequently menoned. Some students 
also liked the exams with me limits of 24 hours or greater. It was felt by students that these open-
book, less strictly med exams were a beer test of understanding and applicaon, rather than just 
recall and memorisaon. Moreover, online exams were thought to be a more realisc simulaon of 
an environment that students might encounter in the workplace in later life; this was viewed 
posively. From a mental health perspecve, students in favour of this type of assessment generally 
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also menoned lower stress and anxiety levels associated with assessments. This senment in the 
open quesons was not reflected in the focus groups, as there was significant scepcism expressed 
in many of the focus groups about the value and integrity of online, open-book exams.

While group assessments, such as presentaons and projects, were viewed favourably by many 
students, a significant number expressed a preference for individual assessment, cing issues with 
group members' accountability for group work, and also the difficules of communicaon and 
coordinaon associated with remote group working. The appeal of group working to students very 
much depends on whether it will be conducted in-person or remotely, with a preference for the 
former.

Smaller, regular assessments were favoured by some students, who felt that assessment in this way 
took some of the pressure off the final exams. It was also seen as a good way for students to get 
feedback to assess gaps in their knowledge and understanding in me for them to do something 
about it before larger final assessments. In this way, formave assessments, mock exams and regular 
quizzes were menoned by some as being parcularly useful. Mulple choice quesons were also a 
popular form of assessment; however, it was unclear from the responses whether these were part of 
a regular, smaller assessment regime, or whether they were used as a larger summave assessment 
tool. They were therefore coded separately in the analysis.

For coursework, essays and assignments, some students liked being able to tailor the assessment to 
their interests, aspiraons or abilies, and so having a degree of autonomy over the direcon of an 
assessment was viewed favourably.

Open queson: Q28
Q28 asked students what would be the most useful way for them to get feedback on their work in 
the coming academic year. There were 509 responses.

Themes in relaon to feedback that were menoned very frequently were: receiving feedback online 
(not live), via email, Moodle, Turnin, or similar plaorm; having the opportunity to discuss feedback 
with staff or in an appointment; receiving feedback in-person or face-to-face; and wrien feedback 
or a feedback report. Approximately 29% of references were accounted for by those related to online 
(not live) feedback and having opportunies to discuss feedback with staff. 

Themes in relaon to feedback that were frequently menoned were: feedback that is detailed and/
or high quality; feedback that shows students how to improve; feedback that is personalised or 
individual; feedback in the form of annotaons made to work; online (live) via MS Teams, Zoom, or 
other video call; and feedback that clarifies what errors were made with explanaons and reasons 
why marks were lost.

When asked about useful ways to receive feedback, students most frequently expressed a preference 
for receiving feedback through some kind of online wrien format or report, including via email, 
Moodle, or Turnin. While students preferred to receive feedback in this way, many would also like 
the opportunity to arrange a follow-up meeng to discuss feedback further with staff, should they 
have further quesons or wish to query marking. Although less popular than online methods, many 
students would prefer geng feedback face-to-face, again with the opportunity to discuss feedback 
with staff. A few students suggested feedback seminars or tutorials for the cohort to allow students 
to discuss feedback with staff and with each other.
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Other themes menoned included feedback consisng of direct annotaons to work, clearly 
indicang to which part of the work the feedback referred. Some students would also be happy with 
a video call or similar online live format.

Aside from the method of delivery for feedback, the nature of feedback was also frequently raised. 
Students want their feedback to be detailed, specific, high quality, and personalised; they want 
feedback to tell them how to improve for the future, with clear explanaons of why marks were lost. 
A few students raised the issue of consistency of grades and feedback given, raising concerns about 
the subjecvity of markers.

Another specific theme that was raised, although not frequently enough to be highlighted by 
frequency analysis, was the lack of feedback on summave exams. Students typically referred to 
exams where they are unable to see marked scripts and get no feedback other than a grade. For 
some students these types of assessments are the ones they learn the least from, because of this 
lack of feedback.

A similar number of students were happy with the current method of feedback delivery, but did not 
specify what that was.

Experience of factors related to learning (Figure 6)
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All the aforemenoned elements of the quesons described so far, as well as other factors, affected 
the learning experience of students. While most students (82%) feel comfortable using technology 
(Figure 6), and therefore using technology should not be a negave factor for their learning 
experience, just under half of the students agreed that they enjoyed their learning experience, and 
that they feel they are learning well. Almost two-fihs of students feel more comfortable online, and 
they feel beer able to contribute to discussions online. Nevertheless, the majority of students (58%) 
feel they are missing out as a result of studying online, and they clearly appreciate face-to-face 
learning environments (70% would prefer it to be the primary environment). 

Frequency of use and confidence using (Figure 7)
Furthermore, students were asked to indicate how frequently they have had access, when needed 
during the 2020/21 academic year, to various resources when studying remotely, and how confident 
they were in using them (Figure 7). The figure compares frequency of use (when needed) with 
confidence, and it is interesng to see whether there is a correlaon between the two.

Students were largely confident in using their compung devices, camera/microphone, soware and 
a reliable internet connecon. With the excepon of further resources beyond what is provided by 
the university, approximately two in three students were confident in using every other element in 
the table. At the populaon level there is a general trend showing a correlaon between frequency 
and confidence. The higher the frequency, the higher the confidence, and vice versa.
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Correlaons 

When looking at individual responses, posive correlaons (using Spearman’s rho) do indeed exist 
for all aspects. Between frequency of use when needed and confidence, there is a weak posive 
correlaon for adequate compung devices (or other hardware) to complete all my work (rho = 
0.376, p = 0.000). Moderate posive correlaons exist for: a reliable internet connecon with 
sufficient bandwidth for all my devices (rho = 0.497, p = 0.000), all the soware I needed to complete 
my work (rho = 0.549, p = 0.000), the required camera/microphone (rho = 0.474, p = 0.000), the 
Virtual Learning Environment (rho = 0.528, p = 0.000), the online resources of my University’s library
(rho = 0.490, p = 0.000), and the me, space and resources to engage in independent learning (rho = 
0.572, p = 0.000). A strong posive correlaon exists for further resources beyond what is provided 
by the University (rho = 0.685, p = 0.000). 

Open queson: Q19a
Q19a asked students what resources, if any, they had used beyond those which the university 
provides. There were 147 responses.

Resources that were menoned very frequently were: books not acquired through university; 
Youtube; and internet research or other general websites. These three resource categories 
accounted for approximately 31% of resources menoned.

Other resources that were frequently menoned were: news arcles; Google; other online 
resources; and web courses.

The four most frequently menoned resources were books not acquired through the university – 
both purchased and borrowed; Youtube; research on the internet, or use of a non-specific website; 
and features related to Google, including the search engine generally, Google Scholar, Google Docs, 
etc.. Youtube was used to supplement course material, clarify areas where students had not 
understood course material, and for tutorial videos for, e.g., certain pieces of soware. Books were 
obtained in e-book format as well as hard copies. Web courses and tutorials (other than Youtube) 
were also accessed, including those provided by, for example, LinkedIn Learning, Udemy, 
Codecademy and Khan Academy, among others.

Open queson: Q21
Q21 asked students what the university could do in terms of helping them beer access the 
resources they need for their learning. There were 217 responses.

Themes that were menoned very frequently were: re-formang, clarifying the layout of, or 
restructuring Moodle (or other VLE); the provision of how-to videos or workshops and classes on 
how to access or use resources and soware; the provision of resources being adequate; and 
improving the clarity of university or library websites, including by providing clear links to resources. 
Approximately 29% of the references were accounted for by those relang to Moodle (or other VLE), 
how-to videos, and the clarity of university and library websites. Approximately 8% were accounted 
for by those indicang that provision of resources had been adequate.

Other themes that were frequently menoned were: needing financial help to install beer wifi, get 
access to beer laptops, or other resources; the expansion of online library resources; the availability 
of online resources, such as having more of them or making them easier to access; having physical 
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access to the university library building; and having resources beer signposted by email, or 
improving email communicaon in general.

Many of the responses focussed specifically on how confusing and arbitrary the organisaon of 
material on Moodle (or in some cases an unspecified VLE) is, how poorly signposted it is, and how – 
even once students have found a certain resource – they sll do not know how to access it. Also 
highlighted by a significant number of responses was lack of clarity on the university and library 
websites; the format was deemed out-dated, not user-friendly, and somewhat arcane. Suggesons 
included the provision of clear links to material, and extra classes on how to access and use these 
resources.

“Make the library site easier to use, when you press on a certain book or e book for example, it can be 
hard to open it, or give instrucons for certain websites which can be hard to understand.”

“Make Moodle clearer to navigate.”

“Provide clear instrucons on the main Moodle page on how to access things and where.”

“In the context of Moodle, all modules should have one set structure to them. My modules are all 
structured differently so I can struggle to find the specific resource I require.”

For some, the lack of physical access to the library was a major issue. Some students wanted to use it 
as a good place to do university work; others wanted hard copies of books, rather than e-books. 
Frustraon was expressed at the limited selecon of e-books available, as well as the limited number 
of copies that could be borrowed at any one me.

“Make more copies available - oen my suggested reading books/journals have only 5 online copies 
or so - there [are] around 300 people on my course.”

Many students have had issues with Wifi or access to laptops and other resources, such as printers. 
This has been an issue for those living in university accommodaon as well as those living at home. 
For some this has been an unwelcome addional expense; for others not in the posion to be able to 
afford it, they have tried to cope without. Some students either in private rented accommodaon or 
university halls have no control over the quality of their internet connecon. In the absence of a 
reliable connecon and adequate computer at their place of residence, the university library would 
have been their soluon. However for some, as highlighted above, their access to the library was also 
limited.

“I had to buy a new laptop and upgrade my internet in order to keep up with the indefinite online 
shi and in lieu of library access. I was in a fortunate posion to be able to afford these although this 
required very careful budgeng.  It is disappoinng when members of staff are unable to match these 
commitments.”

Experience compared to percepons/expectaons (Figure 8)

Students’ sasfacon is oen influenced by the expectaons they had and their percepons of how 
important a number of factors are for their learning. Figure 8 shows a list of important factors related 
to quality of learning, what students think about their value, and what students’ experience was in 
relaon to them. Students were first asked how valuable the factors in Figure 8 are to them, and 
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then to what extent they agreed that their study experience this year gave them the opportunity to 
do those factors.

With reference to percepons and expectaons, when looking at the details of the figure, all listed 
factors seem important to students, yet some elements seem slightly less important to students than 
others, for example, engagement with other students (in various contexts). Some elements were 
almost unanimously regarded as important, for example, sufficient access to online and other 
resources and personal support/guidance with learning. Making good contacts or networking for 
their future career and developing a sense of belonging to peers on the programme/course are the 
areas that reported the greatest gap between expectaons and experience. Addionally, having 
sufficient access to on-campus materials and equipment that students need received low scores for 
experience, which makes sense when taking into account the circumstances around the pandemic, 
especially for praccal courses which require physical access to these resources. 

Meeng expectaons for quality of teaching and learning (Figure 9)

The apparent overall trend suggests that opportunies and experience have met expectaons for a 
large proporon of students; nevertheless, a large proporon of students felt they did not have 
enough opportunies to experience the elements they regard as important.  This is the prominent 
trend with the answers throughout the quesonnaire, with one in four students typically being 
neutral about their experience. Similarly, to the queson about their experience of learning and 
teaching (Figure 9), slightly more than 40% of the students were posive, one in four students was 
neutral, and approximately one in three was negave. 
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Open queson: Q30
Q30 asked students what quality learning means to them. There were 596 responses.

Themes that were very frequently associated with quality learning were: understanding material; 
applying theory in a praccal context, or a context that is relevant for future use; having access to 
sufficient resources, learning plaorms and materials; retenon of skills/knowledge; the senment 
that quality learning is not a substute for quality teaching, or that quality learning depends on 
quality teaching; preparaon for assessment; high-quality, meaningful, relevant and accurate course 
material; learning in which students feel engaged; independent learning; and learning that is 
efficient, effecve, and maximises the potenal of me spent. References to understanding material 
accounted for approximately 11% of all references.

When students were asked about their percepons of quality learning, a number of themes very 
similar to those that were raised in Q29 (concerning percepons of quality teaching) also emerged. 
Both quality learning and quality teaching are perceived to be engaging and conducive to knowledge 
retenon. They are both also perceived to be an integral part of preparaon for assessments.

The word “understanding” was frequently used by students in their responses in relaon to quality 
learning; this was a fundamental concept idenfied by students. Addionally, for quality learning to 
occur, students idenfied access to high-quality resources and course materials as another key factor. 

“Having help and guidance. Correct resources. Gaining understanding of what is expected and being 
able to use that informaon going forward.”

While quality learning was thought by many students to be associated with independent learning, a 
similar, greater number expressed the view (either explicitly or implicitly) that quality learning should 
not be a substute for quality teaching.

“Taking my own iniate to build upon the the teaching and areas that interest me, however it should 
not be done in replacement to poor teaching.”

“The ability to discover something new, understand it and implement it given a scenario, this stems 
through quality teaching which can can then be reiterated through independent study alongside help 
from the community you're within.”

Addionally, quality learning is associated with pung theory into pracce to consolidate 
understanding. Applicaons of theory that are relevant to future use – either at university, or more 
frequently in a future career – are perceived to be parcularly valuable to quality learning. 
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“Well-rounded content that sets students up for future careers.”

Students also feel that quality learning should maximise the potenal of the me and effort 
investment they are making.

“To me it is when I'm in a good, energec mood, able to focus for many hours, and I do not spend 
excess hours on one topic. In other words, when I learn efficiently.”

Importance and experience of factors related to wellbeing (Figure 10)

Although indirectly linked to the learning experience, yet sll an influenal factor, factors related to 
wellbeing were also explored (Figure 10). Similarly, most students think that the following 
experiences are/can be important to their wellbeing; however, only 34-46% agreed that their study 
experience this year gave them the opportunity to do the following.

————————————————————————————

Preferred mode of study (Figure 11)

While a few conclusions can be drawn from the material further up, and a few implicaons emerge 
from the data, students were directly asked about the way forward and their preferences. The first 
queson in this regard asked students which teaching delivery method they prefer (given the 
ongoing coronavirus situaon and the likely safety measures): face-to-face teaching on campus or 
online teaching (Figure 11). Students could also choose the opon of no preference, but there was 
no opon to express a preference for a blended approach of both on-campus and online teaching. 
While this seems like a limitaon, the reason for this approach was that the aim of the queson was 
not necessarily to see a stascal difference, but rather to understand in the open quesons that 
followed (and the focus groups) why some students have strong feelings towards a specific delivery 
method. 

The 60% of students with a preference for face-to-face teaching is consistent with the proporon of 
students who felt that they are missing out as a result of studying online; however, this does not 
reflect the much lower percentage of those who reported further up that they are not enjoying their 
learning experience (28%), that they do not feel they are learning well, or that they feel as 
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comfortable with the online experience as they would feel with the on-campus, face-to-face 
experience. One in four students prefers online teaching, and approximately one in six students is 
neutral towards the two delivery methods. Reasons for these preferences were expanded on in the 
answers to the subsequent open quesons. 

Depending on their preference, students were asked: (i) whether there was anything in their opinion 
that works parcularly well, or that they parcularly enjoy, about online or face-to-face teaching (if 
they selected no preference); (ii) what they have enjoyed/most valued about online acvies (if they 
selected online as a preference); or (iii) whether there is anything that works parcularly well, or that 
they parcularly enjoy, about face-to-face teaching (if they selected face-to-face as a preference). 
They were then asked – regardless of preference – what aspect of the way staff have taught them in 
2020-21, if any, had prevented them from fully engaging and benefing from their study experience. 

Open queson: Q17a
Q17a asked students whether there was anything in their opinion that works parcularly well, or 
that they parcularly enjoy, about online or face-to-face teaching (depending on their response to 
Q17). There were 92 responses. 

Themes that were menoned very frequently were: the appeal or ulity of recordings and/or other 
online resources, including the ability to review material at will and at the student's own pace; and 
the convenience, flexibility, comfort, and/or me economy which is allowed by online teaching. 
Approximately one third of themes idenfied in responses were accounted for by the above two 
themes.

Other themes that were frequently menoned were: the appeal and perceived ulity of blended 
teaching, or an appreciaon for the pros and cons of both online and face-to-face studying; the 
opportunity to engage and interact with others that comes with a face-to-face environment; and the 
percepon of a beer learning experience in a face-to-face environment.

The ulity of having recordings of live and pre-recorded material available online gave students 
flexibility in their schedules and allowed them to view the material at their own pace. Online learning 
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allowed some students to save me on their commute. Addionally, a blended approach to teaching, 
incorporang online and face-to-face elements, was an appealing concept to students going forward. 
Students generally felt that face-to-face teaching gave them beer opportunies to engage and 
interact with others; some students also felt that face-to-face teaching gave them a beer learning 
experience overall.

Open queson: Q17b
Q17b asked students what they had enjoyed, or most valued, about online acvies. There were 179 
responses.

Themes that were menoned very frequently were: the appeal or ulity of recordings – either of a 
live session or pre-recorded material – somemes when followed by a live seminar; and the ability 
for students to work at their own pace, under less pressure, and with the ability to review content at 
will. Just over one third of themes idenfied in responses were accounted for by the above two 
themes.

Other themes that were frequently menoned were: travelling less, saving me, or being more 
efficient online; the convenience and flexibility of learning online; and feeling more comfortable or 
having more privacy online.

In Q17b the themes that are menoned very frequently are very similar to those menoned in Q17a. 
Recorded material was highlighted again (in 58 of 179 responses). Of those 58, the benefit of having 
recordings or recorded lectures accounted for 39; the benefits specifically of recordings of live 
material accounted for 12; the benefits specifically of pre-recorded lectures accounted for seven, of 
which two made explicit references to live follow-up sessions. Recorded material was menoned 
posively, as it gave students flexibility in their schedules and the ability to learn material at their 
own pace. The ubiquity of recorded material has been invaluable to certain students with learning 
difficules and certain disabilies. Moreover, the ulity of recorded material was also menoned 
with reference to revision for assessments. When comfort was menoned in relaon to online 
learning, students frequently menoned that learning online caused them significantly less anxiety 
and stress than face-to-face learning.

Open queson: Q17c
Q17c asked students what they enjoy, or what they feel works parcularly well, about face-to-face 
teaching. There were 404 responses.

Themes that were menoned very frequently were: feeling movated, engaged and/or more 
focussed; and being able to interact with peers or lecturers and/or feeling connected. Over two fihs 
of the themes idenfied fell into these two themes.

Other themes that were frequently menoned were: being in a learning environment and/or 
belonging to a university community; being able to ask quesons and get help; and seminars, 
workshops, or other interacve learning opportunies.

The movang aspect of face-to-face teaching and aending in-person lectures was frequently 
menoned. Addionally, students menoned that they would be more likely to engage with their 
courses in a face-to-face environment, and they find it easier to focus with fewer distracons. 
Students also enjoy the social aspect of face-to-face learning, including opportunies to interact with 
teaching staff. 
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Related to staff-student interacon is the ability for students to ask quesons. The ease of asking 
quesons face-to-face was frequently menoned, specifically with reference to geng an immediate 
response. Addionally, somemes students feel too awkward or uncomfortable about asking 
quesons online, and response mes to emails are oen perceived to be too long.

It was highlighted in a number of responses that for students with learning difficules and 
condions, such as ADD and ADHD, online learning is parcularly difficult; it is much easier for these 
students to remain engaged and focussed in a face-to-face teaching environment.

Open queson Q18
Q18 asked students what aspect of the way in which staff had taught them in the year 2020/21, if 
any, had prevented them from fully engaging in, and benefing from, their study experience. There 
were 554 responses.

Themes that were menoned very frequently were: a lack of face-to-face teaching, or too much 
online teaching; lectures not being engaging or movang; staff doing well despite the 
circumstances, or some other posive comment; encountering technical or IT issues – for both 
students and staff – including in relaon to accessing resources; a lack of support, lecturers not being 
accessible, or having difficules geng help; poor communicaon and/or lack of interacon with 
staff, including during lectures; and a lack of an environment conducive to learning. Approximately 
18% of the themes idenfied were accounted for by the first two in the list above. Posive 
comments, or comments about staff doing well despite the pandemic, accounted for approximately 
6% of themes.

Many students said that too much online teaching had resulted in them being less able to engage or 
benefit from their study experience. This was overwhelmingly the most frequently occurring theme.  
Students also found that, in general, the way in which lectures had been delivered was not 
movang or engaging.

“Being just simply read to off a screen is not an enriching way to learn. It has given me no interest 
and lack of movaon towards my course.”

“De-movated from online classes, le feeling as if I haven’t learned anything this year and anxious 
for next year.”

There were some students who thought that staff had done their best despite the circumstances, 
and a small number of students expressed being very happy with their study experience over the 
2020/21 academic year.

“The teaching staff worked well under difficult circumstances. They have adapted to lockdowns, 
online teaching and face-to-face teaching.  The level of teaching was also good, and I finished each 
block-teaching session with a full understanding of the topic taught.”

Issues with technology, for both students and staff, were highlighted in the responses. Not only did 
students frequently have issues with their internet connecon, but there was some discontent 
expressed over the lack of investment in IT hardware and infrastructure for staff. 
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“Old lectures, bad WiFi signal from tutors, disrupve classes from outsiders, links not working, some 
lectures being cancelled last minute, just bad quality lecturers (not all but a few).”

“...lots of mes staff had problems with internet and using Zoom.”

“Lecturer had internet connecon problems.”

Other, more specific, but sll related issues were raised. Some students pointed out that online 
teaching is not an adequate substute for face-to-face teaching, and the lack of interacve and 
praccal elements was highlighted. Discontent was expressed about an over-reliance on reading off
powerpoint slides by staff during live lectures, combined with a passionless delivery; it was felt that 
this method of delivery might as well be pre-recorded, and as such was a waste of a live session. 
Addionally, students felt that there was a lack of opportunity for effecve group work or peer 
interacon; the fulity of break-out rooms in live sessions was menoned. There was also the 
percepon of an over-reliance on pre-recorded material and an inappropriate balance between live 
and pre-recorded material. 

“They seem to just read what is wrien on the powerpoint and this gets prey dull and boring.”

In terms of asking quesons, the awkwardness and difficulty of asking quesons online was raised, as 
well as long response mes to quesons and lack of detail when responses did finally arrive. 
Students also menoned that support and help was lacking or difficult to access when they needed 
it, and staff were hard to get hold of at crical mes, parcularly around assessments. 

“Online is so much harder as you have no movaon and asking quesons via email and chat is so 
much harder.”

“Not answering emails for weeks when this is the only method of contact we have available.”

“I feel as though many of the people on [the] course do not understand the mental toll that current 
mes are having on students. They offer lile to no support, and any me I email or write on a forum 
I get a half-arsed response really, if a response at all. As I said, other modules have been fine but I 
wouldn’t wish that same treatment on other students in future.”

While not necessarily related to the way in which staff had taught them over the 2020/21 academic 
year, students felt that learning online, away from the university campus, was not an environment 
conducive to effecve learning. Many also expressed feelings of isolaon, loneliness, and lacking 
social interacon.

Addionally, a number of minority viewpoints were noted as being important but unlikely to be 
highlighted by frequency analysis. The need for adapng teaching and delivery methods for those 
with condions, such as ausm and ADHD, was menoned.

“I have ausm and find online lectures hard to focus in, and the uni soware has been incompable 
with my assisve technology making note taking harder.”

Some internaonal students whose first language is not English have struggled with online learning, 
parcularly with lecturers whose first language is also not English, as they are communicang 
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through a mutual second language. These communicaon issues are exacerbated by technical issues 
associated with the delivery of teaching online.

“...as a foreign student I found [it] extremely difficult […] that I have to [...] listen [to] and understand 
a non-English lecturer speaking English with the accent from his country....I respect all of them and I 
know that they [are] trying really hard.  However, […] this make[s] me struggl[e] with my studies.”

Importance of communicaon (Figure 12)

The next few quesons are about percepons and expectaons regarding engagement for next year. 
When students were asked how important to their quality of learning the ways in which they spend 
their me are, the majority agreed that all the ways of spending me menoned in Figure 12 were 
quite/very important. 

Either online or on campus, communicang with academic staff was reported to be quite/very 
important by nearly 80% of students. The amount of me students spend speaking to other students 
on their course online was sll regarded as quite/very important by 67% students, yet it was the 
category with the lowest score. This seems consistent with the percepon of the limited value of 
formal group tasks and acvies, as presented in the Figure 3. Moreover, it is interesng that 
students connect the me spent communicang with others outside their course/university in 
networks and communies to their quality of learning, and they regard this me as quite/very 
important. 
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Importance of feeling connected (Figure 13)

While in the previous queson students were asked about the importance of communicaon, the 
next queson explored the idea of feeling connected (Figure 13). Similarly, students felt it is very/
quite important to feel connected to staff and students (84% and 79%). For these two quesons, it is 
interesng to see that communicaon and connectedness are different concepts, yet equally 
appreciated and possibly correlated. 

Expectaons for me allocaon, online vs on campus (Figures 14 & 15)
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Figures 14 & 15 show students' responses when they were asked to be more specific about their 
expectaons for next year about how they would spend their me, either face-to-face or online. 

It is interesng how the medium plays a significant role in me allocaon and differences in 
expectaons are obvious. Students expect to spend more me for independent personal study 
online, rather than on campus. Students expect to spend more me for supervised group seminars 
or unsupervised study with peers on campus, rather than online. Similar trends for either online or 
on-campus individual me with teaching staff/supervisors were reported. 

Expectaons for frequency of engagement (Figures 16 & 17)

When looking at the whole picture of ‘engagement’ (Figures 16 & 17) and various ways for students 
to be engaged, again their expectaons differ depending on the environment (online or on campus). 
Students seem to expect to be significantly more engaged face-to-face in all aspects of engagement 
menoned in the quesonnaire. However, 31% of students did not answer the queson and sub-
quesons regarding engagement online, and a comparison of expectaons by students who 
completed quesons about both environments may be a more accurate representaon of trends. 
Three hundred and twenty-one (321) students completed answers about their expectaons 
regarding both online and on-campus engagement. Figures 16 & 17 show a comparison.

The comparisons between Figures 16 & 17 show a trend for more frequent engagement face-to-face/
on campus. The excepon to this trend is the engagement with learning resources external to the 
programme/course.
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 Ask another student to help you understand course material

Work with other students on course projects or assignments

Ask quesons in taught sessions or contribute to discussions about course material in taught sessions 

%

26

28

24
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21
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28

13

11

12

41

38

39
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37
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33
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38

37

40

40

32

57

59

59

Never/Rarely Occasionally Regularly/Frequently

Figure 17 (above): Expectaons for online 
engagement, frequency %



Open queson: Q32
Q32 asked students if they had any addional comments about their overall experience of learning 
and teaching in the (at the me, current) context of the coronavirus pandemic. There were 278 
responses.

Themes that were very frequently menoned were: the need for a return to face-to-face teaching; 
having encountered difficules with, or barriers to, learning; having issues with teaching, or having 
experienced poor-quality teaching; the 2020/21 academic year not having met students' 
expectaons; teaching staff having done well or having been supporve, despite the circumstances; 
the senment that the past academic year has been “terrible”, “horrible” (or similar); support that is 
lacking or poorly adversed; students having benefied from, or preferring, online teaching; the 
senment that hopefully next year will be back to normal or be beer; and a lack of value for money. 
References to needing face-to-face teaching, having difficules with learning, and having issues with 
teaching accounted for approximately 13% of references.

The responses to this queson are somewhat reflecve of the general trends seen in Q17 
(concerning preferred mode of teaching): approximately 67% of references were themacally 
negave; 20% were posive (compared to the 60% who preferred face-to-face teaching and the 24% 
who preferred online teaching). Students most frequently menoned needing face-to-face teaching 
going forward, or that they had experienced issues with, or barriers to, effecve teaching and/or 
learning over the 2020/21 academic year. 

However, some felt as though teaching staff had done well, despite the circumstances. This theme 
has been a recurring trend across a number of the open quesons (e.g., Q18, staff doing well despite 
the circumstances, or other posive comment; and Q21, provision of resources is adequate). 
Moreover, some students felt as though they had thrived with online teaching and learning, with 
responses indicang that they had preferred online learning, or done beer compared to a face-to-
face environment. When reasons were given for this, it was oen due to the reduced social anxiety 
of learning or taking assessments online, or because this mode of studying was parcularly suited to 
independent learners.

“I found the online exams an amazing help along with block teaching. As someone who suffers from 
anxiety, not having to go through the stress of an exam hall helped exponenally. Being able to type 
rather than write helped as well. I was able to write more and have it look neater than handwring. 
The only downside of online learning has been the social aspect, but content and learning-wise this 
has been my best year at university.”

However, the majority of responses were themacally negave, with many students saying that their 
university experience (both in terms of teaching and more generally) had not met their expectaons. 
There was quite a strong feeling expressed by some about the negave aspects of the 2020/21 
academic year (e.g., the senment that the past academic year has been “terrible”, “horrible” (or 
similar)); many felt as though value for money had been poor, and money on accommodaon had 
been wasted. A small number of students expressed that they had felt deceived by their university, 
regarding the amount of face-to-face teaching that had been promised, compared to the reality of 
the situaon (which was almost enrely – if not exclusively – online).

“I think the tuion fees should have been lowered. Even though the University claims that it is 
providing/provided more than sasfactory resources and standard of educaon to jusfy the fees 
staying the same it isn't. The fees were barely jusfiable beforehand and most people jusfy it 
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through the experience they gain through University. COVID-19 robbed people of that opportunity 
and while that isn't the University's fault, it is wrong of the University to keep the tuion fees the 
same.”

“Honestly it was prey terrible. It feels like I have been scammed with the amount of money I paid 
just to sit at my computer and look at PowerPoints 24/7.”

“Honestly, I could have goen the same grade if I just used YouTube for free. My grades this year 
have suffered due to the lack of in person lectures/face-to-face teaching.”

“My only issue is that the university fees remain the same and it seems hard to jusfy a 9-grand-a-
year course when the campus is rarely visited or used.”

————————————————————————————

Appendix D: Other Minority Views
A number of minority view points were raised that were not highlighted by the frequency analysis, 
but were sll felt to carry significant weight.

It was highlighted that the assessment format and structure should be the same in 2021/22 as the 
2020/21 academic year for students going into their final year. For some, they have never sat proper 
university exams, so to expect them to do so in their final year without fair pracce, when so much is 
at stake, is perceived as unfair.

“As a second-year student I have now adapted and pracsed my learning style to online learning, 
being a third-year student next year I won’t have the me to re-adapt with the work load. Keeping 
lectures and exams the same for final years is vital.”

One or two students felt as though staff had been rude, or treated their quesons as an 
inconvenience.

“...this year it feels as though I have been ignored speaking to my tutor and head of [my course] 
several mes about recurring issues, only to be shut down.”

Teaching being online has meant that students have not had to travel to campus. This has enabled 
them to not only save money, but also save me, allowing them to dedicate more me to study or 
their own wellbeing.

“Learning and teaching this year was great. Aer the first month the new learning system was great 
and really allowed me to greatly increase my learning ability by not stressing about transport or me 
geng to university and rather spend that me on extra learning.”

Having pre-recorded material released ahead of a live seminar/tutorial seems to be popular. 
Students have felt that having a lecturer give a lecture or read off slides with minimal interacon live 
was a waste of me and a waste of a live session; it was felt that this sort of content could be pre-
recorded and released ahead of a session to discuss the material (a similar theme emerged in Q18).

Recording all live sessions seems to be essenal for the learning and success of students with 
addional needs and mental health difficules. Students expressed that they require recordings to 
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be done to a high quality, and want this pracce connued – even if teaching returns to being largely 
on-campus and face-to-face – to ensure that these students have equitable access to educaon.

Some mature students with young families requested more support, arranged specifically for mature 
students, as they struggle to manage home and university commitments.

Throughout the open quesons, some students expressed having significant mental health 
difficules, including anxiety and depression, which had been caused by or exacerbated by the move 
to primarily or exclusively online teaching. Some of this seemed to be due to their inability to 
promptly access help from staff when needed, parcularly around assignments.

“Like everyone, I have been effected greatly by learning online. It's been difficult for me to get any of 
my work done and that has led to stress and increased anxiety among other problems. I think people 
should be reminded of the university welfare service more oen, so if anyone experiences the same 
problems they know exactly where to go.”

The need for adapng teaching and delivery methods for those with condions, such as ausm and 
ADHD, was menoned.

“I have ausm and find online lectures hard to focus in, and the uni soware has been incompable 
with my assisve technology making note taking harder.”

Some internaonal students whose first language is not English have struggled with online learning, 
parcularly with lecturers whose first language is also not English, as they are communicang 
through a mutual second language. These communicaon issues are exacerbated by technical issues 
associated with the delivery of teaching online.

“...as a foreign student I found [it] extremely difficult […] that I have to [...] listen [to] and understand 
a non-English lecturer speaking English with the accent from his country....I respect all of them and I 
know that they [are] trying really hard.  However, […] this make[s] me struggl[e] with my studies.”

————————————————————————————

Appendix E: Overall Focus Group Results

Normalisaon of student contribuons
In order to not diminish the contribuon of students who were less vocal in focus groups, frequency 
analysis of assigned codes was repeated with normalised/scaled frequencies. This was done by 
dividing the frequency of each code for a parcular parcipant by the the total number of codes for 
that parcipant. For example, if Parcipant A menoned the benefits of the recordings of live 
material three mes, but menoned 60 code-able points in total, their contribuon to the frequency 
for the code corresponding to the benefits of recordings of live material would be 3/60 = 0.05. In this 
way, the total frequency contribuons from each student was normalised to sum to unity; each 
student's contribuon was therefore equally weighted. Both normalised and un-normalised 
frequencies were considered in the qualitave analysis, with the former informing and 
supplemenng analysis based on the laer.
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Summary

• Students are generally in favour of the concept of blended learning, although with the majority of 
material taught face-to-face, and online learning should only be used when it is appropriate or 
more effecve than face-to-face teaching.

• Students want recordings of all live lectures to connue, even if they are held face-to-face. They 
also want the access to online material that was provided during the 2020/21 academic year to 
connue, regardless of the teaching mode. Physical access to university libraries is also important 
to students.

• Quality teaching is interacve, movang and engaging. Quality teaching also adapts to student 
requirements and abilies.

• Students emphasise the praccal applicaon of theory.

• Formave assessment is considered valuable when implemented correctly with quality feedback. 
Formave assessment is also thought to be a valuable part of independent learning. 

• Independent learning is seen as an essenal skill, and students think quality teaching should be a 
catalyst for independent learning.

• Coursework was the most popular form of assessment. Skepcism was expressed by many about 
online exams, contrary to the results from the open quesons (in which many students said they 
were in favour). Formal group work was mainly seen negavely in the context of online studying.

• Summave exams were cricised for the lack of feedback (students only receive a mark). More, 
higher quality feedback and more opportunies to discuss feedback with staff would be valued for 
all assessments.

• Students want their university experience to prepare them for the future workplace; some thought 
this involved developing independent learning skills. They want assessments to have elements that 
relate to workplace applicaons.

• Background was generally not seen as relevant to teaching by most, although these responses 
were given largely by White students, or students whose ethnicity was not known or not given. 
Mostly it was prior educaonal background that was raised by students. Aside from this, various 
elements of course content were menoned, specifically for Business Studies and Health Sciences. 
In these two subject areas, students’ professional backgrounds were thought to be a resource that 
could be beer recognised.

• It was hypothesised by one of the researchers running the focus groups that the focus group 
environment perhaps did not give students the right opportunity to discuss potenally sensive 
topics, such as their background, in front of their peers.

• Students also thought that financial help for soware, laptops and improved WiFi would all have 
been helpful.

• It was felt that staff need to be accessible, approachable, and responsive. Students felt that the 
long response mes associated with emails to staff were an issue. Occasionally emails had gone 
unanswered.

————————————————————————————
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Results

Recorded material
Overall, the benefits of having recordings of live material were highlighted the most frequently. 
Recordings of live material allows students to work at their own pace: some students struggle to 
make notes sufficiently quickly during live lectures, or find that they are less able to keep up with the 
speed of delivery of the material. Having recordings allows students to pause to make notes, or 
rewind and replay secons that they need to hear mulple mes to fully understand; students can 
also skip over material they are already familiar with or find easy. For example, a number of students 
menoned playing recordings at double speed, then bringing the speed back down when desired. 
This has made studying more efficient and effecve for many of the students in these focus groups. 
Addionally, students also found recordings useful during preparaon for assessments; previously 
some students found that course notes alone oen did not convey all the details and subtlees of 
the informaon that was conveyed during the live sessions. Some students menoned that online 
learning was very convenient, allowing them to catch up missed lectures (oversleeping was 
menoned once or twice), or allowing them to schedule jobs or engage in other extracurricular 
acvies around their studies. A small number of students emphasised the importance to them that 
pre-recorded material should not replace – but rather supplement – live and primarily face-to-face 
learning.

Some students with addional needs also expressed that having the recordings during the pandemic 
had been absolutely essenal for them to be able to study. Given how much of a difference the 
recordings made, they felt that the pracce of recording all live material needed to connue, even if 
teaching returned to face-to-face.

Access to resources
The importance of having access to resources was also among the most frequently raised points – 
whether it was in relaon to independent learning, quality teaching, or quality learning. Although 
the availability of online resources was typically the focus of students' comments, the availability of 
offline or 'hard copy' resources, such as university libraries and other books, was also raised – albeit 
relavely infrequently. When asked what the university could do to assist students in their 
independent learning, a number of students menoned that not having access to the university 
library during the pandemic had been a barrier to their independent learning. Perhaps seen as a 
viable substute, the access to online resources that universies had provided over the past 
academic year (specifically in response to the COVID-19 pandemic) was also important to students. 
Keeping this access was among the recommendaons made for next year.

Students are individuals – they have different learning requirements and preferences
Recognising or ulising the fact that different students have different learning requirements and 
preferences was also menoned with comparable frequency. Again, this was in relaon to several 
quesons, including those exploring independent learning, quality teaching, quality learning, 
assessment and also background. When the data was normalised, the recognion of different 
student learning requirements and preferences was a more prominent theme than having access to 
resources. Students frequently menoned that a crical aspect of quality teaching was staff that 
could deliver material or explain concepts in a variety of ways, depending on the ability and learning 
requirements and preferences of their students. This was seen as parcularly important for inclusive 
teaching, in which all students are able to understand the material. Students also thought that 
quality teaching should be interacve, movang, and engaging.
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The method of teaching was in general thought to be linked to the quality of teaching. Students 
highlighted that an appropriate method should be chosen for both the type and complexity of the 
material. Employing a variety of learning methods was also linked to preferences for online and face-
to-face teaching; students frequently felt that material that could be delivered effecvely or beer 
online should be done online, while material that would be beer done face-to-face should be done 
face-to-face. A hybrid or mixed approach, in which students could choose whether to engage online 
or face-to-face in the same content, was also menoned by two students.

In terms of quality learning, a number of students thought that they were more visual learners and 
responded poorly to being overloaded with reading material (while the hypothesis of ‘learning 
styles’ has lile or no support in the literature (Newton, 2015), it seems the idea is sll prevalent 
among students); others pointed out that some students needed more interacon than their 
lecturers simply reading off powerpoint slides during live sessions. There was a strong general 
consensus among the students that quality learning should be interacve, both in terms of staff-
student interacons, but also students having interacve tasks to do, to reinforce their learning. For 
many, this was epitomised by the praccal applicaon of theory. There was also the percepon that 
interacve elements, parcularly praccal applicaons of theory, were easier and more enjoyable in 
a face-to-face environment. However, there were some students who said that learning online 
worked parcularly well for them, because they were able to contribute more easily to online classes 
due to their introverted personalies or lack of confidence.

Independent learning
In relaon to independent learning, and occasionally quality learning, the importance of working 
alone, outside of metabled classes, and/or revision was frequently menoned. These themes were 
not only raised when students were asked to define independent learning, but also in relaon to the 
necessity – whether desired or not – for effecve independent learning during the pandemic. A link 
was made by several students between independent learning and quality teaching, in that quality 
teaching should act as a catalyst for independent learning. This could take a number of forms; 
teaching staff may guide students in their independent learning, recommend credible sources or 
further reading, or help students with the transion from the way of working in school to that of 
university. Formave assessment was frequently emphasised as a valuable part of independent 
learning, especially when high-quality feedback was given.

Skills for the future
Quality teaching, quality learning, and more frequently independent learning, were associated with 
preparing students for life aer university and their future careers. The skills and self-discipline 
developed in effecve independent learning are seen as similar to those required in the workplace. 
Students expressed the senment that quality teaching and quality learning should give them the 
skills they will need in the future. Addionally, occasionally independent learning and quality 
learning were thought to be dependent on self development, focus and movaon; however, there 
was a lot of overlap themacally between quality teaching and quality learning, implying that one 
depends on the other.

Assessment and feedback
While formave assessment (as menoned above) was seen as a valuable part of independent 
learning, it was also seen by most as a valuable part of learning and assessment in general. There 
were some, however, that thought formave assessments were an unnecessary distracon, 
especially when content was not relevant, or if scheduling with other summave assessments was 
parcularly poorly planned. However, for many students, formave assessment was seen as 
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valuable, especially when implemented well with feedback. As part of formave assessment, mock 
exams and regular pracce quesons were also seen as a good way to prepare students for 
assessments and give them confidence in the course material.

In terms of summave assessments, pieces of coursework (including essays) were thought to be the 
most useful, especially when there was an emphasis on praccal applicaon or simulang the type 
projects or situaons that students might encounter in the workplace.

While some students felt that online exams were beneficial, many more expressed scepcism about 
their credibility and integrity, and how much was actually gained from them – especially when 
feedback was so lacking and students only received a mark. In addion to coursework, group 
assessments (including presentaons) were thought to be beneficial for developing confidence and 
new skills, as well as interacng with peers. There were a number of students who thought that 
group work online was too difficult to coordinate, or that they disliked the idea of some students 
being free-riders and benefing from the efforts of others, while pung lile or no work in 
themselves.

The importance of high-quality and detailed feedback was emphasised; exams were cricised for 
having lile or no feedback other than a mark. Students wanted more and higher-quality feedback in 
general. Increased opportunies to discuss feedback with staff on a one-to-one basis (or occasionally 
in small groups) would also be valued.

Background
More oen than not, students' background was not immediately seen as relevant to their teaching 
and learning, although these responses were given largely by White students, or students whose 
ethnicity was not known or not given. When it was seen as relevant, it was generally prior 
educaonal background that was seen as either a help or a hindrance to transioning from school to 
university; those who had covered some of the material at school would be at an advantage. 
However, students thought that the materials and teaching provided, especially in the form of 
recorded lectures, would allow those who were at a disadvantage, due to prior educaonal 
background, to go at their own pace. Differences in educaonal backgrounds were also seen as a way 
for peers to learn from each other. Addionally, the diversity of a cohort in general was idenfied by 
a few students as a valuable way to learn from each other's experiences and backgrounds.

Somemes background was seen as important and relevant to teaching, and some students felt that 
it was recognised occasionally (although this was less common in Other Sciences, but not seen as a 
problem). Ways in which background was seen as recognised in course material included: the 
teaching of ethnicity-specific risk associated with hypertension; students relang more to, or having 
increased empathy for, minority ethnicity paents when on placement; and content related to 
internaonal businesses, financial systems, and economies. Students somemes idenfied that there 
was scope for improving the recognion and incorporaon of their backgrounds into teaching.

Students’ different learning requirements and preferences were also highlighted in relaon to 
background; some students felt that teachers should adapt to this. Regarding assessment, some 
students would like to choose the direcon of their assessments more, for example, by tailoring a 
project or essay tle towards their naonality, ethnicity, or personal interests.
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Help and support
In general, the view of help, support and communicaon was mixed. Help, support, and 
communicaon was frequently thought to be good by some students, especially regarding 
adversing of mental health support; fewer thought that help and support had been absent, or that 
communicaon had been poor. Poor communicaon was menoned oen in relaon to sending 
emails to staff and the associated long response mes. Some students highlighted the importance of 
students being listened to; some had felt ignored. The importance of approachable, available, and 
accessible staff was emphasised.

Financial help for laptops, soware and improved WiFi was raised a number of mes. This seemed to 
be parcularly an issue during the pandemic, possible due to the inability for many students to 
access their university's library.

Addional observaons
Overall, the trends seen in the focus groups are similar to those seen in the open quesons, with one 
main excepon: responses to the open quesons indicated a preference for online open-book 
exams, whereas many of the focus group parcipants expressed a scepcism and dislike of this 
assessment format.

In terms of acknowledging their backgrounds, it is clear that it is either not immediately at the 
forefront of students' minds, or that they do not feel comfortable discussing potenally sensive 
topics in the context of a focus group. Occasionally scope for beer incorporang students’ 
backgrounds into teaching was idenfied, but only aer further quesoning.
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